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Preface 
The work de scribed in this dissertation ·was conceived and 
carried out under the supervision of Professor P. W. Anderson 
at Princeton University , New Jersey, over the period 1976-77, 
drawing on experience gained during an apprenticeship of 
twenty months graduate work with him at the Cavendish Laboratory, 
Cambridge, and a summer as a visitor at Bell Laboratories. 
Chapter one, and chapter two, sections 2.1 to 2.4, are 
brief reviews of the mixed valence problem and the current state 
of knowledge of the properties of the, Anderson and Kondo models . 
Since these are potentially vast topics, these reviews reflect 
my personal prejudices as to which aspects are most imnortant. 
To the best of my knowledge, the material presented from 
section 2.5 onwards is original: those places where it draws 
on previous work are indicated by references in the text to 
the earlier authors. 
The seminal idea that started this work was the suggestion 
by Phil Anderson that screening effects from -l '13 scattering 
channels of the rare-earth atoms might be important components 
of the eventual explanation of the mysterious properties of 
the mixed valence rare-earth compounds, and also trat the tech-
niques he developed in conjunction with my predecessors Gideon 
Yuval and John Armytage could prove useful in this context. 
I wish to express my gratitude to my Supervisor Phil 
Anderson for his support and guidance during my graduate studies, 
and also for sharing with me his insight into which aspe cts of a 
problem are physically important. 
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I must also express my deep appreciation to my good friend 
Marcia Brubeck, who gene~ousl~ donat~d her skills to the task 
of transforming vast piles of incomprehensible and illegible 
manuscript in;to the semblence of a thesis in the face of a 
rapidly approaching deadline. 
For financial support, I am indebted to the taxpayers of 
Great Britain for an SRC studentship held at the Cavendish 
Laboratory 1973-75, and a NATO studentship held abroad at 
'?rinceton University 1975-?6. Finally , I was supported by a 
contract with Bell Laboratories program of research in theo-
retical physics for the period 1976-77 at Princeton. While 
at Princeton, travel funds and other overheads, such as the 
support of my Xerox habit, were provided by NSF contract 
DMR 76 00866 A01, 
I must also acknowledge the hospitality of the Aspen 
Center for Physics, where I put the final touches to t~is 
thesis. 
This dissertation is the result of my own work and includes 
nothin-'s which is the outcome of work done in collaboration. 
Furthermore, I hereby declare that my dissertation entitled 
"An extension of the Anderson model as a model for mixed valence 
rare-earth materials" is not substantially the same as any that 
I have submitted for a degree, diploma or other qualification 
at any other University. I further state that no part of my 
dissertation· has already or is being concurrently submitted for 
any such de~ree, diploma or other qualification. 
 
F. D. M. Haldane, 
Aspen, Colorado, July 15, 1977. 
Note on the Amended Version. 
Following the oral examination of this thesis on October 7 th 1977 by 
· of the Cavendish and Dr. D.~. Edwards of Imperial Professor v. Heine 
College, certain amendments have been made. In particular the discussion 
of the effects of coupling to a "slow" ~honon field (chapter four) has 
been extended, and the evaluation of the perturbation series discussed in 
section 5.3 has been described in detail in an appendix to chapter five. 
t are the d.l·scussion of Langreth1s Fermi liquid theorem Other improvemen s 
in section 2.5 and 2.6; the interpretation of the scaling equations 
) also been modified, and the arguments presented in .(section 6.4 has 
a ·m·ore physical and less formal form. wh at is hopefu-lly 
Publications: 
F. D. M. Haldane 
Grenoble, France, 
January 15th, 1978. 
Some material from this thesis has bean pu is e bl .. h d and may· be 'found as follows: 
"Hartree~Fock study of the Anderson model coupled 
valenc-e states" 
M H ld Phys. Rev. 815, 281 (1977).· f' •. D. • a ane, 
to a boson field; mixed 
"New mocle-1 for the mixed-valence.~henomenon in rare-earth materials" 
f. o. M. Haldane, Phys. Rev. 815, 2477 (1977). 
"Scaling theory of the asymmetric Anderson model" 
F. o. M. Haldane, Phys. Rev. Lett. 40, 415 (1978). 
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ABSTRACT. 
The Phenomenon of mixed valence in certain rare-earth compounds is briefly 
reviewed. The Kondo-like behaviour of the resistivity of mixed valence coumpound 
compounds such as CeA1 3 suggests t hat there is little coherence between rare-
earth atoms except at very low temperatures, and that a model of a single 
rare-earth impurity in a metal may be usefully studied. The configurational 
instability regime (Ed~ D) of the Anderson model of a magnetic impurity in 
a metal is a natural choice for such a study; however it is pointed that on 
physical grounds it must be generalised to include dynamic screening processes; 
coupling of valence fluctuations to ~he lattice is also included as a linear 
coupling to the phonon field . The limit in.which these phonon frequencies 
are slow compared to electronic Telaxation times is treated in mean-field 
theory, and two degenerate Hartree-Fock states with different valence may 
be found. Reincluding phonon dynamics with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, 
it is found that this implies that there are slow valence fluctuations, contr-
olled by tunnelling of t he Phonon field between the two degenerate minima of 
the- effec.tive potential. 
A perturbation expansion in 6, the hybridisation, is .developed for the 
Anderson model and its generalisations. It is noted that, provided it is 
large, the conduction bandwidth is not relevant in the unscreened case, and 
the limit of infinite bandwidth is the most convenient to treat. By comparison 
of the susceptibility expansion with that for the Kondo model, the Kondo 
temperature of the local moment regime is found to be proportional to 
(U6,)texp(Ed(Ed+U)/(2AU/1T')) (corresponding to the Schrieffer-Wolff value for Jf 
and (-Ed(Ed+U))i for D); the precise ~ro~ortionality coeffici$nt may also·be, 
obtained. The eventual crossover to a non-magnetic state as Ed is changed 
from the "symmetric" value of -iu is investigated by a scaling technique, as 
it is associated with logarithmic terms in the pertubation expansion; the 
1' 
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criterion for the existence of a local moment regim~ and spin-compensated 
Kondo ground states is found to be T K <..'--L:::. • When the above expression for TK is of order D., the local moment description is never valid, and below a 
" A 
"valence fluctuation · temperature . of order~ the system condenses into a Fermi liquid with sustantially non-integral valence. Properties in this crossover 
* 
region are found to depend solely on the scaling invariants~ and Ed = Ed + 
A/ifln(W/A), where W is a high energy cutoff given by U or the conduction band-
width, whichever is the smaller. The criterion for this mixed valence state 
With the aid of the scaling theory, various crossovers 
of the properties of the system as a function of temperature are described. 
The effects of screening and coupling to "fast" phonons on the mixed 
valence state are also examined by these scaling techniques, and are found 
to result in a renormalisation of D 
• In the case of electronic screening, 
this renormalisation is estimated to be negligeable in practice, but coupling 
to phonons, whether fast or slow, can potentially give rise to sustantially 
reduced "valence fluctuation temperatures"; however, the dependence of thi\5 
on the model parameters is too sensitive for direct comparison with experiment 
to be relfable. The results are synthesi sed into a picture of the mixed 
valence state as~ Fermi liquid state with a virtual bound state, possibly 
with substantially reduced width and weight as a result of coupling to phonons, 
at t he Fermi level. 
Dedicated to 1 
Phil Anderson, 
whose model started it all, 
and 
Marcia Brubeck • 
----- -------
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A note on the structure of this thesis. 
Each chapter is written so as to be as self-contained as 
possibles a list of references and any appendices are given at the 
end of each chapter. Except where experimental results are 
referred to, units of temperature and frequency are such that k == 
·-tf = 1. 
Those intereste1 only in the results on the standard Anderson 
model (without screening terms) should read only chapters 2, 5,1-5.J, 
and 6. 
The relationship between chapters is shown below: 
1. Mixed valence 
Problem. 
t-J ··--G-e_n_e_r.,..a ... l_i_s_a""'t--i_o_n__._ to include screening. 
(Anderson model results only) 
4. Mean-f:.i.'e~1· 
Theory. 
. .,.-
5. Partition · 
I 
/ 
r 
't" 
l 
2. Review of the 
Anderson and 
Kondo models. 
I 
/ 
function .(s~z1 _ :_\ 
expansion. ~ ..... 
~ ........ _. __./ S, Sc~ng ] 
Theory. 
~:..-• -~· ·,. -
CHAPTER ONE 
REVIEW OF THE MIXED VALENCE PROBLEM 
1.1 Introduction 
(BLOC 1 . 2 Some Characteristics of Mixed-Valence Compounds 
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1.1 Introduction 
Characteristically, f-electrons in rare- earth materials do not take part in conduction processes . Intra-atomic interactions are so strong that a band picture cannot be applied to the f-electrons in a solid; as the f-orbitals are spatially highly localised inside the 
core region of the atom, not only are intra-atomic Coulomb matrix-
elements greatly enhanced compared to those between, say, d-elcctrons, but matrix elements for hybridisation with orbitals on neighbouring atoms are also greatly reduced. 
In this circumstance, the basic description of the f-electrons must be in terms of the electronic configurations of the free atom, with interactions between neighbouring atoms treated as a small 
un s a e con J.guration of the f-orbitals 
Perturbation . If the gro d t t f" 
is singlet, they are effectively inert, and f-electrons ~lay no role ; if it has J # 0, the f-electrons will act as a lattice of Heisenberg spins, with small effective exchange couplings between sites generated 
n sue cases the f-orbitals ate 
by the weak hybridJ.·satJ.·on term. I h 
said to have 'integ·ra1 ·. valence. ' Of course , formally even an infinitesimal hybridisation term will mix excited ~onfigurations of the free atom with different valences into the ground state , so technically the atom in a sol"d · 1 
· 
J. J.S a ways J.n a state of 'mixed valence'; however , in contrast to the case of s-, p- or d- orbitals , such admix ture i s 
a J.n en s an purposes , these exci ted 
usually ext r emely small . To 11 · t t d 
configura t i ons occur as a consequence of the virtual processes tha t 
media t e the exchange interactions betwe~n the effective Heisenb e rg 
spins. The term ' mixed va l ence ' is reserved f or those sp ecial cases 
where two configurations with different f-orbital valences are both present in significant amounts in the ground state , while the 
electronic state of the rare-earth atoms remains homogeneous throughout 
the so;t.id . 
\ l 
\E 
(a) d-band (delocalised) (single-particle) density of .states. 
· 
· 
. ff)-\ 
T 
En-, 
(b) f-orbital (localised) atomic configurational spectrum. 
~ig. 1.1 . Model of a rare:eart~metal (see text). 
) Consider the following highly oversimplified model of a rare-
earth metal (Fig. 1.1): the cl-electrons are assumed to have completely delocalised into a conduction band which contains the Fermi .level , 
while the f-electrons reside in isolated atomic or bitals on each site, with no hybridisation , The configurational spectrum of the f-orbital is simplified so all relevant configurations with t h e same valen ce 
n-1 n ar e degenerate , and only the two valences f , f are energetically 
a ccess i ble . . If the ener gy Ef (Il) of the conf i gura tional excitation \ f n-1 + et fn l i es below t he Fermi level , t h e groun d state configurat ion ' 
~ 1 \ wi ll b e fn ; if it is above , f is stab le . I 
Fi gure (1 . 2) shows the eftect of s ystemati cally increas i ng Ef(n) \ while keepin g the total charge constant . When E f (n) reaches the ! IFermi level , f-electron s begin to empty i nto the conduction band 
a nd t h e system goes into a state of 'mixed valence '; the chemica l po-
(BLO 
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tential f,>.; tracks Ef(n) until one electron per rare-:-earth atom has been 
n-1 transferred to the conduction band, and integral valence (f ) of the 
f-orbitals again holds. When hybridisation is included, the configura-
tional excitation will acquire a finite lifetime, and may be regarded 
as forming a very narrow '£-band' in the single particle spectrum; 
however, this '£-band' can only hold one electron per atom. 
p. 
E:j-(n) 
Fig. (1.2). Effect of varying Ef(n) . 
If rare-earth materials are systematically studied, most will be 
in states of integral valence, as the energy level splittings between 
configurations with different valences are very large, and the proba-
bility that Ef(n)~/A is small. Neve.~theless, a few compounds should 
be found in the mixed-valence state, where the Fermi level is pinned 
to the configuration~l instability . Such materials will be distin-
guished by highly anomalous properties. 
In some materials, for example Fe
3
o
4 
, where two configurations 
- 2+ d 
Fe
3
+ are present, the system stabilises itself by a struc-Fe an 
tural charige so the ions with different valences sit on two equiv-
alent sublattices . Such systems are not in the mixed-valence state 
in the sense used here; the rare-earth materials under consideration 
are found to be spatially homogeneous. 
Sl.·te have some amplitude for being in either The £-orbitals on each 
valence state. This state is sometimes described as an 'interconfig-
State' (ICF), where the 'fluctuations' are unders t ood urational fluctuation 
in the sense of a zero-point motion. 
1 Of the ml.·xed valence state, many additional In a realistic mode ·
Consideration; for example, lattice size and factors must be taken into 
conduction e ec ron 1 t Charge distribution around the rare~earth atom will be 
strongly coupled to valence fluctuations . 
be considered in detail later. 
The effect of such terms will 
1 
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12 Some Characteristics of Mixed Valence Compounds 
Extensive reviews of mixed valence (MV) compounds have been 
given by Varma (1976), Jayaraman et al . (1975), Maple and Wohlleben 
(1973) and Mott (1974). See also the proceedingi of the recent 
Rochester conference (Parks, ~977)} An overview , stressing 
selected properties, will be given here . 
The most widely studied MV rare-earth compounds are samarium 
chalcogenides, SmS, Sm~e, SmTe (Jayaraman et al. (1975)) , which 
2+ · 6 change from semiconductors (Sm = 4f ) to MV metals (sm2+ /Sm3+) 
under the effect of pressure or alloying with the smalle~ ion, Gd 2+ 
Similar transformations occur in ytterbium chalcogenides (Yb2~ 4t14 /Yb3+) 
2+ 13 3+ 
and TmTe (Tm = 4f /Tm ) • These changes are isostructural, and 
accompanied by a , ::-/0% decrease in volume . SmS is distinguished by 
the change being discontinuous , and strongly first order , leading to 
the dramatic ' black/gold explosive transition.r The change is 
continuous in the other compounds . Much work has been done on the 
investigation of the nature and thermodynamics of the transition 
(which is also a metal-insulator transition); this work will , however , 
be more concerned with the character of the MV metallic state itself, 
possibly best represented by such s ystems as cerium metal (Jayaraman 
(1965)), and the alloys CeA12 , CeA13 , ·. YbA12 , YbA13 (Buschow et al. (1970), 
Havinga et al. (19 73)) . 
Three main e ffects indicate the presence of non-integral valence. 
(a) Lattice constants of a particular rare-earth compound may be 
studied as the rare-earth is varied through the lanthanide series 
(Jayaraman et al.(1975)) . In general MV compounds have anomalous 
lattice constants, lying between extrapolated estimates of their 
7 
values for the pure +n and +(n-1) ionic states. 
(b) M8s sbauer shift studies (Cohen et al. (1970)) ,when a suitable iso-
. 149 . l d · t tope is available (e.g., Sm ), probe t he conduction e ectron ensi Y 
at the nucl~us, and hence , ~hrough the screening interaction , the 
£-orbital valence. Studies show that MV compounds are homogeneous 
on a timescale of 10-10s . , but the line shift is intermediate 
between that found for pure fn and fn-l , ionic configurations. 
(c) X-ray photospectroscopy (XPS) spectra (Campagna et al. (1974)) 
take a ' snapshot ' of the configuration of the rare-earth ion 
-18 
on a time scale of 10 s . Spectra of MV compounds show the 
unambiguous ' fingerprints' of two different valence states in 
the spectra . On the timescale of the experiment, the material 
resembles a random alloy of the two configurations . 
These three effects each allow an estimation of the mixing ratio 
n-1 n · f /f ; and produce comparable results. They also define a timescale 
for valence fluctuations, usually est imated as 10-12-10-13s 
· · f few meV) This behaviour (corresponding to zero-point energies o a . 
has recently been directly tested (Holland-Moritz et al. (1977)) by 
· diffuse neutron scattering on the MV compound CePd 3 ; a configur.ational 
- 13 lifetime of l,BxlO s . is reported . 
In most MV materials studied (compounds of Sm, Eu, Yb and Ce) 
one of the two configurations involved is a singlet, J =O. In that 
case a characteristic of the material is its failure to order magnet-
ically, even if the proportion of JiO configuration dominates. This 
stands in dramatic contrast to normal rare-earth materials, which 
are strongly magnetic if JiO. A striking example is the so-called 
'dense Kondo system' CeA1 3 , which has recently been studied down to 
8 
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Fig. (l. 3) . Properties of CeAl3 . 
sufficiently low temperature to observe the limiting behaviour 
(Andres et al . (1975)). Though anomalous, like many other cerium 
4+ 0 3+ 1 . 
compounds, the amount of Ce (f) mixed in with Ce (r-) is undetectable 
( <5%). In spite of this, the prqperties of this material show that 
the mixed valence effect is involved. CeA13 may be usefully compared 
to LaA13 , which is expected to be very similar except that the 
f-orbital is empty. The dramatic differences between the two materials 
may then be attributed to the f-electrons. 
The resistivity, specific heat and susceptibility of CeAl:3 are 
shown schematically in Fig. (1.3). The most striking feature is the 
rise in excess resistivity over that of LaAl:3 as the material is cooled; 
at its maximum, around 40K, it is comparable to the unitarity limit 
of incoherent scattering by an t=J virtual bound state on each 
lattice site (Andres et al. (1975)) · Below SK it drops off again, 
finally vanishing with a strong 'f' dependence, attributed by Mott 
(1974) to Baber scattering between 'heavy' particles in a narrow 
band, and 'light' particles in a wide band; using Baber's formula , 
Andres finds Tf ~- 3K for the narrow band. 
The excess specific heat (Mahoney et al. (1974)) shows a Shottky-
like anomaly around 40K; the features around 4-6K are probably 
impurity features (e.g., CeA\ , always present in small quantitites, 
orders magnetically at 6K) . Integration of the specific heat curves 
shows that the zero temperature entropy is much less than the kln2 
expected for a crystal electric field doublet (J=S/2 in a hexagonal 
field) (Andres (1975)), and possibly zero (Mahoney et al. (1974)). 
The limiting low temperature behaviour is linear, with a huge y-
coeffic ient corresponding to a Fermi gas with degeneracy 
temperature T f ~ 25K. The susceptibility measurements at low 
temperatures show the Curie law giving way to a temperature independent 
value; if this is a Pauli susceptibility, T f ~ ·15K~ 
The low temperature behaviour points to the ground state being 
a Fermi liquid with a narrow band of collective excitations right 
at the Fermi level. 
The intermediate temperature behaviour is very reminiscent of the 
Kondo effect (see section 2 . 4) and CeAl3 is sometimes described as a 
'dense Kondo system.' The resistivity becomes so large that each 
rare-earth atom must be scattering incoherently . This naturally 
leads to the idea that this intermediate regime can be described by 
an ensemble of isolated 'impurity' rare-earth atoms in a metal . Only 
at still lower temperatures when coherence develops must account of 
interactions between rare-earth atoms be taken . 
A phenomenological description might be as follows: as the 
temperature is lowered , the coupling of an isolated rare-earth 
impurity, which is close to configurational instability, to the 
conduction band of its host metal leads to the formation of a 
collective virtual bound state (VBS) (Friedel (1958)) at the Fermi 
level, and the resistivity rises. The first goal of a theoretical 
investigation should be to examine how this comes about. In an array 
of rare-earth atoms in a solid, the processes that give rise to VBS 
formation are usually forestalled by a phase transition to a magnetic 
state at a temperature TN higher than that for VBS formation. MV 
materials may be characterised by having TVBS > TN at lower tempera-
tures, coherence among the VBS will develop, and a narrow band of 
collective excitations will form. The ground s tate may be characterised 
as a Fermi liquid with a large density of states at the Fermi surface, 
due to this collective band. 
11 
A very natural choice of impurity model for investigating the 
reg1·on is the Anderson model (Anderson (1961)), intermediate temperature 
which is reviewed in the . following chapter. 
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2.1 Ph sical Basis of the Anderson Model and Related Models 
The Anderson model (Anderson (1961)) was proposed as a model of 
a transition metal impurity in a non-magneti c host metal, and used 
to study the conditions determining the 
presence or absence of a local 
magnetic moment on the 1·mpuri·ty . Th 
ese conditions were seen very 
cl.early in the Hartree-Fock treatment of the model, and were 
successfully related to systematic variations of t .he 
occurrence and 
size of local moments with the position of the impurity in the 
transition metal series (Clogston 1 ( 
et a . 1962)). Following the 
discovery (Kondo (1964)) tha·t the · 
related s-d or Kondo model (in 
which a free spin is h 
exc ange-coupled to a Fermi gas) was not as 
trivial as was first thought, and h h 
tat igher order perturbation theory 
in the exchange coupling constant · f d 
was in ra re divergent as T-+ o 
. , 
it was realised that the f 
same e feet was present in the Anderson 
model (Schrieffer and Wolff (1966)) . 
The apparent simplicity of these d 1 
mo e s, coupled with their apparent 
intractability, stimulated a 1· 
vast iterature (for a partial list, see 
Kondo (1969), Grliner and Zawadowski (1974)) of theoretical studies 
aimed at exposing the exact nature of the ground 
state, together with 
the extensive experimental study (see the revi· ew 
by Rizzuto (1974)) 
of dilute systems of magnetic impurities . 
The nature of the solution 
was clarified by the dev 1 f h 
e opment o t e Anderson-Yuval scaling theories 
(Anderson (1970) ; Anderson , Yuval and Hamann (1970)); finally Wilson 
(1975) developed the tools for the essentially exact numerical solution 
of the problem w·th h 0 
l is renormalisation group (RG) technique. 
Like most succ f 1 d 1 
ess u mo e s , the Anderson model is phenomenological -
in character. 
Its detailed derivation from first principles would 
be arduous, but might perhaps be achieved using Anderson's 'chemical 
pseudopotential' formalism (Anderson (1969)) in which the wave functions 
of solids are constructed from the non-orthogonal localised wave 
functions of an 'atomic-like' pseudo-Hamiltonian. In any case, as the 
bulk of the interactions in the model are considered to have been 
removed by a Landau Fermi-liquid renormalisation technique, the 
numerical values of the parameters should not be identified literally 
with their apparent 'bare' or 'a priori' values. Despite this 
phenomenological nature of its parameters, the Anderson model has 
allowed deep insight .into the behaviour of magnetic impurities. 
The physical rationale behind the Anderson model is intuitively 
simple. A transition metal impurity, such as a gold atom, in an 
otherwise similar host such as copper, has the effect of adding an 
extra set of d-orbitals to the truncated Hilbert space of energetically 
available s-p wave functions making up the host conduction band . The 
conduction band Wannier function of the impurity atom is assumed to 
be much the same as that of the host atom it replaces. 
Interactions between conduction electrons have been removed, 
and these particles are interpreted as Fermi-liquid quasi-particles. 
As the cl-orbitals a re physically much more localised in space than s 
or p orbitals, the Coulomb and exchange matrix-elements between d-
electrons on the impurity atom are much larger than those between 
conduction electrons, and this extra interaction strength is 
explicitly included in the Hamiltonian. 
A small hybridisation term allowing cl-electrons to ' hop' into the 
conduction band, and vice versa, is included. This matrix element 
will be relatively small, as symmetry requires d-electrons to hop 
into the Wannier orbitals of neighbouring atoms only, not those of 
the impurity site itself, which haves or p symmetry about the impurity. 
As the d-orbital is very localised these matrix elements with orbitals 
15 
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on neighbouring si.tes are 
very small . 
The Hamiltonian is 
l ~ V. t . . 
+ ~C"" k t7'l cko- (filer+ h.c. + ~d ,2, l. l 
l-le1 = :;.fc1f)Ma- + u~~ f)"'q-n~,ir' --r$; - k L} + A , ~.s~ 
. . rir,.. Mr' . ' ~ o ~ q (2.1.21 
• I 
I -·- -
Various intra-atomic exchange terms to ~odel h 
t e configuratiorial 
spectrum of the d-orbital ~ay be included. 
orbital creation operator , and r -~ 
Here~ 
ma is the impurity 
d ' Ld are the impurity orbital 
spin and orbital angular 
momentum operators . 
As cl-electrons will only hop to orbitals wi·th 
the same point 
symmetry, a basis set of spherical waves (or, more 
generally, represen-
tations of th 
e appropriate point group) centred on 
the impurity site 
is most convenient f d 
or escribing the conduction electronp; since in 
this case only 9.,_1 _ =2 spherical waves of 
the conduct ion band will 
hybridise with the d · b · :, 
-or itals , other t,-values may be 
considered to 
have been implicitly omitted from (2.1 .1). 
The interaction with the conduction band is 
completely determined 
by the spectral density 
~(w) C 1r~ IVkM\2.b(W-Ew.) 
fc:. . . . (2, 1.-J,) 
The resonance width f.. 
the chemical potential µ being taken 
as zero) of an impurity level at 
the Fermi level is the characteristic 
measure of the hybridisation strength . 
For 11 << U , J etc . , the 
impurity will at almost all t· b . 
imes e in the lowe~t energy state of the 
If I ( 
ree atom , . ·.f.. =0); the effect of firiite A i· s to 
0 allow resonant 
scattering of conduction electrons during whi'ch the impurity is 
virtually excited to other valences. 
In the strong hybridisation 
limit ' f.. >> U ,J, the cl-electrons become hi' ghly d 1 
e ocalised and the 
effects of the interactions are 
weak, and can be treated by perturba-
tion theory in U, 
A. more subtle property of the model is the difference between f.. 
small, and the atomic limit, f.. =O . For finite f.. , zero U , J, etc . , 
the ground state of the model , now a non-interacting Fermi gas, is 
17 
clearly a singlet. This remains true if infinitesimal inter action terms 
are ' switched on. ' The system is essentially finite or 'zero dimensional, ' 
and in an analogous fashion to the effect of finite temperature on low 
dimensional systems , the quantum fluctuations associated with finite f.. 
prevent any sharp discontinuities or, ' phase tnrqs.itions' as the inter-
action strengths U , J are increased; hence the ground state of (2 . 1 . 1) 
i s always a singlet for finite hybridisation. In contrast , for ~=O, 
the ground state may be degenerate, corresponding to a lowest energy co~f•s~~~ 
o.ti'on of HJ~ilh non ~ze,n, ,P--':.:)Ld~r- tr1o~~nhi.r,,; in that case the ground state 
.. I . . :. " •. 
for finite /1 has a different symmetry from that at zero f.. Since 
the effects of coupling a finite s ystem to a heat bath at finite tern-
perature prevents any discontinuities, such problems are limited to 
zero temperature, where they cause an infra-red divergence of 
perturbation theory in f.. .as T-+ 0. This divergence i s symptomatic 
of the Kondo effect (dealt with later) and is what makes the treat-
ment of this model both difficult and challenging enough to have 
inspired so much theoretical effort in the last decade. 
The simplest and most widely studied version of the model, 
which will be discussed mo re fully in the next section , is the 'non-
degenerate' case where the set of impurity cl-orbitals c is 
mCJ 
replaced by ans-like single orbital cdCJ Only the Coulomb term V 
in (2.1.2) need be retained. Insofar as the Kondo effect is concerned, 
it is likely that this simpler case is qualitatively similar to the 
full degenerate orbital model . 
18 . 
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The Anderson model has found other inte r preta tions besides its 
original one as a magnetic impu,rity . In particular (Newns (1969)) it 
has been used to model the chemi sorption of gas molecules on a metal 
surface . In that case the extra orbi tal r ep r es ents a molecular 
orbital on the gas molecule , which hybridises with the metal substrate 
orbitals, yielding a model of chemical bonding to the surface . 
Two related models must now be mentioned . The Wolff model 
(Wolff (1961)) is a single-site precursor of the Hubbard model 
(Hubbard (1964)) : an extra interaction term is included at a single 
site in a metal . 
H - ~ c C-t C -1-
. - -f;. c !-t K~ k<S" 
nocr is the . o<;:cupation number operator of the impurity-site 
Wannier function. For large U this model also describes the 
(2 . 1. 4) 
formation of a local moment ; though their physical interpre tations 
(and hence the i nterpretation of suc h properties as imp ur ity s pecifi c 
hea t , transport properties , etc .) are different , the Wo l ff model 
with a non- degenerate band , and t he no n- degenerate Anderson model 
a re in f act formallz equivalent th rough a canonica l transforma t ion. 
The f orm (2. 1 . 4) is appropriate fo r perturbation theory in the_small 
U/ 6 limit. 
The other rela t ed model is t he Kondo or s-d mode l (Kondo (1964)) , 
where a free s pi n i nterac t s 
with a Fermi gas. 
- ;rs', t 23 ,(cot ~.,c./) 
<rcr (2.1.5} 
Fo r a ce r t a in range of i t s parameters, the non-degenerate Anderson 
mo de l may be transformed to the S= ~ weak-coupling antiferromagnetic 
(nega t ive J) Kondo model. Care is needed in relating S >~ · Kondo models 
+ to degenerate Anderson models : the Pauli matrices cr must be replaced_ by 
full f=t:+1' matrices, and t he multiplicity of impurity site Wannier 
19 
· kn into account . functions ta e Little work has been one d on such S > ~ 
shown that with t he separable potent i al mode l s . Mattis (1967) has 
form of (2. 1 . 5) , the spin quant um d St ate is S- ~ number of t he gr oun 
. 1 (J negative) , ( and S+~ for t he antiferromagnetic case for J positive) ; 
for Contradiction wit S /' ~ , t his is clearly in . h the singlet ground 
state of t h e Anderson model . Okada and Yosida (1973) have studied 
model i n more detail , and derived equivalent the degenerate Anderson 
Kondo-like models . 
20 
2 . 2 For mal St r ucture of the Non Degenerate 
_ Ander son Model 
Specialising to the non-degenerate Ad 
n erson model , i t may be 
seen to be one of the simplest b 
ut decidedly non-trivial int e r acting 
fermion systems. Consider the ge 1 H 
nera amiltonian , in an unspecified bar 
;- .1 l: v.. a+ o.+ · 
2- , LjkL \. er :J~' Cl. k,/0.tcr (2.2 .1) Lj \...\., ~~ , 
The choice of a separable· . 
_ interaction t t · 1 1 po en ia eads to the Anderson 
model: 
Vcj k\, - ) 
Define the operator 
Cdcr - 6 Vt.. O. (. c:r 
I.. 
and choose a basis to diagonalise h . 
. ij ' 
(2 . 2 . 2) 
(2 . 2 . 3) 
the Pauli principle prevents particles of the same spin 
H
0 ~ i EL Qt..o.Lcr j . H :: HO + V nd.1' Y\ d.J.. 
from interacting 
, 
model is now in Wolff form , the natur al form fo r The 
small U. 
large U, a new basis ;s . ~ appropria te ; def ine Ed , V, and ~a 
[d cJo- t- V Y1: by: 
Furthermore 
where 
= 
0 
t-£k Cl<r 
Finally, in this new basis : 
,/ 
+ 
(2 . 2 . 4) 
For 
(2.2. 5} 
(2.2. 6) 
(2.2. 7) 
H :: L, Ek~+;_ Y<cr +- i;;d I; t\ia- + u (}J.1' n J.J, + L vl(d C:~CJ,.. +h.(. 
i<<r a- Ker • (2.2,8) 
In t he 'atomic limit' V o ( 
.. . ' kd = ' 2.2.8) is in diagonal form, and the behav 
iour of the ground state as a function of 
the parametersEd and U is 
shown in Fig . (2.1). Th 
e case E.d= -~u -is 11 d , 
ea e the symrnetr.ic model' ' 
indicating that the Hamiltonian has ~article-hole 
symmetry , 
Fig . (2 .1 ) . 
Gr ound state of the 
at omic limit ( ll=O ) of 
the Ande r son model as 
21 
0 a function of the para-
meters (Ed-tl~U), u. 
f)J.-::: 2.. 
SJ = c 
Magn etic region is 
shaded . 
Of part i cula r interest is the sectorU>Q, O>Ed>-U , wher e the 
ground state is degenerate , and has non-zero spin S=~ . 
The hyb r idisation with the con.due tion band is characterised by 
the spectral density ll(w) , given by (2 . 1. 3) . If the model is used 
in the context of chemisorption, as ·ment.i.oned in the previous section, 
it may be i mportant to retain a realistic band structure ; however, 
in the study of the magnetic impurity it is often convenient to make 
the cho ice t). (w) =ll , cons tant . If thi s i s translated into Wolff model 
form (2 .2.4) this cho i ce corresponds to a Lorentzian density of 
states : 
pew, I 
if 
( 2 .2. 9) 
It mus t, however, be noted t hat this choice corr esponds to an i nf i n i t e 
bandwidth for the conduction band of the Anderson model, and hence a 
divergent but sub tractable ground state energy that depends on I:). , 
neces s itating care in fo rmulation perturba tion expansions in tha t quantity . 
This problem is dealt with in chapter five. 
When the hybridisation I:). is included , the model will exhibit 
complicated behaviour near the regions of configurational crossover 
shown in Fig. (2.1). Away from these regions, however, transformations 
to a simpler effective Hamiltonian are available. These may simply 
(Bl 
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2 . 2 Formal Structure of the Non-Degenerate Ad 
_ · n erson Model 
Specialising to the non-degenerate Anderson model 
' 
it may be 
seen to be one of the simplest b d 
ut ecidedly non-trivial interacting 
fermion systems. Consider the ge 1 H 
nera amiltonian, in an unspecified 
+- ..1. l: v.. a+ a+ · 
2-, LjkL \.er :J.s-' Clkcr'O.Lcr (2.2.1) Lj \-.,1., lf'cr' 
The choice of a separable· . 
_ interaction pot t· 1 1 d en ia ea s to the Anderson 
model : 
Vcjk~ - ) 
Define the operator 
Cdcr - L Vi- 0. (.er 
L 
and choose a basis to diagonalise ~ h .. ; 
. lJ 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
-
Fig . (2 .1 ) . 
Ground state of the 
atomic limit (t:.=O ) of 
the Anderson model as 
21 
0 a function of the para-
meters (Ed+1~U), u. 
() J.-:: 2-
SJ = o 
Magnetic region is 
shaded . 
Of particular interest is the sectorU>Q, O>Ed>-U , where the 
ground state is degenerate, arid has non-zero spin s=·~ . 
The hybridisation with the con.duction band is characterised by 
the spectral density t:.(w), given by (2.1.3) . If the model is used 
the Pauli principle prevents particles of the same spin 
H
0
=-; ELQt-o..lO'") ·H:: H0+ Vnd.1'ne\~ ,, 
from interacting. 
in the context of chemisorption, as ·mentionedin the previous section, 
it may be important to retain a realistic band structure; however, 
(2.2 . 4) 
The model is now in Wolff form , the natural form for small u. For 
large U' a new basis is appropriate,· def -rne 
_._ Ed, V, and '" 
'l'a by: 
+- Vy;: 
0 (2.2.5} 
Furthermore 
J 
(2.2.6) 
where 
= (2.2. 7) 
Finally, in this new basis : 
H ::: ~ EK Cit-Y<cr- -r i::;d 0 ndcr + u nc1.1' n J,t, + g VicJ. C:~CJa- +h-c 
" ~ ,..u (2.2.8) 
In the 'atomic limit' V o ( 
.. ' kd = ' . 2.2.8) is in diagonal form, and the behav 
iour of the ground state as a function of 
the parame.ters -Ed and u is 
shown in Fig . (2.1). Th 
e case Rd= -~U is called the 'symmetric model '' 
indicating that the Hamiltonian has p~rticle-hole 
symmetry , 
in the study of the magnetic impurity it is often convenient to make 
the choicet:.(w)=t:. , constant . If this is translated into Wolff model 
form (2 . 2.4 ) this choice corresponds to a Lorentzian density of 
states: 
plw, ::::: I 1T (w-~ Y·+ t:/- (2.2 . 9) 
It must, however, be noted that this choice corresponds to an infinite 
bandwidth for the conduction band of the Anderson model , and hence a 
divergent but subtractable ground state energy that depends on t:. , 
necessitating care in formulation perturbation expansions in that quant ity. 
This problem is dealt wi th in chapter five. 
When the hybridisation t:. is included, the model will exhibit 
complicated behaviour near the regions of configurational crossover 
shown in Fig. (2.1). Away from these regions, however, transformations 
to a simpler effective Hamiltonian are available. These may simply 
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0-= I n=~ 
. ... . . - .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '\ . .. . 
0 .. . . . . . . . . .. ..... 
V'\=o· : I • 
-
., Cl ... 
w= o 
\
~-~ V , :: D 
V o-w 
12:~-:~J 
... - .. "' ... - .. . 
. . . . 
(o..) .5p~d-ru.1'f'l of (2-·~ Lo) 
()=- 0 i. 
.. 1 11 
~ - i 
T--~--
(\= 2 1 4 . 
t . 
··+····. 
2.~-1-ll - "->; U2. V 
{i V . : 'B-i,..j 
o . ,.r;_v 
,·r 
1{7r1? !<l:_) 
('\ ,=. \ . "L- ~ 
1 
·T +·· 
Fig , (2. 2a-d) . Spectrum of (2 . 2 .1 0) (s ee t ext). 
:fot e tha t the ground state i s a l ways an n=2 sing let. 
be derived by examining the eigenstates of 
H- -::: Ed-~ r\\cr- + U Y\}1- ()d."1 + V ~ r: CJ~+ h-c. · (2. 2 .10) 
These are shown in Fig. (2.2a). Note that the ground state is always 
an n=2 singlet. 
Examination of the low-lying eigenstates in the three limiting 
cases (Figs. (2.2b-d)) shows that as far as low energy conduction 
electrons are concerned, they are characteris tic of simple effective 
Hamiltonians with weak interactions plus potential scattering . In the 
limits nd~o or nd~2, the effective Hamiltonian is of Wolff form; for 
.nd~l , there is a spin degree of freedom left in the cl-orbital and 
the effective Hamiltonian is of Kondo form. The effective coupling 
constants are given by 
'2.A'l. U. 
\J t.ff p = -I:::. Ll tff f'" =:-Trte! ; it .. €~3 (~) (OJ,.. o) (2.2.11) 
V<lf-f ~ -A ueff f 1 = ui.o.._ Tt(GM "-) ifi (fJttt)} (1fJ.~) C nJ ""2.) (2.2 . 12) 
. v~*f =- 6. (_L+..1..J °ffi' E,! E°Jtl{ 
' 
-yeJff =- ~ (~ - J. ) 
-rr Ed. &l +u. • (OJ- I} . (2.2.13) 
In particular, this last relation between the magnetic regime of the 
Anderson model and the Kondo model is known as the Schrieffer-Wolff 
transformation (Schrieffer and Wolff (1966)) . Apart from these 
coupling constants , these effective Hamiltonians also require a 
bandwidth parameter to characterise their conduction band . Derivation 
of this is not so straightforward , but it will be of the order of t he 
separation of the next energy level above the low-lying states , as the 
transformations break down fo r processes with hi gh energies •. 
Precise evaluation may be achieved by dir ect comparison of the per-
turbation expansions in /::, o f the Ander son model i n each l imit wi t h 
the perturbation expansion for the appropriate effective Hamiltonian. 
Finally, symmetry proper.ties of the model will be considered. First, a 
23 
magnetic field term should be added to (2.2.8), coupling to the cl- orbital 
(BI 
spin . 
If the conduction band has particle-hol e symmetry (i.e., 
(2.2.1 4) 
Li(w) = Li(-w) ) , 
which is the case for the canonical choice Li(w) constant , the Hamil-
tonian exhibits various symmetries . Apart from cons t ant terms, the 
Hamiltonian can be parametrised by (E , H, U) , whereE=Ed+\U , and E=O 
indicates particle- hole symmetry . The Hamiltonian is unchanged under 
the following t r ansformat i ons : 
(a ) 
(b) 
(c) 
(E , H,U) + (-E ,H,U) 
(E , H, U) + (E , -H , U) 
(E ,H,U) + (H,E,-U) 
(particle-hole <'{p/h)_ transformation) ; 
(spin inversion) ; 
(p/h transformation in ~ spin subspace) . 
This last is of particular interest , as in zero magnetic field it re-
lates the particle-hole symmetric positive and nega t i ve U cases 
(Iche and Zawadowski (1972)) . 
This implies t hat along the boundary separating n=O from n=2 
ground stat es i n Fig. ( 2. l)the model with finite Li is· equivalent 
to the Kondo model, with t he cha nge t hat cha r ge, no t sp i n , is 
f luctuating .. 
2.J Properties of the Anderson Model in Mean-Field Theory 
The bas ic characte r of a system i s de t e r mined by its energe t ics , 
the gross features of which may be obtained by a variational treatment. 
Hart ree-Fock or mean-field theory (MFT) is such a method. Because it 
is f i r mly based on a variational theorem , mean-field theory , to the 
extent that it is valid , is valid at a r bitrary interaction strengths . 
In perturbation expansions about the non-interacting limit of 
· of truncating the perturbation series at sys tems , the appr oximation 
lowest order is equivalent to MFT for a weakly interacting system . 
However , MFT is a far more profound approximation than this, because 
it i s not limited to the weak coupling regime , but allows the ·study 
1 1 d t S I n fact , to first order of the energetics of strong y coup e sys em . 
in D. , mean-field theory and pertur bation expansions . about the strong-
coup l i ng limi t o f t he Anderson model agree, except a t t he singular 
lines of configurat i onal instabil i t y (Fig. (2. 1)) Ed = 0, Ed= -U, 
where fluctuations dominate the energetics. 
The energe tics of a sys t em a r e largely determined by its h i gh 
energy fast response modes, which relax almost instantaneously into 
mean-field-like configura tions : where the MFT approximation fai l s is 
· of the low-energy collective modes that determine in the description 
the long-timescale behaviour, and the s ymmetry of the ground sta te. 
~~T often indicates the nature of the missing collective modes 
1 b k t An e·xamp.le is the theory by predicting a spurious y ro en symme ry. 
of ellipsoidally deformed nuclei , which are in J = o ·rotation .states. 
· a defi"ni"te ori·entation for the nuclear Mean-field theory assigns 
deformation necessary to achieve the lowest energy configuration: 
the spuriously broken rotational symmetry is accompanied by the 
25 
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appearance in random phase approximation (RPA) of a zero energy 'Goldstone' 
rotational excitation mode. Rotational symmetry may be restored by 
~ phenomenologically making the order parameter (the deformation axis) 
~ 
~ 
~ a dynamical variable, leaving its moment of inertia as a phenomenological 
~ 
C) parameter (to be determined by experiment) that is beyond the scope 
of MFT or RPA to predict. 
Such a modern view of MFT has been recently successfully applied 
to the thermodynamics of the ferromagnetic transition in nickel, 
~ an itinerant ferromagnet (:Prange and Korenman (1976)). Local magnetic 
.µ 
'I> 4,1 
0 
Q) 
.µ 
~ ~ 
0 
"Cl § 
0 
1-i 
Oil 
..!<l (.) 
0 
r.. 
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.µ 
1-i 
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I== l I .µ 
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order must exist both below and above the transition temperature, hence 
the Stoner criterion governing the occurrence of local moments must 
be irrelevant in determining the properties of the transition. In the 
Korenman and Prange treatment , the local band structure corresponds 
to the magnetic MFT solution , with the magnetisation in some given direc-
.tion . Long wavelength collective modes , where the order parameter 
direction varies slowly in space, with little energy cost, must exist . 
These are controlled by gradient terms which must be inserted into the 
model ' by hand ,' and treated semi-classically . From this ansatz· 
~ 
·-~ the properties of the transition can be recovered in terms of a few 
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unknown parameters . 
The preceding remarks are by way of a tribute to mean-field theory , 
the virtues of which are often unjustly treated with disdain by 
'diagrammaticians' armed with exact theorems about the symme try of 
the ground state, which may be violated by MFT . In this work, MFT 
results, suitably reinterpreted, are used to give a qualitative 
picture of the true properties of the systems . 
The mean-field theory of the Anderson model is a special case of that of 
the model discussed later, so only the results will be described here . 
(BJ 
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A 'phase-diagram' of the Hartree.-Fock ground state ( corresponding to 
Fig. (2.1) with finite D) is given in Fig . (2 .3 ) , d 1 ' ) an va ues of , nd 
and l<s:i,\ are plotted . The horizontal axis is the line of particle-
hole symmetry. 
By comparison with Fig . (2.1) , 1· t 1· s th t h d' seen a t e iscontinuity 
between {na:,~O and <n)~ 2 states has been smoothed ou t for fu (~T A 
and the magnetic ,: region with non-zero J<s}J is now bounded by a 
second- order ' phase boundary .' For large negative U the discontinuity 
bet,;.;een (nd)~O and ln;~z continues to exist. Both the ' phase transi-
tions ' and magnetic phase are 'of course in violation of• exact theorems 
(e.g., Hepp (1970)) stating that for finite A, all properties are con-
tinuous functions .of the model par anieters. D · h , eep in t e magnetic' . 
region, the HF mean spin correctly gives the reduction of the suscepti-
bility in the Curie-law temperature range to first order in 6. 
Various regimes of the expected exact behaviour may be characterised 
on the basis of the HF diagram (Fig . (2 . 4)) . 
Fig . (2 . 4) . Characterisation of regimes of t he Anderson model . 
In the weak potential scattering and resonant scattering regions 
MFT is essentially exact , since interactions may be treated in first 
order perturbat i on theory . There a r e t wo Kondo r egi ons , the r egi on 
~ 
wher e ( ( S d) l ~ 'h. , and a corresponding region · of Kondo charge f luctua-" 
tions , where the discontinuity between <n)~ 0 and ,lncr ~ 2 occur s . By 
the symmetry relations mentioned at the end of section 2 . 1, positive 
and negative U particle/hole symmetric models are isomo:phi~~ so this 
r egion of charge fluctuations is equivalent to the region of Kondo 
s p i n fluctuations . Since the Kondo fluctuations are very slow collec-
tive effects , HF theory is still va lid on shor ter t imesca les , as 
s uggested in the earlier discussion. 
Also shown in Fig . (2.4) are the crossover regions where the 
b ehaviour is int ermediate between that in the three main regions . 
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These are regions of strong fluctuations , and HF theory is least adequa t e 
there . There are t he regions of so-called ' local spin fluctuat i ons ' 
(LSF) · (Mil l s and Lederer (1967) ), a nd the equivalent region of _ ' local 
charge fluctuations .' Finally there are the ' interconfigura tion~l 
fluc tu~tion ' (ICF) regions (Hir s t (1970)), wi t h val ence f luctua t ions 
between states wi t h<nd')~o and 1 or {n~~L .and 2. These are the r e gi ons 
of interest for the mixed valence problem, and a r e s tudi ed in t he 
later s ections of this work . 
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2. 4 The S = -~ Kondo Hodel 
The behaviour of the S·= ~ - Kondo model (Kondo (1964)), once 
enigmatic, is now reasonably well understood with the help of modern 
renormalisation group (RG) techniques. Recalling (2.1.5): 
- ~ . 
'I - ~ c t · - J s · "* C co..,. ~ c,A ) r - c.k Ck'cr C!<r ..., \,J ~ 
C0 .6'" _  -::. Z u.l\" ck<i' k (2.4.1) 
(Note that various authors use different conventions for the sign of J; 
and may omit the factor of :~ ) • 
A perturbation expansion in J for the impurity susceptibility 
yields (Yosida and Okiji (1964)) . ·· -
Tf -t- c-ri Ln (Th) +!() ,C t;J rt<1.u~6)l>i~2' 4.2) X. - · 1 [1 + ll'l\f - _ 4-1 -
where P:=P (0) , and 
f(w) = ~ llltd lb (W-£~) 
x-
k- ' '. ' ' 
(2.4.3)_ 
D (=(D1D2) 
2
) is an effective bandwidt_h. D1 ·and D2 ~re _particle and hole 
cutoffs, precisely defined by 
·c -. ,-J~' r'J( O(l<-t,Y_) o\.lX.;Y'·) l ]) __ C ~ LIM I · .~ d"' -'Y r ~ r - 1 n lTT r • ,<':'~.;) ,..1,-:: -t· - ,- c.1 - ,~-~ · 2.. x-:i. ...,, i?(o) "i. (2 • 4. 4) C. . I _,._ I 
C is Euler's con$tant , 0 . 57721. ... n2 is given by an analogous 
expression where p(x)-+p(-x) . Equation ('2..4.2) is valid for , T.<<n
1
,n
2 
For the usual symmetric case, D
1
=D
2
=D 
(2.4.2) has the structure 
(:l'f)" E-1 CXo Lnp( T/D) 
-~o r 
th 
, the general n order term in 
Summation of the leading logarithmic terms 
( 2 . 4-. 5) 
n n-1 (Jp) ln ( .T /D) (correspondi11-
to the so-called 'parquet' diagrams) leads to (Abrikosov (1965)) 
J' e_ · + ( less divergent I)) 
1-:r,OLn(-:r/J)) terms ! (2 . 4.6) 
In the antiferromagnetic (AFM) case (Jp negative) , che sum of leading 
terms grows at lower temperatures, and diverges at a temperature T* = 
Dexp(l/Jp) (formerly identified as the Kondo temperature , TK ); in 
· (FM-) case, the leading corrections become small, the ferromagnetic 
(1 (·y /D) )-l The structure of the problem became vanishing as T-+0 as n . . 
clear following the development of scaling techniques by Anderson and 
Yuval (Yuval and Anderson (19°?0), Anderson (1970), Anderson, Yuval and 
Hamann (1970)), later extended by Armytage (1973). Scaling techniques 
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will be discussed in chapter six; the basic idea is to reduce the 
bandwidth D by integrating out high energy particle and hole intermediate 
s·tates during scattering. For small Jp, it is found that to lowest order, 
this merely renormalises the matrix element Jp, scaling one Kondo model 
to another with different parameters. This scaling property implies 
'universality': instead of depending on two parameters D (an energy) 
and Jp (dimensionless), the properties of all Kondo models, with Jp · 
small must be the same when expressed in terms of a characteristic 
energy scale TK(Jp,Dtl· 
For example : 
X, (-r) =-
., ,..,? 
1 r (-r 1.T, \ 
TKT,. / KJ 
where f(x) is some universal function. 
(2.4. 7) 
d 1 JI b Ad Yuval and Hamann (1970), The scaling equation, eve opeu y n erson, 
and extended to 
d(-;Jf) 
c(Ln l>) 
second order by Armytage (1973) is 
(J f) i. +- ~ - ( iJ" f) 3 +- a (J"f) 4 
For Jp smal~ , this m(y be J d(:Jf) (Qf;2. - ~f 
I 
integra ted : 
1- 0 ( ,_ ) ) 
I 
y ielding 
(2.4.8) 
:D exp (-.f; +- {ln/-:spJ +-0 C0,P)) = Tic~ ! constant . (1. 4 .10) 
The Kondo temperature TK is an invariant under scaling, and provides 
the energy scale for 'universal' Kondo behaviour in the weak-coupling 
AD-[ case. D may be precisely defined through. (.2. 4. 2}_. 
The scaling equations are · i· n fact a systema_ tic method of summing 
the logarithmic divergences in the per turbation expansion . The 
(B 
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truncation of the series in (2.4.8) after first order yields the 
* quantity T as the universal energy scale. The form (2.4.10) 
was first obtained by Sakurai and Yoshimori (1973) after summing next-
most divergent terms in the ground state energy expansion. It is 
noteworthy that third-most and less divergent terms do not contribute 
to the non-analytic form of TK in the I Jp I << 1 limi,t. 
The scaling equation (2. 4 .. 9) allows immediate solution of the 
weak coupling FM Kondo problem. As Dis reduced \Jp\ gets even smaller, 
f"J and the correct procedure is to scale to a model with D=T, and a new JpQ 
~ + i ln\Jp\ +_?(fp)-:. f,~+1·_lnl"J"?I +0{7p) 
' . ,, 
L11(T/t>) .. (2.4.fl) 
For T=D, the logarithmic terms in the perturbation expansion vanish. 
,..., . 
. 
As !JP! is small, the susceptibility is then given by 
=- .J_ 
4T . (I+ ,J]cr> + o tg;,)1- ) (2. 4.1l.) 
;-..I 
As T-+0 , J p-+0 and Tx-->1~ for the FM problem. If the scaling 
equations are truncated at lowest order, the result (2.4.6), the sum 
of leading divergences, is obtained. 
The weak coupling AFM case is not so easily solved. As Dis de-
creased , 1%1 increases, and soon it is outside t~e range of valid-
ity of the scaling equation expansion (2.4.8). On heuristic grounds, 
invoking the fact that in the ' asymptotic ' or weak-coupling, low 
temperature limit there is a correspondence between the partition functio 
expansion for the Kondo model and that for a certain Ising model (AridersO' 
and Yuval (1971)) , Anderson, Yuval and Hamann (1970) argued that the 
weak coupling AFM Kondo model was equivalent to this Ising model just 
above its ordering temperature; scaling the Kondo model to larger J"'J°f) 
was equivalent to scaling to Ising models at higher temperatures . The 
Ising model properties behave smoothly as T-+co, corresponding to 
infinite IJPlas D-+0. This suggests jJpl-+oo, D-+O is the eventual fixed 
point of the AFM scaling trajectory, just as !Jpj+O , D +: O was ' for :the f 
trajectory. At low enough temperatures weak coupling AFM models behave 
1 . d ] The var1· ation of X with T is schematically like strong coup 1ng mo e_s. 
shown in Fig. (2•S). 
- - -a. - --- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 'Jf== t 1/P 
':>rf'>~ ou-e \.w~ f M 
- - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ~ - - - - - - - J'f- 0 
~eo.lr- {Pl4 e '\Ill~ " FM 
Fig. (2.5) 
Temperature 
dependence ot 
the S=~ Kondo 
model impurity 
susceptibility. 
· rt may be remarked that using a procedure similar to that used in 
section 2. 2 to derive the Schrieffer-Wolff_ tr_ansformation, the 
strong coupling FM S = !z:Ko'~~o model may be transformed · to a weak 
coupling AFM S· = L model . Similarly, the strong coupling AFM S=l model 
is equivalent to the weak coupling FM S -~. ~ model. The general corres-
pondence (weak,. ,'AFM, S) ~ .(sq-o~g, FM, s.:.~), and (weak, FM, 'S) ++ (str;ong, 
AFN, s+\) . may be used to confirm the existence of the J Jp I =00 fixed 
points of the scaling · transformations and to determine their stability. 
Finally the impressive numerical calculation by Wilson must be 
mentioned. Wilson (1975) devised an RG scheme that could be ~~rried 
out numerically on a computer, and succeeded in scaling from the weak 
coupling AFM model right through to the strong coupling limit, and 
explicitly calculated the universal function f(x)of (2.4.7). 
His method was to study 
~ +~ H(/\,~J) ::. -'JS•!_(Co <fCo) (2.4.t3) 
This describesa tight-binding chain of orbitals coupled to a free spin. 
In the limit A+l,. N-+co, the spectrum projected on the zeroth orbital 
is continuous, and this is a standard Kondo model with n~v • For 
A > 1 , the hopping matrix elements between successive orbitals 
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decreases as n increases, and the spectrum of t::0 becomes discrete, with
 
poles uniformly distributed on a logarithmic scale for positive and 
negative energies; w ='O is a limit point of this sequence of poles 
(Fig. (2 ., ) ) . 
. \_._. 
Sinc! _~rbitrarily low energy e~citations above the Fermi 
\ 
w SMae,1\~l 
' /.:::""' 5 p ec. h-z,.J 
. \ ,H .. V\S h'Y, 
(f, r11 tc. o. s; IJ 
l't'S1'd11t of 
polt s ch.c.,-eo.st-5 
~ o..s~y 
I\\ C r(>oS -H ) . 
. l 
Fig. (2.,) 
Spectrum of zeroth 
orbital in Wilson's 
Kondo model when A> 1. 
level are possible, A >l models also show the Kondo effect . If N is 
finite, the spectrum 
-k:N 
has a gap of order DA 2 around the Fermi level 
at w =O. I 
. ··- . -
-· 
--.. - .. - -
- . ' . 
To calculate the properties of the model at temperature T~ ·it -is 
necessary to calculate the low-lying eigenstates of (2 . 4.13) with finite 
> -k:N 
N so T - D A 2 • 
Wilson calculates the spectrum perturbatively starting from N=O, 
and adding one orbital at a time to the chain (1.4.12). For A-z or 3, 
each new. term is a small perturbation on the scale of the previous 
spectrum. At each stage, Wilson truncates the Hamiltonian, retaining 
only the lowest 1000 or so eigenstates. For small negative Jp 
the succession of small perturbations always .eventually causes a drastic 
modification of the low-energy spectrum to the form characteristic of 
the case Jp""'--oo, confirming Anderson's hypothesis that AFM models 
always scale to the strong coupling limit. The calculation confirms 
the form (2 . 4.10) for TK, · -P?r T-+O, X""O .• l03TK-1; at finite temperature , 
. tne suceptibility of. all AFM models maps onto the universal curve (Fig. , 
2. 7)) for T << an effective bandwidth parameter D(Jp); for lar ge Jp , TK 
""D, · _and the. 'Kondo effect' disappears, universality being limited to T"'O . 
Fig. (2 . 7), 
Universal curve for 
the temperature-
dependent impurity 
·susceptib:i,lity of 
the S=~ AFM Kondo 
, model . 
(after Wilson (1975)). 
As an aside, it may be pointed out that Wilson's assertion 
(Wilson (1975)) that the Yuval-Anderson expansion does not reproduce 
· the universal behaviour of the weak cou~ling Kondo limit is incorrect. 
He bases this statement on a comparison of his calculation with Schotte's 
version of the expansion (Schotte (1970)), which does falsify the vital · 
* second order term of the scaling equations (2.4 . 8). However, 
the Yuval-Anderson treatment, as demonstrated by Armytage (1973), does 
i• 
give the correct form for TK · 
Using the fact that the scaling limit is Jp-+oo , Nozieres (1974) 
has devised a phenomenological Fermi liquid description of the low 
temperature properties in terms of a single parameter, which can be 
.. ·. -1 
fitted to Wilson's result X (O)~O .• lT.k . Apart from its methodological 
importance,the achievement of Wilson's calculation is. in numerically 
matching the known high temperature behaviour of the model, and the 
low temperature behaviour , which is known once the correct scaling 
limit is identified. 
* A. Luther (private communication) points out that a reworking 
of Schotte ' s expansion, retaining the q_uadratic or 'orthogonality 
catastrophe' term of the'X-ray ~xponent' is sufficient to restore 
univers ality. 
't (e,.r b,;1 1\ o. il.d.1h of'lJ.. SjlYIIYl~~ Cll'3t.1..l'>\C1.,"11} o ...... h .'A~ 1\v... lo1'~-~ 1>. ~p tti'x;McJ,(S\'\ 
t:l~ "-t1wQ.vw- K-1U..:.r'-J... 
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The Wilson technique may also be used to calculate the 
exact properties 
of the Anderson model (Krishna-murthy et al. (1975,1977)). These . calcul-
ations confirm the Schrieffer-Wolff 
r', rr J'<:JTf 
(2 . 4 , 14) 
I eff I for J p <0.2. They are also consistent with the complementary relation-
ship , 
(-Ed(Ed+U))l/2 
' and hence D o<.. 
(for D1 , D2 much smaller than any Anderson model bandwidth) 
first derived in the course of the present work (Section 5. 3). 
2.5 Derivation of Properties of the Models from Impurity Site 
Green' s Functions 
In this section it is shown that all the transport and thermo-
dynamic properties of the class of impurity model being considered 
may be extracted from a knowledge of the spectrum of a particular single-
particle Green's function . The Anderson, Wolff , and Kondo models have 
the form: 
Li 
.,,.... 
"'"' H = -Ho + A. ' c0;:. C.o/ +- E (Tr:"' trcr 
\-} 0 :: 
'Z EK~~cka-- Coa- . - L VKCkr (2.5.1) J kif" K . 
The spin dependence of E'Kd"' allows for the presence of a magnetic 
fie ld. - ....... A t:'c/. .,Is act on some Hilbert space internal to the scatterer . 
The fundamental single particle Green 's function is 
Go-~'(LJ) << Ct>a-j c!ll1 ))w)1H (2. 5.2) 
. Where (!.. O.. · b;), is 21T times the conventional Zub ar-ev (1960) double-
. J "',13H 
time thermal Green's f unct ion, and satis fies 
and has the property: 
2t f ~~ -"J .(( b j II. t , /l H 
. /1 
. (o..b) -=. 
f {>H 
i 
(2. 5. 4) 
I' is a ;contour that encloses the real axis: (-co-iE) -+ (-t=-iE) -+ (-f=+iE) -+ 
(-=+iE) -+ (-oo-iE) ;"J = + 1 as appropriate for 1tb.e Fermi/Bose character 
of a and b. The most general 
r_ 1/w) = 
'"i t16 
form of the quantity 
/.'-. ~ 
T" C\(<..J)h•O- I 
..>2 er rr 
G
00
,(w) is 
(2.5.5) 
.,... 
where his direction of any magnetic field (or broken spin symmetry), 
-+ 
and a are the Pauli matrices . By a suitable choice of spin coordinates 
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G (w) can be made to vanish . If there is no impurity scattering 0,-(J 
(A=O): 
q~ /w) - ~~(w) = (2.5.6) 
Because of the separable form of the scattering potential, the conduc-
tion electron Green's functions must have the form 
. ~<::C 'LTJ< 1 ~ c:: ~ I - ~~ )+ (t.i-~O"/tJ(Xcrl~) -.((J-;:r-l l ~(2 5 7) 
~ - l<'G" .l ~// - ~i<, 11"" - (W-ti<-<r :.. . . . . . I •• 
where_ the t-matrix has the form 
and can be constructed from G 
. 0 
e_ - °Z v*"G 
~6'" - KK' K 1 KK'u V'r<. 1 
. ·· t6'" -= ( er~· - ~~,) /c ~(j'") 'l.. 
. ' . . . . 
+ (2.5.8) 
(2.5.9) 
By insertion of. (2.5.9) into (2.5.7), it can be verified that Gkkcr(w) no 
longer has poles at Ek; they are at the poles of G
0
• 
· A 
If B =.O 
(Wolff model, or zero-field Kondo model) the equations of motion may 
I te:rms of G. 
I 
be used to obtain the impurity internal .energy cSU= ~<~\H in, 
L, (w-EK.a-) v:v'(.., GkK'• - 1_·-4- r:<t~u'Co/jC!a-» 
.KK'el'" ' "" 
(2.5.10) 
Using (2. 5. 7) 
(2.5.11) 
The conduction electron energy change is obtained from : 
= 
(a. • .8.12) 
Us ing (2.5.4), the impurity contr.:ibution to the internal energy is just 
(2.5 . 13) 
G is IJ"" specified by its spectral density: 
(rir-{w) = _L j"':i 'Yr;(d) (2.5.14) 7f' {.J - {.j I 
--from a knowledge of V,fw) T) , t ;t.i) a nd hence b U(r) can be con-
structed. · The number of internal states of the impurity gives the en-
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tropy h S at T= -00 ; together with blA. (T) this allows the free energy 
b F (T) to be constructed, completely specifying all thermodynamic 
properties. 
The transport properties may also be obtained: the quantity of 
importance is the scattering time ?:°l""), obtained from the forward 
scattering amplitudes. Setting R,: k1 in (2. 5. 7), and dropping spin 
indices 
= _L + tv~.\ 2 l::(w) 
c;kk w-ft< (t...J-EK)'JJ 
- ( w -Ek_ I V1<l2 t;(w)J1 + O IV,d 4- (2.5.15) 
Since Iv.._\ 'l ,v o ( \/N) , the correction term can be neglected 
in the continuum limit. The inverse scattering time is defined as 
= (2.5.15) 
Averaging over all states with energy (.J.) 
C,-1 {w) - :ffw) ( Y 0 {<.J) I111 t /wJ) (2.5.16) 
0 where p;w} is the total density of conduction band states, and Y (w) ~5-
ro. the spectral density of y 
A unitarity bound on the scattering time (-C- 1 .( (!rp)-I) can 
be obtained by assuming spherical symmetry, in which case (2.5.1) must 
describe l = 0 scattering only . In the absence of spherical symmetry, 
t he usual derivation becomes invalid. The unitarity bound can, however , 
be derived on more general grounds, dependent only on the separability 
of the scattering potential. 
Using the separabilit:·y of the ef~ective scattering potential, Vkk, = 
* Vvkvk,, a Dyson equation for G may be written 
G/' +- Cj-0 (l>J) Vr~) ~ ( W) (2.5.17) 
Because of the internal structure of the scatterer, Vfw) is a fre-
quency and temperature dependent effective potential of the form 
V(w) = + (2.5.18) 
frw) is a real, positive spectral density , with poles at internal 
excitations of the scatterer . By solving · (2.S . 17), C/6l) is easily 
found in terms of 
t ( w) =-
Writing V/w -~'t.) 
V/w): 
V/i,J) 
1- VtwJ CftC,JJ 
::e. V<w) -r ( flw) 
for(..) real, the scattering time (2. 5 . 10) is given by 
(2.5.19) 
The inequality (2.5.20) is evident . The condition for ·maximum scatter-
ing, or the unitarity limit , is that .TM V(w-~)and R.-t. (1-Vlw) (i01w-:~E.)) 
are zero . 
The properties of the Anderson model . are ·bes-t:' expressed in terms 
of tne cl-orbital Green ' s function . In particular 
t /tv) :: (2. 5 . 2-1.) 
where 
(2.5.2'.l) 
In an analogous fashion to the derivation of (2 . 5.14), the impurity 
internal energy is found to be 
EU F 2~i~ ,( d~ ·c, (w-tEdlf") + (i +W1 )'Z'!~1}('r,. (w) (_2.5.2J) 
· { eG:t1 l?- _ . ::l- du.l K {tv-~~)I 0~ 
--
Mattis (1976) has reported a somewhat similar derivation of 
thermodynamic properties of these models from a single Green's function . 
However,his formulae are apparently different from the above, as he See.MS 
h, ha..v~ omitted correlation energy terms and identifies 'oU' with. only 
the change in occupation of conduction band states; in particular, his 
basic equation (his 'Eqn . (6) ') s tates that the internal energy is given 
Second equality i s apparently in erro~ The as the correlation terms 
d d here through (2. 5 .1 1) have evide_ntly been omitted from (H )H; the inclu e 
third quantity in (2.5.24) is just ('H)Ho. 
(2.5.24) 
· t d) th on the zero temperature properties Two key ( and much unapprecia e eorems 
model' due to L~ngreth (1966) are available . of the Ander son 
writ ten as 
-
-
Zc,1.dr/u\ 
G ((..l) may be 
dlS' 
r is the d-electron self- energy due to hybridisation with the conduction 
sd 
(2.5.25) 
<'" (LJ) · the self energy due to interactions between band, present when LI= D; "'-dd ~ is 
the d-electrons . The - amplitvde for decay of a particle into more complex excit-
· t·an~1 to~(")• a~ low energies, this is sharply l imited by the ations -is propor 1. a U .... , " 
lack of phase space f or such decay at the Fermi level. Consider the process 
where a bare particle decays into N+1 part i c les anel N holes: 
. ~N \..oltt 
~ J ..,t\ po..rh,l f-~ 
For small W, thP density· of final states that conserve energy is 
. - 2-"'fl ~~, r~ ~ ) ~ f-to) j dw, . ., cJw2 ..,H ~ (4J - ~. wr1 
; .:tt·H·\ 'BI 
I>( (f,~)) M (2.5.26) 
whe r e f(D) is the fermion density of states at the Fermi level. 
onl y elastic scattering processes (N=G) are allowed. The dominant contribution 
to t (6 -') for small b,J comes from the N=1 process: 
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(internal lines and vertices are dressed); 
Langreth pointed out that the decay tiffle 't:"1 (w) given by (2.5.16) can be 
divided into elastic and inelastic -c6ntrib~bion~: 
~{w) 
. ~(w) +-(/w) . 
(2.s . 21) 
For 
small enough energies (i.e. at low enough temperatures) elastic processes 
dominate, and the properties of the model are those of a Fermi liquid. 
Elastic scattering may be described by a phase shift; such a de~cription 
is thus valid for low temperatures and particle energies near t he F~rmi level. 
For elastic scattering of electrons in a spherically symmetric conduction 
band, the t-matrix takes the form: 
(2 . 5. 28) 
hence,s1<;r:im-ing over the energy shell: 
(2 ~5. 30) 
Since the properties of the model are independent of the i ll)d i vidual behaviour 
of t he coefficients vk , the form (2 . 5 . 30) is valid i n general , whether or 
not there is sp herical symmetry ( recall the similar general validity of 
tha unitarity inequality (2.5.20)). 
(2.5.30) i s only valid at T=D . 
It should once again be emphasised that 
Th e other the or em pointed out by Langreth (1966 ) is that, the relation betwee 
ph a se shif ts a t the Fe rmi surface and impurity chargei derived by Friedel (1 952.) 
and used in his f~mous sum r ule, an~ subsequently demenstrated t o hold for 
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interacting systems as well (Langer and Ambegaokar (1961)) also applies to the 
Anderson model at T=ij . Langreth points out the existence of the Ward identity 
(Luttinger and Ward ( 1960)) 
.l . /:i d. w 
~rr-, 1'r e~~ l 
The change in total 
~(n.,) = a'm. 
-
J. 
- ~rr'I.. 
o (-f). (2.5.31} 
• ... i (2 • .5.32) 
-h- addi tion of (,2.5 . 31) al lows this to be i nteg rated direc tly at T=D: I "' 
- . . •• • · - .• ·- ··· • ···· ··- ·· ···-~- ~ . ••h• 
( 2. 5 . 33) 
He nce 
i 
Clt'~ yd.r ( Q -_i£) -
j ust the phase shift at the Fermi 
(T=o) (2.5.34) 1T 
Usi ng the form (2.5 .30 ), thi s i s s een to be 
level . This t he n gi ves an exact e xpression fo r Gd/(.J::el ) , in t e rms of ~(n~) at 
-
-
~ V :: ~ < n~') ;:: (t\i(i'> t· ~ I; (ni<;,J (2.5.35 ) 
Incid"'n 1 - , 1 y _, l..,C,. __ , K this relation is sati~fied by the Hartrge-Fock solutions 
desc ribed in section (2.3). The fGll implicatio ns o f this relation were not 
Sein isot r opy i s nev e r broken in zero maqnat ic fie ld ,, and hence ·..;;"" == b t, ; 
-1 , . .,. 
Th " co nsw,, : ' '1Ces of ( 2. 3 35) a'"H d isr. • 1sse-l in the follotJJing s~ction. 
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w'+c 
(internal lines and vertices are dressed); thus O (W) ,v D(t,}) as '.l....l.; O ,. . 
Langreth pointed out that the decay titrte '!°1 (u) given by (2.5.16) can be 
divided into elastic and inelastic -c6ntrib~fion~: 
I ... .. 6,{w) 
-I 
c:~,~hc.. ~ L:l('-'J) +1(/w) 2:' +~h-t -
.. J 
-{(w) '"Z. _, ~ u.,,t,l~\hc. 
- A'..,'+ -Clc,J) ~h.! (2.5.27) 
For small -enough energies (i.e. at low enough temperatures) elastic processes 
dominate, and the properties of the model are those of a Fermi liquid. 
Elastic scattering may be described by a phase shift; such a description 
is thus valid for low temperatures and particle energies near the Fermi level. 
For elastic scattering of electrons in a spherically symmetric conduction 
band, the t-matrix takes the form: 
• C'~ 
..l :t.t.c, ffk) 
. t;~ (~ * i'.£) -~ Tf{C1<) Q. 's:ti-'\ b~fk;); (2 . 5.28) 
hence,s~m~ing over the energy shell: 
(2~5.30) 
Since the properties of the model are independent of the iooividual behaviour 
of the coefficients vk, the form (2.5.30) is valid in general , whether or 
not · there is spherical symmetry ( recall the similar general validity of 
the unitarity inequality (2.5.20)). 
(2.5.30) is only valid at T=O . 
It should once again be emphasised that 
We1·1 (Langer and Ambegaokar (1961)) also applies to the interacting systems as 
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Anderson model at T=6. Langreth points out the existen~e of the Ward identity 
(Luttinger and Ward (1960)) 
. L,1111 
. r~t,O 
J. tf.i d.w 
~TT t J;, e~~ I 0 (i'-). (2.5 . 31} 
The change in total 
~ < n .1) = 2.'rri 
- -'-
-· 
particle number due to the impurity is 
~ t~+I ( ~(Ci~ -qiK~) + qd<r) 
,r.. b . ( L - ~set) q 
~I' e. f.l"'+ I ?"-' ci 0- • _; (2.5.32) 
The addition of (2.5 . 31) allows this to be in t egrated directly at T=D: 
_l J:. ~ _ {t .- 'o' ~sa /c..,) ;_ 'd~.it/~>) ~ lw) 
~TfL Y eflt;.1 ~ W ~ 6'" 
(2. 5.33) 
Hence 
'o < f'\o-) - -# Cl!'~ Y,k-1 o-iE) (T=o) (2.5.34) . 
Usi ng the form (2.5 .30), this is seen to be just the phase shift at the Fermi 
level. · an exact expression for G (1J:::el) in terms of f./.n~) at This then 91.ves dd' , 
zsro te:,1,>3r.a ture: 
-· (f\J (['> ;- ~ L < °K:.-) (2.5.35) 
I(. 
solutions Incl.d ' -, 1y +:1'11s: .,.._e l ation en ... a __ , _ - -- is satisf ied by t he Hartr9e-Fack 
ph3se shifts at the Fermi surface and .impurity charge; derived by Friedel ( 1952.) 
The other theorem pointed ou t by Langreth (1966) is that, the relation betwee ( , 
desc ribed in section 2.3). The f~ll implications of t his relation were not 
and used in · his f~mous sum . rule, an~ subsequently demenstrated to hold for 
·- ("" 
soin iso t roo y is nei.1er broken in zero rnagnatic fiel d, and hence 'tit == b~L· ; 
Th Of ( ?.3 . ,_5) ,:l'''•? ,~isr.•tc;s8·l in the follc~1ing sgction. 0 consAn• ' 0'1C8.S - -
2.6 S ectrum of the 
Anderson Models 
Site Green's Function in the Kondo and 
Consider the case of a spin exchange-coupled to a free orbital: 
'"';:7 r -4 
- :r s . ± (co a- Co) H = f"o ~ eo:ec a-
-
(2. 6 .1) 
The eigenvalue spectrum f H · h o 1.s s own in Fig . (2 ~2(d)) on page 22. 
At zero temperature, for negative J, and EO + 3J/4 > o, EO _ 3J/4 
the Green's function tf,..c ·et~ Ocr' Ocr// has the spectrum (Fig. (2.8)) _. 
< 0 , 
vr ~> -=- I ( s c GJ - Eo .,..~ .J ) -r g < "3 - £ o - >~ J")) (2.6.2) 
~ .· . (_It' :z..) 
'O ------
Eo 
The pole at E0 h
as been split into two by the 
ground state by exchange-coupling to the spin. 
A va riational approach to the Kondo model 
Fig. (2.9) 
The spect rum V(w) 
(see text). 
formation of a singlet 
ground state may be 
t aken (Appleba um and Kondo, (1968'' , and a tr1.· al 4 singlet ground state 
of the form (2. 6 . 3) chosen: 
I ( +--- + \ -t- -f-
v5: °'~ X-v - a.OJ, 'X 't } !. a.I\ ',' a. I\ V I VO\( ') • (2 . 6 . 3) 
whe r e aO ' f~j a r e linear combinations of f ck1 , and X are the spin 
wavef unctions . The energy. is l owest when the singlet s t a te a 0 
i s made 
from s tates c wi t h k Ek near the Fermi level . This can be s e en in the 
s imp ler trial form (2 . 6 . 4) .: 
, ~ (c ~r- X 1 -c-2~ 'X r-) rr: 
" -. v e~..;c, 
"'-'r' A.. 
This has a n ene r gy expectation val ue of 
(2.6.4) 
(2.6.5) 
Th i s is lowest when /sk J is ze r o, i.e. , Ek ri gh t at th e Fermi l eve l . 
Such s inglet for mct t ion i s favou red by anti.c- · Lerromagnetic couplin0 
(negative J) . The absolute value !EkFnters as such a state requires 
an extra particle to be bound if Ek is positive, and a hole to be 
bound if it is negative, thus tying the lowest energy singlet state 
t o the Fermi level. 
When the form (2.6. 3) is used, the effect that splits the 
pole of the Green's function in (2.6.2) leads to a hole in the 
spectral density of G opening up at the Fermi level at low temperatures . 
,._ 
The AFM scaling limit !Jp(T)I + co as T + O suggests that the effec-
tive scattering potenti~lV(w) (2.5.18) develops a pole at w=O 
as T + 0 . From (2.5.17) 
'1 (tu) 
'i' "( w) 
:; I -V/1..J) ~ 0/w) (2.6.6) 
So Im. G(w)+O as w+O if -1 V(w)..., w · . Likewise (2.5.19) shows 
that a narrow resonance develops in t(w) at the Fermi level. This 
resonMce ' is known as the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance (Abrikosov (1965), 
Suhl (1965, 1966)). It is evident in various approximation schemes 
that attempt to treat scattering self-consistently within Green's 
function truncation schemes (Nagaoka (1965)), dispersion relation 
approaches (Suhl (1965 , 1966)), and diagram summation (Brenig and G8tze 
(1968)). However, although they qualititatively indicate .the forma-
tion of such a r esonance in t(w) , these schemes , which turn out to 
be equivalent (Duke and Silverstein (1967) , Zittartz (1968)) , break 
down i n th~ r egion of inter est . 
li5 
The width of the resonance will be of order T K' and V{W) ~ T K/( W ,Y/o) ) . 
In the case of particle-hole symmetry (Re. G
0 ( o ) = D) -C1( o ) reaches the 
unitarity limit; f or a no n-symmetri cal model, (2 . 5. 20) shows that ,£
1(o) 
rr;, -1 2 0 
reaches( .. {) sin (arg(G (0)). The likely modificati on of Im.G(tJ) for 
T ( TK is sho~n in Fig.(2.9). 
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,' 
The develop~e~t : of a resonance in the t-matrix corresponds in the 
Anderson model to the developM~~'c of a resonance in GiW) at the Fel"r,,ii 
surface since the t-matrix is just v2Gd(w) (2.s.21). This is particular! 
seen in studies of the symmetric Anderson model. Because of particle-
hole symmetry, (2.5.35) 
then reads (at T = O): 
. 6 (t..>,) ·qol(T", w > 
, 
-· .·: (2.6. 7) 
For finite 6(0), there is no magnetisation in zero field, so S (ni'')= i::fn~) 
, and the scattering cross-section reaches the 
unitarity limit. Im.Gd(O) is thus ,6.(0)-1• (For 6(0) = o, the: ,' 
alternative magnetic solution is S-1' = Tf , b(nt) = 1, S-1r = o ., & ln-1) = o), 
fhus independant of th@ value of u, 
-1 
Im GiD) is fixed at 6. (D) 
for finite L3(o). The impurity linear specific heat may be evaluated 
using (2.5 . 23); noting that by symmeb.'y ~cJm .. G/W=O) = o: 
<£C 
-C Af•>j,P-e q6r.) 
(2. 6. 8 ) 
From (2.6.7), (2.5.25) 
L\{o) & R"'q1 (w~o') d c.,J () -- J ~{W::.b) aw 
(t- if~ Re.(~A f"2rJ.) \ •• 
If the phase shift when U=D is denoted by ~~tJ), the impurity specific heat 
may be written 
-:. J_ ( ~(d _ftw)) 
7rf · \~w /t,J-:o ~c , 
-c... 
t 
fo r U = o, and specialising to the case b(W) = 6 ,constant, Im.Gd(W) = 
t:.!< c} + c}), ,d c"~ ') and - 0 ;,v dW .! -1 =D. • Fo~ large u, in zero magnetic field, 
(2.5. 23) shows that the energy is determined solely by 2 Gd6'"(W); since it . 
<J"" 
satisfies a variational principle, the Hartree-Fock value of this auantity 
cannot differ greatly from the true value except at small enerqies. The 
true solution is of course non-magnetic, so the true Greens function must 
be close to the Hartree-Fock one, averaged over spin. The Hartree-Fock 
solution becomes exact in the limit U-) ~ . For large u, the HF solutions 
show that the main weight of Im.Gq(lJ) is divided between resonances of 
A _l_. ,'.-1 ·at wi dth~ and height 2 u. =+tu; however since Im.Gd{-v =0) =6.-
1 
f or all U at T = o, a very narrow resonance whose width is the Kondo 
temperature TK must be left at the fermi surface, containing the very small 
fraction T K/b. of ·the total weight,;(Fig . 2. 10) . Since Re.Gd is the Hilbert 
transform of Im.Gd, D(O)~C0Re . Gd(L.i =D) ( = ~J (w))w~2 is of order 1/TK. 
For l ar ge u, this is the dominant contribution to the specific heat (2 . 6. 10) . 
The pas sage to the u/t,--1(i'limi t is singular in that th_e. ,height of the Fer mi 
surf ace resonanc~ stays constant, bu t i ts ,~idth vanish~s . This singularity 
will be seen i n chapter fi ve to gi ve r ise to div ergencie s in perturbati on 
expansions in 0, for finite U at T == 0. 
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(Fig. 2. 10). Im.GiW) at T = 0 for the symmetric, constant~ Anderson model 
with U = 0 (broken curve) and u>)~ (solid curve). Note the resonance at 
the Fermi surface which is always present at T=D in addition to the 
Hart r~ e-Fock resonances at ~Ju. 
This behaviour is confirmed in detail by Yamada's (1975) pe r ~urbation 
calculation in u, which shows a large degree of cancellation of diagrams 
in each order, and hence has good convergence properties w~ll beyond the 
limit Li = 1Tb where the Hartree-Fock and Random Phase Approximations diverge 
His Fig.(3.5) shows Im.Gd(w) at T=O for a series of increasing values of u. 
For U.hrA = 5, : the limiting large U behaviour of a narrow re.sonance at_ the 
Fermi surface, superimposed on Hartree-Fock r esonances at +{}u, is 1,uell 
established. 
At T > TK, inelastic scatteri~g at the Fermi surface becomes important, 
and the sum rules that require the Fermi su rface resonance no longer hold; the 
reonancs thus disappears , and a rotationally symmetrised Hartree-Fock picture 
becomes essentially exact. 
Similar consider~ti6ns can be applied to the asymmetric case ~ . 
Specialising to the caseA= constant, where there is no conduction electron 
polari sation, (2.3.35) implies 
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( 2 .6.11) 
-···----~~- ---- ~- -- ----~~--~?!.!' ~~?.: .. _SV.*1.Tfll)~) _ . ... ... (2. 6 .12) 
2.. :L 
where (nd')is the total d-orbital occupancy , summed over spin . (2.6 . 11) clearly 
shows that whenever the Hart~ee-Fock solu tion is magnetic, with one resonance 
well below the Fermi level and another well above , so that (n;? r:: 1, a narrow 
resonance of height t::,. ~1 and width T <~A must be present at the Fermi K . 
level at T = o. For such a case, a sequence of plots of Im.Gd(w) for 
decreasing temperatures is shown in Fig .( 2. 11) . 
E1+tul~1~ 
01 '' Abr,kosav-.Suhl "iC.Solt<UI "-•" 
I T» If.I~ £ijl{,I. _ it(>'7T. 
\. 
Fig. (2.11 !; Temperature d~penc!ence .of Im . Gd..(w) ; (Ed<<O<<-Ed+U} •. 
At h_igh temperatures, there is no magnetic HF solution, cirid there is 
a single resonance in the spectrum. At lower temperatures the 
r es onance splits into two as the local moment develops. Mean-field 
theory is least reliable at this intermediate temperature, where 
strong ' local spin fluctuations' will occur. At lower temperatures , 
HF theory is reliable , until the onset of the Kondo regime , 
where the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance develops at the Fermi leve l. , 
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A sequence of T=O Hartree-Fock solutions as Ed rises is shown in fig. 
(2.12). They illustrate the transition from magnetic ((nd)~1) states to 
0 
-1(. 
1. 
.. EA 
~ J :. -v.12. 
Fig (2.11). 
In these two limits the HF results are 
(u~):i 
Cd .(-(~/' -b)i)- (~)~ I :€d = - ~ iJ.: t> 
T=O HF soluti9ns as Ed rises;(U>>.~). 
reliable ( afts-~--~uperposi tion of the Fermi level resonance in the magnetic 
case) because the energy associated with the residual fluctuations 
omitted in HF theory is small compared to the HF energy . However, the 
solutions in the crossover regime where <nd ') differs substantially from 
0 or 1 are quite unreliable, as fluctuations are strong, and have associated 
energies of the same order as the HF energy. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
GENERALIZATION OF THE ANDERSON MODEL TO INCLUDE DYNAMIC 
SCREENING PROCESSES 
3.1 Physical Incompleteness of the Anderson Model 
in the Valence Fluctuation Regime 
2 Rederivation of the Anderson Model to Include 3. 
Screening Processes 
3.3 The Tomonaga Boson Representation 
3. 4 Boson Representation of Screening Processes 
3.5 Other Uses of the Tomonaga Model 
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3 . 1 Physical Incompleteness of the Anderson Model in the Valence 
Fluctuation Regime 
The Anderson model was originally devised for the study of the 
formation and properties of local magnetic moments; these are now 
fairly well understood, and interest has shi'fted to · its properties in 
the valence fluctuation regi' me,· thi' s · 1 is a natura choice of a model 
for investigating 'mixed valence' effects. The model parameters are 
chosen so it is in a condition of configurational instability: E -=o 
. d ' ' 
(nd=O; l) or Ed~-u:. . (nd=l, 2) • On intlusion of ·-the -hybridisa:t:ioi,:C tenn 
.. ' the 
configurations are strongly mixed. Recently Krishna-m~rthy et al. 
(1977) have applied the Wilson renormalisation group technique to this 
problem; the results of these studies will be M(nh,nt~ later . 
Although this model may seem to be the ' natural' one to use 
in this context, it is in fact physically incomplete in one very 
fundamental way: it does not allow the Friedel sum rule to be 
satisfied. In these impurity models , the charged electrons have 
been renormalised to non-interacting quasi-particles by the Fermi 
liquid scheme; this imposes the constraint of local charge neutrality 
on possible effective impurity potenti'als. Th' · is is expressed as the 
Friedel sum rule, which in this context takes the form: 
~ t:~+I f (GKt<,.(w) ~ c;:,~w)) + (.nd) : no (3.1.1) 
(n~) is the electronic charge associated with th · · 
- e 1mpur1 ty; no is the 
nominal ionic charge. (S . 1.1) statesthat the charge density of the 
conduction electrons must respond to exactly screen out any impurity 
charge, within some finite region , th so ere are no infinite range 
effects produced by the impurity. 
In cases where the configuration of the impurity is static, the 
Friedel sum rule (3.1.1) is satisfied by regarding the Anderson model 
parameter Ed as an effective parameter chosen so the impurity charge 
is neutralised. This was done in the initial study of the (orbitally 
degenerate) Anderson model to understand the systematics of local 
moment occurrence across the transition metal series (Clogston et al. 
(1962)). Such an ad hoe approach to the charge neutrality constraint 
is perfectly adequate in configurationally stable models where all 
charge fluctuation processes are virtual. If there is a local 
moment, spin fluctuation processes will dominate the dynamics, and 
departures from charge neutrality only occur as transients during a 
' spin-flip' process . In the case of configur~tional instability, 
however, such arguments fail. Such a situation entails the existence 
of a two different quasi-stable configurations, representing different 
charge states of the impurity orbital, both of which must satisfy . the 
charge neutrality requirement. With only one parameter to vary , such 
simuitaneous obedience of (3.1.1) is impossible. This can be seen in 
detail as follows: using a phase-shift formulation appropriate for 
general (i.e., not necessarily spherical) point symmetry , the Friedel 
sum rule takes the form : 
<rt,' + ir1. b,.. (0 ) + ~ '2: dr bn <0 ) ~ no 0/ IC) II r;!f7o 1· (J,.J ,2) 
& r (i:,) ·:is t.he ' phase shift ' of conduction band states belonging to 
point grdup representationr (with multiplicityJ p ) at the Fermi. level. 
The impurity orbital belongs to representation p j d = I in the non-
o Po 
degenerate case. Only conduction band stat:es with that symmetry will 
interact with the impurity orbital by hybridisation; all other £11 /w) 
will be zero. (In the 'flat ' density of states model , A /1µ) constant, 
Sn/w) is also zero, and 
on the model parameters . ) 
<'.1\1 ') is the only term in (3 .1. 2) dependent 
The quantity ((IJ) +-1( b (w) is a monotonica lly 
I'r. 
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5':3 
decreasing function of the parameter td,so there is only one value of tJ 
that solves (3.1.2). If there are to be two solutions to (3.1.2), 
at least one other phase shift br/1») t b bl mus ea e to vary, so that 
<"J'>-,.. 1r~(Gr0 +dr,br,) = <nJ> +11~1(~r0 ' 1-c1r, ~,/) .o.1. 3) 
this implies that an explicit screening mechani· sm · 1 invo ving scattering 
by the impurity in channels other than those with (! symmetry must 
be included . Such a model is proposed in the next section . 
3.2 Rederivation of the Anderson Model to Include Screening Processes 
The physical situation under consideration is that of a rare-earth 
impurity in a transition metal (or rather a rare-earth material from 
which the f-orbitals on all s ites but one have been c,'l'\;r\-~L\ , as a 
prelude to studying the full problem) . The conduction band may .be 
thought of as a tight binding d-band with one set of cl-orbitals per 
site. It can be represented either by Bloch states, or reorganised 
into representations of the point group symmetry of the impurity site : 
(3.2.1) 
n=l..5 is a band index: since there are five cl-orbitals per site , 
there are five bands. r labels irreducible representations with 
multiplicity dr ; µ=l,. ,dr indexes the components of each representa-
. He tion. If is written in a basis reflecting the lower point symmetry, 
t he disguised translational invariance of He gives rise to 'accidental' 
. degeneracy, which is broken by the introduction of an impurity. This 
is reflected by the 'accidental' proportionality of the density of states 
of each representation: 
L. 
£fl L, ~(4.1 - c~n) 
p ~n (3.2.2) 
p (=Lrd~) is the order of the point group. The usual Anderson model 
description of the impurity orbital can now be used. At this point 
a notational difficulty is encountered. In this context the impurity 
orbital physically represents an f-orbital, though conventionally in 
I the Anderson model it is labelled 'cdcr This woultj cause confusion 
with the impurity-site Wannier orbital, which is a cl-orbital. In this 
section the labels ' f ' and 'd' will be used to represent the physical 
interpretation of the orbitals . When the model has been derived, the 
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notation will revert to the conventional form 'cad' for the impurity 
orbital. 
The f-orbitals are described by 
H;"'P = £/L, C5~rC,rff\~ + u ~ nfi'A~ nsM'tf (+ exchange) 
Mr M r'/=.r-,1r 
(3.2.3) 
It will be convenient to make the usual simplification by specialising 
to a non-degenerate 'f' orbital, and dropping the in-labels in (3.2.3). 
If the f-orbital belongs to the (singlet) representation r0 of the point 
group , the hybridisation term is 
(3. 2. 4) 1,1·hJh -= ~ Ve. c; c.Ci Cfa- +- h ·c.· 
" 0 
J 
to generalise the Anderson model, screening terms must be included. 
The most important intra-atomic term not included so far is the 
Coulomb interaction between the d- and f-orbitals of the impurity . 
H scr. :: 9 ~ n.:fcr 6 ' nc!Ma-' 
r M~ 
(3 . 2.5) 
Such a term gives rise to a screening mechanism sufficient to satisfy 
the charge neutrality condition . 
The configurational instability that will be investigated is 
really of the type 
fn+ldm + e-(l.=2) "' ~ fndm+l + e - (l =3) (3 . 2 . 6) 
This reaction satisfies charge neutrality, but needs the substr ate 
conduction band to 'catalyse ' it as the wave function of the free electro 
a s soci a t ed wi t h i t must change s ymmetry . In the free atom (or at -least 
in the simple model of one considered here) , this is a symmetry- forbidden 
i nt ernal trans i tion . The cl- orbitals are also t he impurity site Wannier 
func tions , and they will be assumed to belong to representations other 
than f! , reflecting the symmetry prohibit ion of the direc t transition 
fn+ldm ~ fndm+ l 
And 
parts, H = H 
The Hamiltonian ca n then be wri tt en in two 
scr 
+H : 
5 9 
+ y~ n1a- ,. u nfro.fJ, +- ~ ~ c~c:a-Csa- t"· c. 
(3 . 2.7) 
(3 . 2 . 8) 
HAnd is just the standard · . .A..1derson model; 
scr 
the · new feature is the 
s creening ter'm H , · wher~. 
C cl(YI a- ~- 0-: . 
(3.2.9) 
- Cr/A~ ~ l'P.'- fll.'-1,,M (3.2.10) 
r, z ~ V tJ· :. (r'flp~ M trf"f',j M 
r") 
r 
Note that Vii is necessarily positiv~. Because cdmcr are the impurity 
site Wannier functions, the density of states projected onto these 
,. 
orbitals is proportional to the conduction b .and density of states o {c..., ) 
(3 . 2 . 11) 
The effectiv e screening parameter9is not a free parameter of the theory , 
but must be. chosen so as to satisfy the Friedel sum r ule . In this 
r espect it may be said to have been renormalised from its 'bare' 
v a l ue by the Fe r mi l iqui d s cheme . I n t he l i mi t V. =O n is a good . ' i. , f 
quantum number , and the charge neutrality condition (3.1 . 1) becomes , 
in Born a pproximation f1 
"'d ~ \/~i. 9 ( n.:f') . IM ~e;: I LJ ,-::-: cP \ + < Y\{) 
2TTI.. I"' 1" r~~ "" t. i../ 
Using (3 .' 2.11) 
[ 1 - ~. / IP4w rsrr..>> J (~ )l <Af'> 
N -.P a"" e,:s+, 
this fixes g so tha t 
The screening condition thus reads 
~z. vL~ t(O-f .. ) ~ 
11,W-'° 
C 
I 
I 
· ...; 
0 (3.2.12) 
(3.2.13) 
(3.2.14) 
(3.2.15) 
In Born (linear) approximation, the impurity is now screened whether (nf)~ OJ 
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1, or 2. Born approximation is good in the limit of a very degenerate 
conduction band; there are essentially d=2.x(2l+l)= 10 scattering 
channels involved in the screening response . When d is large , each 
channel need only respond slightly, so its phase shift ~n/d when the 
impurity charge state charges by 1. For small phase shifts, the 
response will be effectively linear. 
When the response is 11·near , another f 1 · 1 f use u simp i ication is 
possible. The f..Lr0. ele
ctrons of Hscr d. · 1 T respon passive y to 
flue tuations in nf with density fluctuations . When these are small 
enough to be linear, the resemblance of the charge density excitation 
spectrum to a boson .spectrum may be exploited to rewrite • Hscr in 
a formally simpler, if physically more obscure, boson form (Section 3 . 4), 
At this point, the notation for the model reverts to the usual 
form, with ~dcr ' labelling the impurity orbital: 
I 
I 
Gd 1;_ t'\J.a- + u ncl1-ric)..i, + ~ Vkct ~tcch·+~.c.. 
where 
cr/w) 
-"-- . 
(Tio) J 
scr 
In H , the screening electrons have been represented as a to 
ka 
emphasize that they are distinct from the electrons taking part in 
(3 .2.l 
(3. 2.1 
(3. 2. lf 
hybridisation, and their various conserved spi·n and symmetry indices 
have been contracted into a ·single index a 
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3.3 The Tomonaga Boson Representation 
In this section , the Tomonaga boson representation (Tomonaga (1950)) 
usually used in the study of the one-dimensional interacting Fermi gas, 
is rederived in a form suitable for impurity problems, and shown to 
be equivalent to a linear approximation. The usual formulation is 
in terms of momentum variables, and requires a restrictive form of 
band structure, which is necessary for the 1-D electron gas but 
irrelevant for the impurity problem, where only energy variables 
need be used. 
In some arbitrary basis, consider the following fermion scattering 
problem (which may be time dependent) where HO has a continuous 
single-particle: spectrum at the Fermi level: 
l-1°-=- ~fi.ClCi. 
H ::,. H.. +- ?; {t) 1: U-,j et CJ 
V 
(3.3.1) 
A ' charge fluctuation oper~tor,' p(E) may be defined. 
f (£) = fy' U-c:j £{€1..-€_; t £) ( (tY°CJ - (C1..-t CJ]H~) (3. 3.2) 
p(E) has the property 
f df f{f) ,,, Z u-,:j ( G.-t-cJ -Lc'";CJ >t-t~ ) 
- II'" C.J 
(3.3.2) 
It satisfies pt (E) =p ( -E) , and 
[PC€) .1 i(J ::. E" f l£) (3. 3. 4) 
p(E) has complicated commutation relations: 
[ P (E) > P ~')] = ; ~ ( £,~ •••) 'i, (f,·t;,+E' H (l, ·k .r/ )h(&-f; t~ U-0\ lfaj d C,.' 
(3 . 3.5) 
Nevertheless, they are on the whole ' boson-like' in character, as 
may be seen by taking the expectation value of the commutator. in the 
system HO · 
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~(~t [ ') ~ fo-l<l\i. ~{Ee. -4.J t E) ~l\'\o- <"J\ .. J · (3. 3 : 6) 
1j . 
By normalising P , we can define the boson-like operator b (E) 
y. 
b (&:)-=- ()(£) /{JCE)) ~ ( E> o) 
< [bC1:)., b+(€:'JJ\~= SCE-E') j ([h(EJ_.,b(EJJ\ ~ 0 
~D 
By comparison with (3 . 3.6) f(E) is linear in E as E-+ O 
f c f)-= ~ 1 u-~.)12.bCE'"-~j+ E> ((nc..>H~ ~ <nJ\1~) 
I? 
f(f) _ Jdw J_ (-::.i ) .1;(u-ijJJ.c}/(.J-zi.~~(w-£J.) 
E -~ c;tc.J\e~~1 LJ 
Since it is Hermitian, v.. may be written as 
J..J 
\Y ~ -:. z v?t U-c.~ ~J·) . ( v,. real) 
;\ 
For low temperature, (3.3 . 9) becomes 
{Cf) ,:: L V-;. v,., \ 2; u-\.~ ~~i\' ~ {0-£._) \ 1. 
E . ~/\~ I.. . 
,) . 
(3.3.7) 
(3.3.8) 
(3.3.9) 
(3. 3 . 10) 
(3. 3.11) 
It may be noted that in Born approximation, the change in the number 
of occupied states (when \(t)=l) is given by: 
I . 
f ;w . ~=.! \ 1 , ;\L, V'i.L £ (<.\ -E.:) e)1-ll L-
- "' . 
I •• • 
I 
I 
I (3.3.12) 
f 
I 
Only in the special case where each A corresponds to a different value 
of £, m (or a different representation of the point symmetry group) 
(3.3.11) be represented as a sum of squares of 'phas e shifts' defin~ can 
via (3.3.12) (as in the Scho tte and Schotte (1969) treatment of the 
X-ray problem) . 
The spirit of the Tomonaga approximation is to treat the mean 
commutation relations (3.3.7) as exact, and regard the b(Elas true 
bosons . The Hamiltonian becomes 
tJ> 1/2. 
-H -:. <'H\0 + JG\t· Elf(E:>bU•J + ?dc)(f(£~(b{E)+tt(.f"J). (3.3.13) 
(> 
or, in less cumbersome notation, 
\-\ :: (tt)~o +- ~ w1..lo~ b '- + A (t;) f~c.,bL. ~h,c..) 
[b1.;bjJ :: ~~j .eA--c ~ 1! \oC.\'3. S{w-w .. ) = ifw) 
A diagrammatic interpretation is available (Fig. 3. 1) .. 
'· 
linked cluster expansion shows that the Tomonaga approximation 
_n., __ _ 
-- "'-
· f~rmions 
.... ~- .. .. 
Tomonaga boson . 
approx:i:mat~on 
+ ··<t>". 
. - · ... __ _ 
t .... ~ .. · ' . 
+ ... ~- +-- <1.1:c . 
,) . 
.. . I 
Fig . (3.1) (see text). 
(3.3.14) 
the 
b · h t d order It i's thus valid for reproduces pertur ation t eory o secon • 
small coupling constant provided perturbation theory is convergent . 
The Tomonaga representation is useful as it reproduces the 
infra-red divergences or 'orthogonality catastrophe' associated 
with the response of a Fermi gas to a time-dependent potential. 
Suppose A(t)= A8(t). The ground state of 
i-/4 = Zw .. 61 bi. -,. A Z o(1..b1- + k·'-
. . 1, L 
is • IA) ...:1 exp -(ff'~:~) e."p -~ i~ ot I o) 
The overlap between- two such coherent states is given by 
·.• \. 
</\ 1 ~> = _ -e.xr- ?i1-z 1d1-11. =-
. . .z.. L. w .... 
(3.3.15) 
(3.3.16) 
(3.3.17) 
As f(E) -E as E-+O , the integral is divergent, and the overlap vanishes 
for any finite A . The ground state of HA is thus unobtainable by per-
turbation theory . This reflects the fact that, given long enough, any 
finite potential will excite infinitely many particle~hole excitations, 
which can be made with arbitrarily low energy if there is a free 
Fermi surface. However, the perturbation expansion for the ground 
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state energy is convergent, as the divergent number of particle-hole 
excitations carry infinitesimal energy. 
If f(E) - >EE· as E + 0 , the ampl itude for the sys t em still 
to be in the ground state of HO a time t after the potential has b~en 
switched on is 
<ol i "6 t;-i°(H~ l- lo) :: '2.xp GL (i·f ~()t] up f ;f· f \lt(i-: .i" c:~ .. t D 
,v QxrEL~E(i\)t]. rt 1 -E (;\) ( t~ ~) ltow J ! ! 
. i 
· (3. 3 . 18) 
l'.E is the (finite) ground state energy shift ; t 0 is a characte
ristic 
response time of the system . The exponent£ characterises the relaxa-
tion of the system about the scattering potential. This behaviour c~n 
· ~~Sc be seen directly in the fermion representation . In fac t , £ will 
. 
1. '. ,3 
b e gi ven by a power ser ies expansion i n A: E=aA + bA ••. , where the 
* Tomonaga approximation stops at the l owest order t erm . The Tomonaga 
me thod , because it allows the direct construction of th~ various 
ground . state_s J.eads to a part i cu1_arly clear demonstration of the 
infra- r ed a nomal i es ·Of the Hamiltonian (3 .3.1) . 
-X $11"<1 1\ a.,\ \/ · I , 
6E C~) ·- r '.A'.2.. 0..: .j- b 1 ''.>i - .. . 
!- ''>,'\ - bo . .L !} :>i .. l.,o L , I 
3. 4 Boson Representation of Screening J;> r ocesses · 
The s creening t er m Hscr(3.2 . U 1) is analogous t o the model treated 
in the last section , as it describes a Fermi gas that reacts to a t i me-
dependent scattering potential , in this case due to the quantum 
f l uctuations of ndcr . Since Hscris itself just an ansatz valid in 
l i near approximation, it is convenient to replace i t by t he equivalent 
boson representation , which is easier to handle . The screening terms 
become 
The f i rst term can be absorbed into t he impurity energy level , Ed 
From the or i gin of Va a s screening by the impur i ty-site Wannier kk' 
orbital, (3.2.10) 
vK: 1 ~ i 
The characteristic exponen t e: , i s given by 
Lirri ~) - ·s ,:, 2, (ZJ(M ltrl(.~i2~co-E'<,))2. 
W-)o w °' , ,., 
The screening condition is I fr<:M ('3·2-· 15) • 
l · ( ~ l~~-IL.~(o-E\<.ce.)) - 1 
ix. K Iv.I 
(3.4 . 3} 
(3. 4. 4) 
(3. 4. 5) 
Since there are d (=10) Wannier orbitals labelled by m,cr , the exponent E 
* which reflects the Friedel sum rule, obeys the inequality: 
*".{_ £< f (3.4.6) 
The lower bound is the case where ali d orbitals participate equally 
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in the screening process. Crystal field terins, which split the d-levels 
will raise E somewhat above this lower limit . The boson spectral 
density f(w) remains roughly linear in w up to w-D, the bandwidth 
of the conduction band. It is mainly characterised by the behaviour 
it gives rise to in the long-time or 'asymptotic' limit (discussed 
later) . This is described by the ground state energy shift due to 
the boson relaxation after a 
()P 
change inn 
da 
given by 
C ·- [dtJ &> 
0 vJ 
rv J) 
d 
and the singular behaviour as w -+ O , characterised by E 
f (:f:J -/, lJX . 
(3. 4. 7) 
-1 
and T - ·D , 
where 
UM 
x~o 
. deu f!!:f_ (t-e ) 
__ o . ~ -- I (3. 4. 8) 
Valence changes in the very localised f-orbitals of a rare-earth atom 
cause relatively large charges in the ionic radii, with the result 
that configurational fluctuations will be strongly coupled to local 
distortions of the lattice around the impurity site . Such phonon 
coupling may be notionally included in the boson screening term . 
The contributions to f(w) are shown in Fig . (3.2) . 
-e.Jec-tt'ohi c.. scn?.e.rd I\:] 
----~---
0 
Fig. (3.2.). 
Relative contri-
butions to f(w) 
from phonon and 
electronic screening 
processes. 
The phonons do not change the infra-red exponent E, but ·wil l increase 
C somewhat, and, as the overlap between coherent phonon states relaxed 
about different configurations of the impurity may be small (Sherrington 
and Von Molnar(l975)) may greatly decrease T. E, T, and C should thus be 
regarded as essentially independent parameters . 
Other Us es of the Tomonaga Model 3.5 
The Tomonaga transformation as applied above to screening in the 
Anderson model is a well-defined small coupling constant approximation. 
The same procedure could be applie to d the Kondo model, resulting in 
b field·, in this case the a model of a spin coupled to a vector oson 
h in the Kondo model d · not valid as perturbation t eory proce ure is 
· so truncation of the expansion after coupling constant is divergent, 
f 1 'f' the behaviour of the model . the second order term a si ies Other 
formulations of the Tomonaga model have been applied to the X-ray 
and Kondo models (Schotte and Schotte (1969), Schotte (1970)) . These 
treatments reproduce the ong-time 1 · behaviour of the relevant propagators , 
but often encounter scepticism, as · they involve the use of an operator 
l·s only 'asymptotically' exact, to express single 'identity,' which 
fermion operators in terms of bosons . Because of the somewhat dubious 
reputation o t ese f h Procedures, it should be emphasized that they are 
Use Of the Tomonaga representation in this work. not involved in the 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MEAN-FIELD THEORY OF THE ANDERSON MODEL COUPLED 
TO A SLOW BOSON FIELD. 
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4.1 The Mean field Theory and Variational function. 
The Anderson model with coupling to bosons will now be studied in its 
own righ t. The effec t of the boson modes will depend bn whether their 
response is faster or slower than the characteristic electronic fluctuation 
-1 
time b.. . . If the bosons are phonons the dominant modes have frequencies 
of order t.) 0 , the Debye frequency (see, for example, fig. (3.2)); two 
different types of behaviour will be found according to whether D. 
is greater or less than vJ0 • 
for fl t.l. t.J 0 , . the (fast) phonons respond adiabatically to the 
electronic charge fluctuations, renormalising the electronic parameters 
i n a way discussed in section ·s.s. For (.,J 0 L-l ~ th e ~ field 
approximation, where the bosons see only the average electronic 
distribution, is appropriate. The next level of approximation beyond this 
is the ~-Oppenheimer approximation, where the boso~ ·· field / can mov~ 
around its mea n position in an effec t ive potential derived from the adiabatic 
repon se of the electrons to the instantaneous disp acernent of the boson field . 
The case of Tomonaga bosons, derived in section 3.4 as a representation 
of the electronic screening response modes, is more complicated. Since the 
spectral density i s linear fro m a high energy cutoff of the order of the 
conduction bandwidth right down to W= o, both high ·arid low frequency modes 
are present. After renormalisation of the electronic parameters by the 
high frequency modes, the remaining low frequency modes (i.e., thos·e : 
I 
slower than the tenorm2lise~'ohar~cteristic electronic fre quency) must 
be treated by the mean field approximation of this chapter. further 
discussion of this separ ation of the Tomonaga boson spectrum into fast and 
slow components is postponed until a lGter chapter , and a treatment of the 
Anderson model with coupling to slow boson modes is now presented. 
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A finite temperature version of Hartree-Fock theory may be based 
on the free-energy inequality 
(4.1.1) 
This is the generalisation of the Rayleigh-~itz inequality, and holds 
f · · f eff d ( .eff . eff . or any partition o H into H an H-tt- ) . If H is a free-particle 
Hamiltonian, Wick's theorem can be used to disentangle correlation 
terms in ~-Hef~t.~ -. The mean field eqoations are generated by H - . -
eff 
finding the free-particle Hamiltonian H that minimises the RHS of 
(4.1.1). If _ 
H--=- z He:; et Cj + f 2i v~\ Kl- et c.r C1<.(L-~ u y~~ J 
and ·· 
· · -1-t efJ'.:...: ~ ,h· ·\ ct-c -.-
, . • ~ - ~ L J 
'. \..j j . . 
(4. 1.,2) 
(4.1.3) 
The quantity to . be minimised is 
F(H I ff) -1-f H15 -h/c,•c). ·~ • f f,,~11,. ( <cc '4",j; <i'c,~ •• - 4:~C....\ .. <.et a.>, .. ) , L .1. 4 l 
varying h .. leads to the Hartree-Fock effective Hamiltonian lJ 
h<,) _ l-\ i.j + ~ lVc~i,j -V/J<J~) ( et C~\<ff- (4.1,SJ 
hij may be restricted to the form (4.1.5) with<c!c1 "> (no subscript) 
ii' . 
replacing the expectation value(<;k c{)Heff in (4, l. 5) as a parameter 
to be determined variationally. The HF equation then reads 
(4.1.6) 
The Hamiltonian under consideration is 
l-l =- t €K. utcrC1<r + f t.J1 br h 1 +- &"J ~ cl;.cJtr + l1 ()dr OJ-v 
+- ~ ?J nJr Ytc<,b1+h~C. +- °Z VI<.\ ~C.Dr +1-.•C• (4.1. 7) 
<t ,c. 
The variational parameters needed are <b'\,~ , ~bt > , and the four 
quantiti tes , which can be regrouped into (1'h '- ::J &, •(cCJ!CJ! Q ./ . ). ~~ 
I 
I · 
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The spin axis for the effective 
Hamiltonian may be chosen so it is aligned with <~), so that (CJ,;.(d-1,) 
vanishes. 
Writing 
b' 9 
Eeff = 
a-
b'i - <h, '> 
f.J. + u (t\!-/) + ~ z c,(°' <b~) +t,.,. 
C, . 
the effective Hamiltonian can be constructed: 
ff or:::t "' p ff, . ~ t-He = '-' Cl(. nKcr + LJ £er nc1a- + /.J VK~ 4<a-CJr+'1·C. )(,s- tr - Ka-
(4 . 1.8) 
(4.1.9) 
+ l GJdt ~: b~ +- )?, [w, (b~'> + ~ o1.; ;l11J~'>] b~ +k,c: c4 .1. io) 
°' 
H-litff =- - (u<h.n)(~d-r) _,. z~ <bt'>'""'> -+- ~ z ,~cfa-)Z o<ct<1,f)t'1"J ~ r , 
-1- Ll Coc1t- <ndf\))(n4,- fild~)) +~;; (ndi;-(ndr)) t o<'tb~ tkc. (4.1.11) 
It is easily shown that the variational equation for <'b~') is only sat-
isfied if the linear boson term in (4.1,10) vanishes, so that 
(b~'> = - a~ (l'\dr). O{~/wey (4.1.12) 
T.he displacement of the boson field gives rise to an effective attractive 
interaction between electrons with coupling censtant C. 
C == 
The effective Hamiltonian reduces to 
H eff -:: z El(. n ICd"' t L E ~ n.:1 er + z V Ko C:.:~GI er t-h,c 
ICtf' (j /,,((!" fer -:. Q - c. (\'\J er') +- ~-c._) ( Y)t!-6"') 
' \ 
(4.1.13) 
) 
(4. L 14) 
I 
(4.1.15) 
This eff~ctive Hamilto~ian shows an important new feature due to the 
bosons; in addition to responding to the ave r ag~ occupation number of d-
electrons of opposite spin, the d-elec_tron responds to its :9.!!!!!. average 
occupation number. This comes about because the Pauli principle effect 
that prevents two slectron~;ir6~,being in the s~me st~te ,and hence usually I 
prevents such electrons interacting only rules out instantaneous interactions: 
nd6 ( t)nd d'( t 1 ) is in general not equal to ndc:S"( t) unless t = t 1 • Th e slow 
bosons introduce a highly retarded interaction by which ad-electron c an 
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interact with electrons of the same spin in the same orbital at earlier 
times. In plainer language, an electron may cause displacements of 
the slow boson field which remain long after it has moved .away, and 
may in the future act to attract it back to its past position, effectively 
allowing the elect~on to ''interact with itself". This phenomenon is well 
known in polaron theory, where, if the electron phonon coupling is strong 
enough, the electron may "dj~" itself a potential well so deep that it 
becomes bound, greatly enhancing its effective mass, since it cannot move 
without dragging its well along with it. A feature related to such 
11 self-trapping" will be seen in the mean field analysis of the model 
under consideration here. 
The free energy F(Heff) . is easily levaluated in closed form {see ·append~x ( 
to this chapter) using Green's fun Jtion equation of motion tech~iques 
I 
I 
and coupling constant integration . ) The variational function becomes: 
F(HfFf-\+-(H,flrfl). c f 0 (£') -J.. rficl~ WLn{CJ-E1-!"11-.1Ji1 -U(n.1t)(11J-ti) 
" I 7if{f .2fTC..fe~iv- w-E' IJ 
f'l (.4 .l .16) 
where +~cc;~l'\d""))2.. 
:::. '2. I VKJ\ 1.. • 
k t,...J-t:K,. ) 
~ ( "r. Eic.f\1er + Z° w, ~1 h .. + 
/,(G"" 'j I 
E' is arbitrary. 
It is convenient to define the function 
n (;<) ,:: .J... rr. &w (w-)<.- l:(uJ~-\'JI ;;.m Yr ei1,.... ... , 
The expectation value <r\J"'>1tcff is given by 
<'nda-'>ttef"f =- n.(~;Jt) 
n(x) decreases monotonically from 1 to Oas x 
can be seen from the spectral form 
d= 1· ... d w' ')) (;<.) w' I . 
'. L.J- LJ' 
-i.-
(4.1.17) 
(4.1.1 8) 
(4.1.19) 
(4.1. 20) 
increases. This 
(4.1. 21) 
where v(x,w) is real, positive, and normalised 
tP 
to ""TT. 
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The~: 
r'\(,ic) -:: ~ j d;' ')){vJJX) 
-" _.., e"+-' 
• 
. ) (4.1. 22) 
hence O~n(x)<l with equality only at -I= (except in the singular 
case B=oo , [(w)=O ). Taking the derivativ? of (4 . 1 .i\ ) with respect 
to X 
f\ 'u) -
! 
· ,The 
,;eff as the variational parameters by using (4.1.fS") to eliminate <ride;-) ($" 
• eff , eff Eeff in favour of E0 - , • Writing x = Et , y = -r ; 
F(Heff) + (H-tlerr~fff :: F ex) y) 
+ ., 7, 2. r16J +(u-2c.) ( '10<> +nCY)) - (1:-,. )') l 2. 
-t«-2c) L: , 'J 
(4.1. 24) 
where the function F(x ,y) is : 
FC1',t) = (o~st-. + [J (Vi(X-)+-n(~)) + lHHt.) n {y) - )f C (nc~}+ (J{y)) "}. 
/){ y 
_. J d2- -z_n1c-z.> - J d2- -zh-1cz) (4.1.25) 
F(x,y} is a smooth function of x and y and bounded below (F(x, y)' > 
·.:...2 /Ed[ - /U!" - 2C + const., at worst). It thus has an absolute minimum 
at a solution of: 
~ :: ~ 1(7'.) ( &er- ( Y>OC) .... (<4-C) ncy J-:X)::: 0 j (4.l.26J ?F_ o 
'§y -
Since n'(x) .( 0, the Hartree-Fock equations mus t be satisfied at such 
a minimum: .· , . . 
x= ~ - cn·:CJ'-) +-@-c.) ncy)~j Y= GJ -- c 1~('f) ~-c) '(Jo<). (4.1.272 
Thus, at a minimum, the non-negative ·seconc term in the variational 
function (4.1.24) vanishes, witl:t the _ result that : 
F (H-~ff) t <H-\-\ff) > Fcx) Y) ~: F (J-1) 
I If ff{ (4.1.28) 
7 6 
F(x,y) , a function with stationary points only at solutions of the 
Hartree- Fock equations (4 . 1.24) , may thus be used t o ob t a i n a var ia-
tional approximation to the true free energy. It may be objected t hat 
the Hartree- Fock equations can be obtained far more di rectl y , and that 
the cumbersome procedure to arrive at (4 . L 28'} , is unnecessary . However , 
i t will t u r n ou t that there are multiple stable solutions of t hese 
Hartree-Fock equations, and a variational functional i s indispensable 
to determine which solution is globally minimum . 
: · ·; Fin ally , i t may be r emarked that when magnet ic : solutions with 
x =I y are found-; these have ;~J d) along the z- axis . By a spin rotation 
such· so1utiOI?-S are · of · course degenerate with t hose whe.re <}, d) is in an 
arb i trary direction . 
4.2 Character and Stability of Solutions of the Mean Field Equations 
For the cas e Li (w) Li , the function n(x) (4 .. 1. lq) is 
given by ,.;r 
() (.;<.) =- rt-f J w 
- v-
(;~~I)/ wt'(x/~) 
.::. rr -' Cot- I (f./A) (T= o) 
(4. 2.1) 
(4.2 . 2) 
For large temperatures T >> Li ~ n(x ) - (1 + ex p CS x) ) fo:t Ix I < T · , 
r eturning to (4.2 . 2) asymptotically . The cases . considered here will 
be those where Li (w) ., has little dependence on band structure effects , 
and., as for the case Li (w) = Li ,. n' (x) is char acterised by a unique mini mum 
at ,x = x, where n ' (x ) = -1/U 
C C C 
(Fig . (4.1 )) : 
I 
~c. 't ! i ' 
~ 
v,cr:l 
_, 
' 0-------1.---~----
Xc " X 
'\. 
-
- .... - - -{J (. !D) 
' (a) . n(:x) • (b) . n' (x) • 
Fig. ( 4 • .1.) Form of n(x), n ' (x) . 
This form is . found for most ' reasonable ' band structures ; though no doubt 
pathological forms of 6(w) givin~ rise to more than one minimum 
of n' (x) can be constructed . At T=O U -n6(0) C 
temperature: for T >> li(O) , U ~ 4T. C 
h Eeff Eeff _ y The HF eqnations , were t = x, + 
x =- rJ - C n.c,:.) +-(U-C) f\(y) 
'/ = Ed. - C nty) + (u-c) \\(_;<) 
u 
C 
, . are 
i ncreases with 
(4.2.3) 
The solutions are best illustrated graphically (Fig. 4.2) 
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There i s always a non- magnetic so1 ution x =y: 
X 
This is sol ved graphically in Fig . · (4 .l(a)) , 
this . solution is unique ; for U-2C < - U 
C 
(4,2,4) 
For U-2C > - Uc, 1 
.. .J 
, there are multiple 
solutions in a certain r a ~ge of Ed . In particular , if such solutions 
exis t , 1 - (U- 2C ) n ' (x) . ~ - O when x is given by the intermediate solution 
) 
(Fig . (4 .l(b))): · The condition for a solution to be locally stable 
is that it is a minimum of the free energy functional F(x,y) ( 4 , I. 25) . 
To t est whether thi s is so , the second derivatives of F at the solution 
mus t b e examined . I t i s convenient t o take derivat ives in the · direct i ons · 
u = (x+y) / / 2 , v = (x-y) // 2 , At a stationa r y point ;f F(x;y), (x=y) _:..:. 
· - n 
1
(~) (1 - (u-2.c)n 'c1-)) 
'Fvv.. - o 
- '(\ I ('><) ( I -t- u. f\ I[>() ) (4.2.5) 
For stability, both F and F must be positive. U was defined UU VV C 
so that O < -U n' _ < l 
C -
when U-2G > -U 
C 
, the n on-magnetic 
solution is ·un_i'que,,. a:Ud stable in the x=y direction. If the condition 
l + Un' (x) >O is also satisfied, the solution is locally stable. If 
1 + Un' (x) < 0 , it is locally unstable against magnetism_: this is only 
· - ·-1 -. 
possible if u > Uc (Fig, (4.'2..(c)); then it can be seen t , at there is al 
range of the parameter Ed where no locally stable non-mag1etic solu7ion~ 
i 
exist. If U-2C. < -U , and U < U , solutions are st able !against C C 
magnetism , but multiple non-magnetic solutions may exist; i f they do , 
those with 1 - (U-2C)n' (x) < 0 are not stable. 
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I l Such a~ ~~-tabjle solution lies between t~o stable ones_ ~F~g. (4. (b)); j 
as Ed is moved through the range (-co,co) , a discontinuity will 
occur with a first order transition between two different locally 
stable non-magnetic solutions. In the remaining region of parameter 
space, U-2C < -U , 
C 
U > U , non-magnetic . solutions may be ·unstable C , 
in either ·or .'both directions . 
Magnetic solutions, x/y , must now be examined. Taking the difference 
between the two HF equations (4.2~3) : 
-x + u n c,c;.) = y + UV\ c Y) (4 .2 .6) 
Figm;~s .(4. 'l (d)) ,' (4 .'2.(e)) show -that magnetic ·solu~icins only exist if U 
> .lJ • 
C 
For U-2C > -U , u >: u <"'l~<:ih ~hS"1 , s s;'ut,le__.. o-t"" · 1~~,--e~ecli ~te. · E.J • 
C Cl , · . . 
At the special value U=C, the... HF · equations for the .two spin directions 
are decoupled, and the free energy functional can be written 
r-> 
F (~) (4.2.7) 
The conditions U = C, U > U , imply that U-2C < .-U , so there is a region 
C ·· - . C 
of the parameter Ed in which there are multiple non-magnetic solutions . 
Suppose (x,y)=(a,a), (x,y) =(b ,b) are two dHferent ·1ocaily stable 
non- magnetic solutions, and Ed is precisely at that value where they ar e 
degenerate. Then (x,y)=(a,b) is also a soluti.on of the HF equation , 
-
and has the same free energy . Evidently , the line U= C is the 
dividing line where the behaviour as a func tion of Ed switches from 
a discontinuity between two non-magnet ic solutions -at .some critical 
l value, Jto the appearance of an intermediate magnetic solut ion. This 
,/ 
can be seen i n more detail by examination of the free energy surfaces 
fo r the solutions(a, a), (b,b), (a,b) in the neighbourhood of U = C 
plane
7
when C > U. 
C 
The solutions may be analytically continued to nearby values ofEd and U. 
(x(Ed,U),y(Ed,U)) ] about given Expanding the free energy of a solution 
values 
) 
Hence t"I~) nty> + 
(4.2 •. 8) 
(4 . 2 . 9) 
Suppose n(..a) > n(b); 
d FfO.AJ _ (Ota.)1.. t- l.nlo.) d_w) ,· 
Q\it - au 
(4.2.10) 
* * At u = c, Ed = Ed (where a + ·cn(a)= b + Cn(b) = Ed), ~(a,p.) == F(b,b) = 
F(a,b) , that is ,_ all three solutions_ a:r~: degenerate. Th~ lini'.s·· Ed(U) . 
~l~ng which tWo_ ~f . ~hese ·-·_remain. -~e_g~~e~1t.e (~_;.-~ti _ ,:_ F(a,a) =F(b,b), F(a,.a) = 
F(a,b) and F(b,b) = F(a,b) ) must be examined: 
F(c..>c,.)-=- Fu~ b' ~ dGo -= -J.. (l\fA,)+ I\Cb)) 
J '/ a u.: 2,-F (c..., o..) .:: F {c....,b) ....::::, II '::J - r\lQ..) 
F C\:>~b) -= F{~)b) -i •• = -Vl C.~). (4 . 2.11) 
* The sectors of the plane around Ed= Ed , U = C, where each of 
the solutions remain globally stable, are shown in Fig (4.3) 
~ , r ·(Ed~E~) 
~~, ~ .. (b; b) 5tv.blt_ 
. '£ . • 1 · 
<' (t;,"J 
. .. - - - .... ,(~'4;/ 
--(o..,~) - - - . 
~~bl-e_ _· 
- Fig . (4.3) 
Global stability 
of HF solutions 
(x,y) in the (Ed,U) 
plane . · 
(for C > U ) • 
C 
As the three solutions are distinct , the stability boundaries dividing 
* the (Ed,U) plane in the neighborhood of (Ed ,C) . into three sectors 
are lines of first order discontinuities oi· the globally stable solution . 
The magnetic solution is globally stable in the sector -n(b)o U > oE > 
. d 
-n(a)oU ., 6U > O; as U = C +U, the two non- magnetic solutions 
C 
(a,a) , (b,b) merge, arid the angle between the upper and lower boundaries 
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of the magnetic section shrinks to zero. At U = C = U , the first 
C 
order boundaries of the magnetic sector come together into a cusp at 
* (Ed,Uc). 
The condition. U > C for the Q..)l..iSt"°E..nCQ..- o_s= o... globally stable 
magnetic solution is easy to understand. It is the condition for the 
effective coupling, U-C, between opposite spin electrons to be 
repulsive, a prerequisite for magnetism. 
The behaviour of the globally stable solution as Ed is varied 
from . .:..o:i to -too is shown as a function of U and C. i:n the. (U ,C) ha1f:tplane 
... 
(Fig. (4_.4))'. 
- ·":. . ~- . ,- .· 
. ' ··~. \ : ! .:1  .. , 1. 
------ C 
1st 12nd order line when 
n (x) = 1r-1dot-1 (1rx/Uc) 
IT 
-Uc 0 Uc 
Fig. (44) 
Behaviour of the 
stable HF solution as 
Ed is raised. 
I. non-magnetic, 
continuous. 
II.non-magnetic, 
discontinuous . 
. 111.m·agnetic solution 
intervenes;A- first 
order transition ; B-
second order . 
In region I, the solution is non-magnetic, and varies continuously 
withEd . In region II, there is a discontinuity between two non-magnetic 
solutions at some intermediate Ed . In region III, a magnetic region 
intervenes between regions of non-magnetic solutions . The remaining 
question to s e ttle is the nature of the magnetic/non- magne tic ' phase' 
boundaries. As this is a change-involving a ' broken symme t ry, ' it 
can be e ither con tinuous or discontinuous . Al ong t he line U = C, 
U > u , the change is seen to be firs t order ; the line U = U , C < U 
C C C 
i s a l ine along which t h e non-magne t ic solut ion i s a s olu t i on with 
x-y = 0 of the magnetic equa t ion (4.2. 5) , and hence the change is 
seco nd order on th i s l ine. The f i rst / second order dividing line 
obviously terminates at U = C = U 
C 
( I n principle, t here will be two 
boundaries in the(U,Qplane, one marking the criterion for the 
upper magnetic boundary to be first or second order, and the other 
repr esenting the lower boundary. If the band structure has particle-
hole symmetry, (Li(w) = Li(-w)), these two boundaries are identical.) 
A critical solution, where the magnetisation goes continuous_ly 
to zero, always exists, and satisfies l+UJ:!.' (x)=O (Fig. (4.2(E))). A n_ecessary 
condition for the transition to be second order is that this solution 
is locally stable. It is a sufficient condit"ion if at most one distinct 
locally stable magnetic solution exists for any Rd . (Solutions · (b, a) _ 
are not distinct from (a,b) , neither are those others rotationally 
degenerate with (a,b).) Along the lines U = C, (U >Uc), where the 
transition is first order, and U =U , (C > U), where it is second 
C 
order, the condition that only one lo~ally stable magnetic solution 
exists is satisfied (due to the simplifying assumption that ,n'(x) has 
a unique minimum). By continuity, this is true in the neighbourhood 
-u = u + oU, C = U +oC . The criterion for stability of the critical C C 
solution is found by examining higher derivatives of F, as the deter-
minant of second derivatives vanishes at that point. The condition 
f or t h e critical 
0 111 ( Xc:>) 
solution to be stable turns out to be : 
- (n "()(o)),. < (4.2 . 12) 
where (1 + Un' (x0) )=:=O.As n" vanishes at x c , the stability condition 
a round u~c~u i s found by expanding around x c , and is univers a lly 
C 
(i. e , independent of the detailed form of n(x)) : 
(4.2.13) 
Away from this region, the criterion depends on the particular 
form of n(x). For the case Li(w) = const, T = 0, the condi t ion is 
(see Fig . (4 .4)). For large U, this asympto tically becomes 
(4.2.14) 
C -<U /3. 
C 
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For large T, the condition ( 4. 2 . 12) becomes less stringent,. but 
approaches (4.2.14) for large U, as n(x) i s essentially unaffected 
by finite temperature for I xl > T • 
If the effect of finite bandwidth is examined, · it is found that 
2 . 
n(x) must eventually behave as (constant)/~ for x >> bandwidth. 
In that case, the stability condition for large U becomes C < U/10, 
even less stringent than (4 . 2 . 14). 
Detailed examination of the canonical case A constant, T = 0 to 
t est whether the necessary condi tion of a stable critical solution was 
sufficient to guarantee a second order transition, showed it was in 
that case , as there were no secondary stable magnetic solutions . It 
is plausible that this will be true for all cases where n ' (x ) has a 
unique minimum , as this simple form would seem to preclude the existence 
of many magnetic roots of the HF equations (at least three distinct 
magnetic solutions are necessary fo r two to be stable ). It is 
· thus concluded that C = U /3 is indeed a lower bound for first order C 
magnetic 'phase boundaries. ' 
The 'phase diagrams' for the globally stable mean field solutions 
are shown in Fig. (4.£") They are plotted in the (Ed,U) plane 
for~ series of values of the boson coupling constant C. The vertical 
coordinate is chosen as (Ed+1-;i(U-2C)) so the horizontal axis is a line 
of particle/hole symmetry (that is, if A(w) = A(-w)). Of main interest 
are the limiting cases U >>c (standard Anderson model) , and c>>U C C 
The amusing (but l argel y irrelevant) 'crossover' behaviour is also 
shown . The important new feature :is the existence 
of first order discontinuities irt the physical positi~e U region, at 
which two different s t able HF configurat ions are degenera te. 
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4.3 Collective Excitation Hodes :i,n the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) 
---
It is instructive to use the RPA to examine the spectrum of col-
lective excitations about HF solutions, . and in particular to find the 
stability conditions which ensure that unstable modes with imaginary 
frequency do not exist, 
The effective Hamiltonian may be diagonalised around a general 
HF solution, and written as ff · r H ~ -: Co.isr- · + "'23 E C:11"' 4a-C.~cr (4.3 . 1) 
'- er 
where 
(4.3.2) 
The RPA equations are obtained by linearising the equations of 
motion of a particle-hole pair: 
(4,3.3). 
where the approximation ·.is .the replacement : 
ctctc1cj ~ <cZc;)c.l~ +<Gc")c!CJ -<4cj)ctc,. -~cicv"> c{~ (4,3.4} 
The . RPA eigenvalue equat ions for the collective modes are easily solved, 
and the results are stated here . First a 1 generalised susceptibility 1 
will be defined for the impurity orbital : 
x_~ /w) -::. ~ 1Ul~li. lUJJl2- ( (i'hc./ -<'nJJ)) 
" LJ w - ('E,ir -f:jl) ~ (4 . 3 . 5) 
)(
0
,
0
,(w) = x
0
,
0
(-w), and with some manipulation using t he definition of 
n(x) (4 .L 19) , it can be shown that· 
1<crd'/ /-o) - [n (£~)- n (E';/f J]/ ( Ef- £;'!) (4. 3 . 6) 
l e ~eff _ Eeff. , . , ( eff) ~ t this reduces·to - n E · • 
·a - ·a r ' cr 
On solving the RPA e igenvalue equations, four sets of collective 
modes are;found. There i s a conjugate doublet of modes, related by 
J. 
time reversal , involving pairs c 1 c , with eigenvalue equation 
· ia j-o 
,., 
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u Xa--a- /w'J C (l.+.3. 7) 
h h d · t and bt T e ot er two mo es mix ci0 cjcr q with eigenvalues given by 
where 
t ± [u - c r w>] [ ,: fl1' X ,J..J, l vz. 
· (1- ,,,...} X 1"i') (1- cn.i) l i-JI) 
C("'-') ::. 2~2 4( lol.c;\:L~/ ( l..lc/·-wL) 
(4.3.8) 
(4.3.9) 
C(w) is the w -dependent electron-electron attraction mediated by the 
bosons. The effective coupling constant C entering in the HF equations 
is the static value C(O). 
In the non-magnetic case, X ,'= X 
aa 
, (4 . 3 . 6) and (4.3.7) reduce 
to a triplet of spin fluctuation modes with eigenvalue equation 1-Ux(w)=O, 
and (unnormalised) eigenstates '\' , U ; , <P , (w) , where 
· laa aa aa 
. ~crd(t...J):. " u..._¥ Uj C + + ) LJ -(fi CI.P" Cjcr" -(Cvr Cjd" > I..) /.J 1..-£.,.) (4.3 .10) 
There is also a set of singlet charge fluctuation modes with eigenvalue 
equation 1 - (2C(w)-U)x(w) = 0: , and eigenstates 
(4.3.11) 
Since x(w) = x(-w) ,(from (4.3.5)) . X(ia) > X(O) > O; also O < G(ia) < C, 
hence the stability cond.itioris :(i.~ ..• no iinaginary eigenvalues' y 
are 0 for spinflu~~uati.ejmcdes,, and 1-(l,J-2C)n'(Eeff)> 0 
for charge fluctuation modes. These are just the criteria derived 
from the previous variational treatment of the free energy (4 . 2.S) . 
In the magnetic case,the spin modes split into a singlet parallel to 
<~ '-,., , J and a perpendicular doublet . er Owi.ng to the rotational degeneracy 
of the broken-symmetry magnetic solutions, there must be a set of zero 
ene rgy ' Goldstone boson' modes corresponding to infinitesimal rotations 
,,+) 
of (.. S d ; these arise from the perpendicula r t'.I =0 doublet; the condi-
t L::m for zero energy modes is 1-ux (w) = 0 ; (4.3.6) t hen implies 
O.• Ci 
that 
E.ef[ + U.. () (f_f~) 
-er (4. 3.12) 
This is just the condition (4 .2.6) that magnetic solutions must satisfy , 
The other two modes mix charge and spin modulus excitations . Equation 
(4.3.7) implies that when U > C, at least one of these two sets of 
modes is stable, and magnetic solutions in this region are either 
minima or saddle-points. 
To summarise: the RPA stability criteria reproduce those derived 
earlier from the variational procedure : non- magnetic minima correspond 
to HF solutions that are stable in RPA . Magnetic 'minima' are not 
truly stable , as a zero energy Goldstone mode exists . 
4. 4 Discussion of the Mean Field Theory Results ; Corrections ta Mean 
Field Theory . 
On e~amining the physical positive U half-pl ane of the mean field phase 
di agrams {Fig~ (4.5)):,one sees that the important new features due to the 
bosons a re the discontinuities in the mean displacement of the bosan _field, 
and hence (. nd), as the bare level Ed is raised. Such discontinuities 
are of course artifacts of the mean field approximation; the problem th~y 
raise may be r esolved by going ta the next level of approximation, the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In this approximation, the dynamics of 
t he bosons are reincluded in the theory, and the boson field is treated as 
moving in an ef f ective potential derived from the adiabatic response of 
the electrons, so they are always in equilibrium with the instantaneous 
displ acement of the boson field . 
If there is a single minimum of the effective potential , the only 
modification of the mean fie l d results is the inclusion of the boson 
f i eld - motion around the potential minimum corresponding to the 
mean field solution; s i hce the ~lettr~n-bos on coupling is linear, 
t here is no modification of the boson frequ e ncie s, and in the case 
of phonons at temperatures below the Debye temperature CJ0 , this motion 
i s just the zero-point motion. 
If t ha re i s a sscond mi nimum of the e f fe ctive po t ential , bu t with a 
mu ch hi ghe r ene r gy than the f ir s t , thi s pic tu r e ~i ll not be affected. 
Howe ver ·, a s th i s second minimum is l ow9~ed with r espec t t o t he f i rst 
an:; ev entuall y beco,ne s th e true mi.nirnurn, mean fi eld t hs o1:y . sp ur iousl y 
pr edic ts a discohtin~ity :as:the mean boson ampl itude jumps fr om one 
minimum ~P t hq pote nt ial to the other. In ta ality, whe n t he t wo 
~i~im~ ara clo s e in ene rgy, th e boson f ie l d wi l l t unn~l betwe en them 
. ·---.... · _.,. 
8 9 
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and the discontinuous crossov~r of mean field theory will be smoothed out 
over a range of energy given by the characteristic tunnelling frequency. 
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the boson Hamiltonian becomes 
, -·-- ( 4. 4 .1) 
wh~re V(x) is given by 
V (J<) <. HCxJ)-
. -- - . . H (J<) .) (4.4.2) 
- . t 
)-{ (X.) ~ (£a-+ x) ~ ntJ.ir t (;\ od,,Y)J-1, + 2,f id)l(r + 1: vkd (~(J( -tk·C . • ( 4.4.3) 
··· ····- ··· ····- - · ·····--·-···· ·-- ·--·- ·--··-·· -- - .... . ......... .... - Kr ·····---------· · 1(6 ·- -· ... . . 
As x is raised Lnd ') 11.1ill ch~~~.'nge I from (say) (nd') '::'1 to.(nd') ~O over a range 
6 around x = x
0
,;: -Ed; outside this narrow crossover range V{x) ,::::, {x-x
0
) 
for x.(<'.:x and O for x">)x. 
0 0 
The general boson problem (4.4.1) is rather intractable as it stand ~_. 
bei0g a complicated many-body problem involving -sj;rongJy .non-linear coupJ,ings 
between all the boson modes. Its physics might be described by treating l ow 
f.requenq,y modes as experiencing a fluctuating . time dependent p.otetial due to 
the mo tion of the higher -irsquency modes. However, in the cas~ that the 
bosons are phonons, specialising to the case of Einstein phonons without 
dispersion reduces the problem to a manageable simple quantum mechahical 
problem of motion of a single particle in a double well. 
The Hamiltonian (4.4.1) becomes 
H -=- _ ~ ;~tb + V { ~ ~+b-r)) 
or , using first~quantised ope ra tors : 
/ i ::: 
.i 
[11 J p) = - l ---IJ :::· ) .) 
W)), (112 -f- f 2-) + V ( Jid c/;) 
tvJ) (-rr'- + u {(J)) 
. 
' 
(4.4.4) 
(4.4.5) 
(4.4.6) 
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the Potential u(A) is approximately . where " 'f 
L) (~) ~ rj> 'L r .. {ii. J;1 _(p~ f6o }_(t/ t-~) ! . ...... J 4._4.7) .. . 
'Po) Var1·es, the potential takes the form~ shown in As E ( and hence d 
Also Shown is the ground state wavefunction, fig. 4. 6. 
d- ~ -- ~\?JVi~lJp 
\f'lJ ' ( , > ;. - -l~i/{i (J~ 
The cusp of the 
~o >-15l/1Jiw}). (~> ==- 0 . ··, 
fig.(4.6) The approximation (4 . 4. 7) to U(f) for increasing ~o' showing 
the ground state wavefunction ,chang.,i.ng valence. ( : ••...• = true u(i) ). 
~ f artifact of the limiting form (4.4.7), potential at  is o course ftn 
and is in fact smoothed out over a range to1 t;:t.t:/g around </> 0 • 
Thi s smoothing can be neglected 
In the other extreme C L.l A 
when C :-'2.~'l/lJl) is much greater tha~ t1.. 
the smoothing correction dominates, 
and the potential u(;) now only has a single minimum. 
In the tunnelling limit C ))/::,. )'7w0 , the tunnelling frequency may be 
estimated variationally using a trial wavefunction that is a superposition 
of the ground state wavefunctions appropriate to each minima. 
done in Appendix 48 ; this procedure is likely to. ~e · 
This is 
asymptotically 
exact as /,J ~ o. 
D 
This tunnelliog frequency can be expressed as a "valence 
fl uctuation temperature" Tvf of order 
T;,-f ~ ( wp c) v2. <.. o I 1> (4.4.8) 
(ol 1) (=exp- c/ !v 0 ) where is the overlap of the boson ground states ,· 
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corresponding to the two valences. The for~ (4.4.8) may also be expected 
to hold when there is slight dispersion of the boson frequencies around 
Estimation of the tunnelling frequency Tvf in the case of the 
Tomonaga boson field would be much more difficult, but, as discussed later, 
it turns out that the phenomenon of tunnelling is not relevant to these 
screening modes, since after, the renormalising effects of the high 
frequency part of 
eff / J\eff d C ::;- l..Jt. , an 
a single minimum. 
the Tomonaga spectrum have been taken into account, 
the effective Born-Oppenheimer potential has only 
It is instructive to examine the spectrum of Gd(~ in Hartree-Fock 
approximation in the C >) b. (tunnelling) limit • As discussed earlier 
(section 2.6) . the.true spectrum will resemble the Hartree-Fock 
result averaged over spin. Here, when the additional degeneracy between 
stable solutions of different valence is encountered , the correponding 
prescription is to take a combination of the two solutions, in proportions 
that determine the actual non-integral valence. At T=Q, these solutions 
must be modified at the Fermi-level in accordance with the sum rule (2.5.35), 
(2.6.U) which is still valid. 
A sequence of such spectra as Ed is raised is shown in Fig. (4.7). 
At the valence crossover, one finds two Hartree-Fock resonances at,,,±!C, with 
widths 
weights 
fl equally spaced above and below the Fermi level, with approximate 
I 
(1 - (nd')) and i(nd) respectively. ( 1here is a secon9 resonance at 
a large energy of order U that contains the remaining weight of i~d)). 
Because of the T=D sum rule ('l..· ,. 1\) 
1 
,·t.: 
U-~ 
A bti\<0,,111- ~\,,L. 
rtto\,IC..1'(12 , 
~ C/2,. 0 __ .,.....;.,.,_-,,:."" 
0 
l:J ( 1" C".12. 
("()d.) '::' 1 
Fig, · (4 -7} HF spectrum of Gd (w) as Ed rises, 
of ·:' ·the · Abrikosov- Suh1 resonance is also 
\ . " 
• -- --·.- . < . • ~-·- .-· ··---- ---
- -- ··- : ........ - - ~ -- -· - · --
0 
1 
&d )rC/z. 
<hJ.'> '::! 0 
t?ehkviour . 
depiJed. (T~o) 
--- .. l . . 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
· 1 
I 
I 
(4.4 .• 9) 
the height 0 / )the Fermi surface resonance at T=D is fixed in accordance with 
1 There are two fluctuation processes that may _determine the mean va enoe . . 
the width of the Fermi surface resonance: one is the the valence fluctuation 
process, con t rolled by the characteristic tunnelling frequency Tvf; the other 
d · 0 1 · procRss whi"le· ~ ...he sy·stem. is in the magnetic valence i s the Kono sp1n-,.1p ·--
- t ,.._. 1 Thi.· s latter effect will dominate provided TK. >) Tvf' i . e., sta e nd - • 
as long ·as the lif etime of the nd~ 1 valence state is long enough for 
th e Kondo processes to occur; the width of the resonance will then be the TK 
appropriate • to the magnetic HF solution. If on the other hand, T vf ">) T K' 
th e width will be Tvf' and in fact the spin fluctuation time should also 
-l · 1 °1 luctuation will wipe out any memory of the previous be T 
0
, s ince a va_ence 
v, 
spin orientation. 
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Appendix AA . Free Energy of the Spinless Anderson Model. 
The spinless fermion Anderson model is 
(4.A.l) 
the Green's function equations of motion are easily solved (Anderson 
(1961)): 
"Ciad<'"-') = 
G, li.JJu) .=. 
CiKte1 I~) =-
( lJ - f J - ~ ri~~ ) _, 
~~K- qJJ. (':) 
V~J ~c1, t..J} V/.k"' +-
t..J - [,..,<_ z .. r t::"' , 
The free energy may be constructed using the Hellmann-Feynman. 
theorem . (coup.l;i.ng cons.tant integration): 
. ' ··, . ..... - ·- -··· ··-· . 
f-:. F (1: 61( t1K + EJ r.u) + U?. \/><J (CJTc. .. \. + h, C. 
: .,. o I ,.._/1+ 0-1i1H 1 
= F;, (E"-) t-2-rr' ° ,{ d'-' flA. Z>~IVKJ11.. ({.J - E,1 _ \-i,-,1~11. )1 j" ""' I , , K. r"-(.,.1 /l LA r.7'"'::" . 
. . "" ~ 0 I "'.J -. 11.. '~"") 
Since Ed may likewise be treated as a coupling constant 
Pr 
Q "'y 11/~\2.) {::- ,::_ F,_ ( [. ') -1- -1 . ~ L.,. ( w - - '-..< w-~j,( 
D 2rr'- f'"' e~4--1 w- e, 
The contour r encloses the rEial axis. This contour may 9-lways be 
'(4.A.2) 
(4,rA,. 3') 
(4.A.4) 
J . ()4.A.5) 
(4.Ao"6) 
closed 1 at infinity'' even though the integrand has a cut along the 
real axis, if the integr'al without closure exists. (Fig. (4.8)). 
Fig. (4.S) The contour r in thew- plane. 
---- ----- -----· ------·--------
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Appendix 4B: Asymptotic tvaluation of the Tu nnelling Frequency of a~ 
Parti~le in the Double Ha~monic Well of Section . 4.4 • 
The .. ~armonic oscillator Hamiltonians H (x) are defined by: + 
H± (7') .,,_ - Jl + (x:;:0-.)2.. -1 o\ )( 1... 
The ground states are give,.;, ,by 
T± (i..) = N .Q_'l<f - lt;_( )<+o..) '7.. 
(4.B.1) 
(4.B.2) 
where N is a normalisation constant. The full energy level spectrum is 
given by E = 2n, the parity of the wavefunctions is (-1 )n. 
n 
The full Hamiltonian H will be defined by 
e- ex.) H + Cx) 
The potential is shown in Fig. 4.7 
---·----~-
\ 
'\ __ 
'~-. 
----,·----'-------i--~ >< 
C 
·----- ··-
(4.B.3) 
Fig . (4. 7 ) 
Potential of _the 
Hamil t onian (4.B.3). 
In the limit a=O, the spectrum of H is that of H+; in the limit a-t 00 
tha spectrum is the product of that of H+ and H - every level is now 
a cicH J'~; l s t with or.a state of each parity o n r eflection · x-, -x. Th e 
spectrurr, 
-
..... . -..-
of Has a functi on of a is s hown sch ematically in Fi g 4. S 
6 
a.:=- 0 
Fig. (4 . g ) 
Spectrum of Has 
a function of a • . 
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I n the limit a ---7 O" the ground state,with "E 0 ; :g.iving the tunnelling 
energy, is well separated from the first excited state of even parity 
at £ = 2 • 
A variational estimate of E may be obtained using a superpostion I~) 
0 
\}) · + \JJ as an approximation to the ground state. Knowledge of the. lowest T-1- r _ 
exci ted level of even parity will allow a lower as well as an upper bound 
to E to be obtained for large a. 
0 
The following integrals are evaluated 
asymptotically as a~ 00 : 
(o/o) 
To evaluate 
' 
rtx 2 t.. 2 'f + {~) 'I- { X. ) :: lf + (x.) -f- 't (>t) + 
-v-
.. 
-
2. ( f-1.t)(p:..c...z.) f C)<"_: )Cl cJ.>C 
-~ 
:: 4 Jrr (It- ~p-c,..'l) . 
(o\ Hf o') lo( H2 f,) it is useful to note 
,I 
t,C) 
(ol Hnlo) _'=' l f;. >C.ti-•'i'-) \-( (4'+ ~ '1'-) 
0 
(by symmetry) 
0 
Then: 
"" <oJHJ6)-:: -8()_~)(r-(l.ii. fdx ><:.QJ(p-,<.'l.(1;.ur-~) 
6 
-= - ~a.~~ -a. 1. (~ -+ ta. 'l.. + O ( ~ tt) · · · ) 
(ol Hi J•) 
~ 
'31a. 2. [ r).x X2.. ~p ->'1 ( I + e.,c.f- 2M-) 
-
-
a 
Thus: 
(4.B.4) 
(4.B.5) 
(4.B.7) 
• 
(4.B.8) 
t- ~,i. t- O ( N •) ( 4 , B. 10) 
• 
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J immediately gives an upper bound to E. 1 · o A lower bound is given by 
considering 
(ol(H-Eo)(J.1 1-£1)10): L, fltn\2. (Et\-f.)(E""n -~ (4.B .11) 
n 
where [ 0 is the ground state energy (exact) of H, and E1 is the lowest 
(exact) excited level of the same symmetry. Wri ting in terms of 
- [, ""J, >,. 0 
Now, provieed E1 > J 1 : 
giving a lower bound to E
0
• 
_· Evaluating the bounds asymptotically as a, va: 
(4.B.12) 
(4.B;,13) I 
(4.B.14) 
-~- .....__ .. . .. ,.,.., ..._ __ .. .. .. ......... .. .. . ,· - -rn...,_,, _ ___ . __ __ - & (4.B.15) 
This attempt to get a rigorous bound has not been entir ely successful, as 
the .upper bound is infinitely larqer than the lower bound, reflecting the 
fact that the trial wavefunction has pro9uced a J2 
exponentially larger th-~n 
2 
J1 • · '_.. However, it is at least confirmed that the tunnelling is controlled 
by the exponentially small overlap factor. The estimate J
1 
is indeed gener~lly 
considered to b.e asymp.totica1ly correct in this trpe of problem (e.g., see 
Landau and Lifschitz, "Quantum Mechanicsf Pergamon Press,bxford :(1965), p. 175i 
Thus 
£0 rJ - 0... < 4'+ I 4' > . 
.!. 
In dimensional quantities, a=. (lo> h) 2 , whsre his the barrier height, 
0 
(4.B.16) 
and O is the zero point energy of motion in the two disconnected •wells. 0 
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5.1 Role of the Bandwidth in the Anderson-Model
 
When U = 0, the Anderson model may be exactly d
iagonalised : 
z EK U<.+<r CK~ + rc.l I: cl CJ«'" t ~ VKJ cZ. qd" th ., . ·==- r [~ c~ 
K,CS' 0 I,(( 
I.IS" 
The ground state energy shift due to hybridisat
ion is 
~ £ ::: 2.: Li~ . · j_. ~ ~ l~ (. w - l;c\ - l:, .... >'\ 
~s p..:, t)O .2 rrt ~ .. el~ 1 '-J - 5.,. ) 
. 
.. 
,ZJuJ ;:: ~ J V,,J/Z. ,r- .J: f ;w' . l:::,. lw1) 
" C..,-fl( "-I>"' t.,J-(,..J' 
If Li (w) is given by 
6/w)-: A 
-
0 
(-Wt. Wt.W) 
6 tl-\-t. l"W ire. 
. ·------.. 
/ 
(5.1.1) 
(5.1.2) 
(5.1.3} 
(5 .1. 4} 
where W is the Anc.erson model batitiwidth; the gr
ound state energy 
shift M is '.}ogarithmically divergent in the W-+ 
00 limit: 
gs 
6 E~s rv 7"# ~r), W t4 f-( Sci ) ts) 
The divergent ground state energy may be subtra
cted and the 
(5.1.5) 
w + oo limit taken.; subsequent perturbation the
ory in U is perfectly 
well behaved as seen in the series of calculati
ons, by Yosida and Yamada 
(1970,1975) ,Yamada (1975a,b ,1976). The ~ limit is the m
ost convenient, 
as in that case the cl-electron propagators have
 the particularly . 
simple Lorentzian spectral density 
2 2 
v(w) = Li/((w-Ed) +Li ) • 
Because of this, the only dependence on W in t
he w-~ ..limit of the 
partition function of the full (finite U) Anderson model m
ust be of 
the form 
Z(Ed)U)b)W) (5.1.6) 
From this form, it can be seen that expansion o
f Z in powers of Li will 
lead to term by term logarithmic divergence in 
the ~ limit, both 
in the partition function expansion, and the fre
e energy expansion 
that can be derived from it. However, these div
ergences are harmless, 
as they must cancel in any expansion of derivat
ives of the free 
energy, which are the physically relevant quan
tities. As the W+oo 
(or Li(w) = Li) limit of the models is probably the simples
t, or 
'canonical' case, it will be treated by expansio
n in powers of Li in 
the knowledge that the apparently disastrous ter
m by term divergences 
i n the partition function expansion are in fact
 of no consequence . 
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5.2 Perturbative Expansion of the Anderson Model Partition Function 
Perturbative expansions may be based on the identity 
Z (H O+ H ~ H'···) se T,. ~-fil0 J; e,rf fH\;;J,) cy (-[1:1,,,Jt) .] 
H'c,:.): ePXHO Hi e,-/SJ(Ho ' 
For the Anderson -model, H = Hd + 
He;: 
er 
H" .. 
It~ ~ 
The partition function expansion is 
(5.2.1) 
(5. 2. 2) 
(5.2.3) 
(5.2.4) 
/J Hd t ( Jr e- -r up - f tf ~ C1-; J 1e -Z( H) -
:Z.( H') 
M+l'I !I Xi'-1 'IC1. I '11., 
I . 
ur-f t-tl(KJd/>PH( 
= -zc~,) clt:r,,fJ.t _··"fJ.t, /jv .. . ft1y Mn o ,,,, ;om . p, 
() c) 0 ~ 
( 
~ijd l I I I ~ tr i T' H1'(,:,..,) · · ·H,,..ci,} H_i/Y") .. · HJy,Yi H' 
d p 
Hd. 
· ·. (5•.'(·5) 
Because 1s not a free particle Hamiltonian, Wick's Theorem will 
only apply to He and expectation values of the operators t 1/J '1/J • 
A basis of the exact eigenstates of Hd must be used. They . are J -) = }vac) 
(cr'- = cdtcr lvac) , and J+) = t t \ ) Hd d n1 b · / cdtcd+ vac , - an , may e wn.tten 
in terms of standard basis. operators XCl.f3 - · j a)(S I 
H d -=- 2:3 Ee;,( >< c<~ 
°"' HI - ~ ya- UJT ~ - ~ rl.fJ Tcr Xi,(13 + h · C • 
where 
(5. 2. 6) 
(5.2. 7) 
n ~/J (£&>(-£,) x· X cl.fo c :x..) = V' U\ fl. (5.2.8) 
The conduction band propagators take a particularly simple form in the 
case Ii (w) = Ii 
- V1 ~T fY,x) If) flH C 
- # f dw A/w) . e xpw - e.-x.J)w 
_ _.. I+!. P'-' 1 +- e-/JW 
-=.A/(/ss,n 1fX) 
It is instructive to examine the expansion for the general form 
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(5.2.to) 
The Anderson model may be written in this form, too. The partition 
function expansion is 
TI N ~ f I "j.N )(2.. ,.J ,.., ,.J ;v 
-Z = LJ (-p) 1-J ~ dy.M fJy.(J_/"' f Ji1, · Vo1.,o1.~Vci. C( •" V tY.p-r, pf" ~ 
(v ~I''' D( f"J O O t" tJ-1 ,<l-1(, I °' 
(5.2.11} 
where~ is the total 'interval' spent in state I ol..) • This expansion 
may be interpreted as a sum over all 'paths' or 'histories' on a 
circular path of unit length (Fig. (5.1)); 
o(\ 
o{IH 
Fig. (5 .1) 
P;.. 'history'f or 
.: '1>a_tll_' of the system 
governed by (5.2.10). 
(see text). 
By integrating over the position of the origin, the expansion can be 
expressed as a sum over all distinct cyclical sequences rv ·-+ rv + 
""1 V,2 
-+ ~ -+ a 1 . If J{ is the number of ways a sequence may be 'rotated' into 
itself: ~ (7f°tf~d. 1) {y.p-2JPf(;tTJ.. <s.2.12) 
-.) ~ t. \."'U-1 r;,I. ' • . 
In the Anderson model~ vaS is separable in subspaces of fixed fermion 
. . - * (Na = NS) number.V O - AV v0 . 0 0 . Only even cycles have non-zero ampli-CXµ a µ . 
tude, as an electron of a given spin must hop on and off the impurity 
orbital an equal number of times for the system to return to its 
original configuration. 
' ,., ,. 
The product lJ: (-V a·ct.. ) becomes t'.A) ~Iv' a· I (N even) , 
L 1. L~I ~ 1, 
and all allowed 'histories' of the system have real positive amplitude. 
.· . .· . . . .... : .. ··· · .. : - : .. : .... : 
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This property simplifies the expansion for the Anderson model based on 
(5.2.6) and (5.2.7), as only the moduli of amplitudes need to be calculated, 
Since they act in different subspaces, X and~ operators either 
commute or anticonunute: 
cr,.,. fr:.> x°'~ cl J 
«/'1' (X) tf't ljJ -
-
+ 
-:±: X ""P ( x1) ~ a-U-J 
- <f J (Jr...') f 'I' {1-) . 
(5.2.13)' 
(5. 2.14) 
As the overall sign of the amplitude is known to be positive, ~t' ~i' and 
X may be treated as commuting operators, and expectation values factorised 
into products of factors for each of the three independent subspaces. 
Adapting (5.2.5) to the Anderson model, it is seen that: 
(1) As ndcr = 0 or 1 only, there must be an even number of events 
x1 , .•. x2M' y1 •••• y2N' and if (say) x 2i represents emission of 
ant-spin fermion , x represents absorbtion of one , or vice 2j-l 
versa, depending on the initial state of the system at x=O. 
(2) The trace over the initial state of the cl-orbital at x=O can be 
incorporated into the integration limits by extending the range 
of the integrals over x1 , y1 • The state of the i mpurity can be 
defined to be (say) I-) in the sector 
(5.2.15) 
The sum over the four initial states at x=O can be carried out by 
choosing this convention and extending .the r ange of the x1 integr~ 
The choice (5.2.15) means that x,, yi are emission events for i even and 
l. 
absorbtion events for i odd. With factorisation of expectation values, 
(5.2.5) - (5.2 .7) become: 
0 
where 
c.-.. +t\(/) -= ) CT-+-~) ~ ?t1f Y'" ; 
- J Lj c_-ni. :l r tc. -YJ I J T-+-T"l'-4-T-L°'" T"'-: 1 
;z.._ '-->J 
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(5.2,16) 
(5. 2 .1 7) 
Us ing Wick, s theorem and (5, 2, 9)_ 0 ~ the conduction band ~xpectation values, 
and a shorthand notation for the integrations in (5.2.16): 
3-9.f.' -=- ~ (irfa)( f&y) (pi)" ~Y..r>- 6 /J f-. Tel · 
,Z( 1-f<-) MI\ }° t I r,.. 
· 1 d \- I \ ld..tl- __ __J_ l if s,~ir(t:n.:.1'1:}-') · l-) Sh,11 (Y21.-'kj-1) (5.2,18) 
evaluated as they can be. put into Cauchy form These determinants may be 
(Polya and Szego (1945)): 
JJ-
tj JT ~(M._ {a"-" J) 
Lj 
(5. 2 .1 91 
Sl·nce each permutation in the determinant changes the Also, by inspection, 
h d t Cancelll·ng the sign change of the . permutation: s i gn oft e pro uc, 
(5.2.20) 
the Permanent _(analogous to the determinant, but where 'perm. ' indicates . 
wi thout the factor for the sign of the permutation). 
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Two useful final forms of the partition function expansion are 
obtained: 
I 
-
St~ I Xv.. - )( tj-1 I • (5.2.21) 
and 
. 
, .Qxp [ f'. t1 )l-J ( Li. SV()Tf)'fr 'i-J I + b.S-i,,1fjyl-).;~ cs.2. 22) 
.:>~ . lJ_J ' 
These surprisingly simple forms are exact. The fonn (5,2.22) i~ very 
similar to the Anderson and Yuval (1969) expansion for the Kondo model 
partition function, except that there the bandwidth is an essential 
parameter that must be kept finite. This requires the logarithms to have 
a cutoff for small argument, and in contrast to (5.2.22), the Anderson-
Yuval form is only an ' . asymptotically exact' approximate form for the 
Kondo model partition function. 
5.3 Low Order Perturbation Theory for the Susceptibility of the 
Anderson Model 
It is interesting to use this expansion to re--evaluate low 
order perturbation theory for the impurity susceptibility of the 
Anderson mo~del. The expansion for the impurity susceptibility of the 
Kondo model is given by (2.4.2), repeated here. 
r..::; Ar (1 +{Jf) + c:rp)i LY\.(T/P) + -- -. ) (5.3.1) 
k 
where D = (D1D2) 
2
, and n1 , n2 are cutoffs or the upper and lower 
effective band edges. Scalapino (1966) and subsequent workers 
(Keiter and Kimball (197 ·1)) report this form for the impurity suscepti-
bility of the Anderson model,and find Jp 
Wolff transformation . (2.l:, ( .1 1i f~ 
as given by the Schrieffer-
' but identify the Kondo 
bandwidth parameter D with the Anderson model bandwidth W. In the 
light of the discussion in 5.1, this is clearly incorrect in the 
W 4 oo limit; the numerical renormalisation group study by Krishna-Murthy 
et al. (1975) reported correspondence to the Kondo problem with D ~ U/12 
independent of W (for W>>U) , for the symmetric case. These 
earlier authors worked in a formalism using energy variables, 
which loses the simplicity of the expansion in 'imaginary time' 
variables, and calc-ulated only 'dominant · diagrams.' They clearly have 
omitted those diagrams that cancel the dependence on W. 
For low order calculations, it is best to explicitly retain conduc-
t i:on ele.ctron propagators a:1d work with the form (5.2 . 21). 
out the position of the ?rigin x=O, the 
z ;,_ h~f,o,t if exp-J;/!~T.i. 
°''"Y"'.S' 
partition function 
J/ /SA 
>( I S111 7f J h -h I 
Integrating 
is . given by: 
(5.3.2) 
wi th a factor for each conduction band particle or hole line. Writing 
10? 
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SE = - BE d = e: _ , and 
representing states I+') , L -') by l T) 
atically given in Fig. (5.1): 
, T = +l, the expansion is diagranun-
Fig. (5. I) 
Partition 
function 
expansion 
for the 
Anderson 
model. 
-t -The relation to a equivalent expansion for the Kondo .model, in the £ J [ >) 1 
limit1is apparent (Fig. (5.2)); the average length of the intervals spent 
in states 1:::. +,- becom!:l very small, as these states are energetically 
unfavorable, and may be incorporated into a new vertex. 
a-
+ @+ · ·" 
. (1- I . 
Fig.(5.2) Kondo model expansion as a limit of Fig.(5.1) 
The translation of the diagrammatic se.ries of Fig. {5.1) proceeds as 
follows: 
Zeroth order: 
7..o ::. ~')(r-€- +e,<r-£_+ + ~)C.r- ~lz t--4-p-r ~2. 
e..-)(r-(- 1'""~r-cT +- .2 ~ "'1')._ 
First order; there is only one diagram to consider; use the integration 
variable x: 
(5. 3.3) 
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The first order term is then 
I 
. 
l, - (fA) r 0S- (1?.xf-f.-x + e.x.p-E::+11) .(~c.,~~ ly:t.(1-19) 
s,nrrx . (5.3.4) 0 
whe re there is a factor (~A}/sin(,rx) associated with the conduction electron 
propagator , factors exp-~ associated with the interval x spent in states 
"C = +,-., and factors exp-!h<f( 1-x) associated with the interval ( 1-x) 
spent in states (j = 1'; .J, • The possible values of ~'tare then summed over. 
The singularities of the factor 1/sin~x) should be regularised in the 
foll owing way: 
I 
Sl-h1TX 
f;-(x-E) {)(1- X-e) 
Sin Crrx) (5.3.5) 
€ is essentially a bandwidth cutoff; though the expansion for Z is term by 
te rm divergent in the limit f?0.11 expansions for derivatives of the free 
energy that may be derived from it are well-behaved, as pointed out in section 
(5 .1). 
Second order: integration variables used will be x,y, and z: 
Clearly the integrati~n volume is restricted by x~ D, Y?-- o, z~ O_, 
1-x-y-z >,.. D. Furthermore, because of the two intervals z and 1-x-y-z spent 
in states 6 , double counting of equivalent diagrams must be avoided by 
re s tricting integration to z~ 1-x-y-z, i.e, 1-x-y- 2z ~ o. Applying 
the rules used in the first order case to the three second order diagrams: 
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+ 
+ 
(5. 3,6) 
Higher order terms may be cont t d b t · s rue e, u of course become progressively 
more complicated. · 
for calculation of impurity properties, the infinite bandwidth Anderson 
model used here is expecially convenient. This is because there is no 
conduction electron polarisation ( this is Anderson''S ( 1961) so-called 
"compensation theorem"); the change in the ~condu t· · 
· c ion el~ctron density 
of stat~s ca~sed.by the impu~ity is 
(5.3.7) 
which vanishes because 
J 
=- 0 (5. 3.B) • 
The total impurity susceptibility · th can en simply be obtained by finding the 
reponse to the local fi ld H hi e , w eh couples only to the impurity d-orbital. 
This is easily obtained by taking the second derivative of the partition 
function with respect to h: 
::. f ~I 
'?-
· 111 
(5.3.9) 
If the expansion for Zin powers of tJ is Z
0 
+ z1 + z2 ••••• 1the expansion for 
~ is 
(5.3.10) 
These terms may be constucted using (5.3.3), (5.3.4) and (S.3.9). This is 
done in appendix SA , where these combinations of terms are explicitly 
demonstrated to be tuell-behaved in the t-" 0 (infinite bandwi th) limit of 
the partition function expansion. The susceptibility expansion is aiso 
evaluate~ in various ~symptotic limits of £.j €,- large and small. 
In the .bl.gh temperature ( 1£+\)~-J(<.1) limit (appendix SA- section (II), 
Eqnc (5.A.29) ) Yi is gi.ven by: 
/\( -/\ -
J_ 
s-r 
The Curie law factor of 1/8 reflects the effective fourfold degeneracy 
of the impurity orbital at high temperatures. The integral A (which 
must be evaluated numerically) · is associated with the broadening due to 
hybridisation of ad-level whose distance from the Fermi level ~s small 
compared to the temperatur9, and is given by: 
{
'12.. A = 2" ~ . )( c,-.x) 
o JI I\ if)<, 
- 0. &?')$~· .. . (5.3.12) 
for strong_ coupliQg, ~u),.·A) the effective "Curie constant" T ;( increases 
abova 1/B as the temperature decreases; for weak coupling, it decreases. 
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In the intermediate temperature asymmetric limit U ))T );>fEd\ or 
'i. i);1 J Jt~/~ ( Appendix 5A - section (III), eqn. ( 5. A. 38): 
. ' fr (I-~ to(&~)) --,~{(Ed-#-~)+ 3~J + 0 [(E;p)J 
..; 
+ o(~) ( I f,1J~T<< U) 
where the coefficient~ in the logarithmic term is 
o< = 2 e..xr C ) ( C-: eul~rs G2I .-,s+o....-..+, o ·r"77· · ) 1T 
\ 
{ s. 3, 14) 
In this large U limit, the .leading term in the Curie constant rises · fa ·1/6, 
reflecting the effective threefold degeneracy of the impurity. fluctuations to 
the state nd =2 are effectively frozen out at these· temperatures; the re~idu~ 
effect of such fluctuations are seen in the correction to the Curie constant, 
. 2 
which is slightly less than 1/6, and the Pauli term "'A /u , which represents 
the small additional density of states available at the Fermi surface dus to 
the tails of a quasi-lorentzian high-energy resonance . tJ! th. width .'1 at 
an energy of order u. These terms vanish in the limit U..:, ~; however 
there is additional LI-dependence in the logarithmic term ( A/617T2 )1.n(T/olu) 
which diverqes in that limit. This is because in an Anderson model with 
u = t,O there is no longer any cancellation of ultra-hi'gh en ergy processes, 
and a finite bandwidth parameter is required. Using the terminology 
"asymmetric Anderson model" for such a U = oo model, the asymmetric Anderson 
model bandwidth parameter W may be defined by the perturbation expansion 
in /l for ~ equivalent to (5. 3.13). In the temperature range U,>) T>)J Edl, 
the fu!l strong-coupling~ (U ))b ·') Anderson ·model becomes equivalent to an 
asymmetric model with W = C(u, where o( is given by (5.3.14). 
considered that the term 3AA/1T'T2 should be absorbed into the 
It might be 
definition 
of w, since it is of the same form as Aln r:l./fr r2; however, the term A 
is in fact associated with the broadening of the level near the Fermi surface, 
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and can ba distinguished from the terms proportional to ln ~ by examining 
the next level of terms, proportional io 1/T3, where these two type of contri-
bution have a different Ed-dependence. The perturbation expansion - in b. 
for the susceptibili ~y of the as_ymmetri~c .Anderson model thus defines W by: 
~· .... 
It is evident that absorbing the term 5.nvolving A in the 1/T2 term into the 
definition of W would still leave terms i~volving A floating around 
unabsorbed in the 1/T3 term. (The 1/T3 term of (5 ~3.15) may be obtained froi 
(5. A.38a) in appendix SA) . Higher order terms might define a series 
expansion w(.!l ) in powers of A so that partially summing the series so 
logarithmic terms appeared- .as ln(T/w(A)) left only universal (i.e., band-
structure-independent) series coefficients such as A.and other similar 
integrals appearing in highe r order terms of the high-temperature series 
(5.3.11). 
In the low temperature Kondo limit,where Ed is below the Fermi surface, 
and Ed+U is above the Fermi surface, so that Ed+u, \ Ed})) T, the suscepti-
bility may be written as 
?( f(ol\tlo ')( P4-tJ, + O ( T) , J;(T) =- (T) + (5.3.16) 
(Appendix SA - section (IV), eqn.(5.A.60,61) ). The leading terms give rise 
to a series of Kondo form (5.3.1), with 
(Tif)~Jf :: ~ ( ..l. ... l ) . ]) tJt : rr £J f"J.+u. ) (o) 
-
- (5.3.17) 
. . ::.:,·.·. · .. ·-: .· .. · ·. :· ..... ·-:, . ·.· ·: .. . '.'.' 
( 
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The parameter Jp eff agrees with the Schrieffer-Wolff value, and has previous! 
previously been obtained by such a perturbation expansion (Scalapino,(1966 )) , 
· eff The new value is teat for D , which has not previously been obtained 
.l 
peturbatively. It corresponds to . (0102)
2
, where o1 and o2 are the natural 
upper and lower cutoffs (Ed+U) and lEdl • The precise numerical proport~ 
ionality coefficient is also obtained. 
series with a TK of 
These values correspond to a Kondo 
']) ( lJpl) ~2 t>tp Jj . 
:; ~ c2~ u)yt<.'.£) ~ ( [J4 ~) c · · • 
V\ T!' I (2-A t>./ IT)> - J 
V<-p (c t 114) \. 
' ;l..1T , , / 
Comparison of this expression with some numerical renormalisation group 
results is shown in the following table: 
(S.3.18) 
-Ed/w I u/w 2t/rrw -E /U d . . -Jf eff (T /w)calc K Ttheo/Tcalc 1< .. K . -
ae 0•5 1•0 1•6 0•5 0•064 3•7 2•0 
_-i: 
X.10 .., x,o-3 x,o-5 X10-12 
b. 1 .. 0 1~0 1~0 10 -2 · 0•100 2•6 2•0 
X10-5 x,o-3 x,o-6 X10-10 
-
c. 1•0 1•0 1 •0 10-
3 0•100 7•6 2•2 
X10-5 X1D-2 X10-6 x10-10 
Source: (a) Krishna-murthy et al. (1975); (b),(c) Krishna-murthy H~R., privite 
communication. (W is a bandwidth used in the numerical work). 
The numerical accuracy is said to be a few per cent. 
The results range over a wide spread of ,asymmetry and represent bona.-fide · 
Kondo systems since T K << A • The ratio of the theoretical prediction 
from (5.3.15) to the numerical result is shown in the final column. There 
is perf~ct agreement between the functional form of (5.3.10) and the numer-
ical calculation, but tho theoretical value is systematically a factor of 
about two higher. This may be due to en error in calculating the numerical 
prefactor of (5.3.18) from perturbation theory - tantalisingly, replacing 
the factor exp ( C+}) by exp ( c-t) would give essentially perfect agreement -
however attempts to find such a correction have been t~uitless despite much 
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effort • Possible sources of a systematic error in the numerical calculations 
will be briefly discussed later. 
() 
The leading, Kondo terms in ,_.,,the susceptibility expansion may be 
identified with the spin fluct u..o..tions: depending on the single parameter 
T K these terms, when summed, contain no memory of the levels Ed, Ed+, ·U to 
wh ich residual charge fluctuations are possible. These charge flu~teations 
contribute to the next leading terms, the Pauli susceptibility.(5.A.61). 
The full term is complicated, and given in the appendix SA; its form 
in two special limits will be given here,- the symmetric case, Ed=-tU 
and the asymmetric limit, U >)-Ed'>'> T 
As in the intermediate U ')) T '>) l Ed~ regime, there is logari thrilic dependence 
on U which plays the role of a cutoff. 
In the other low temperature limit, the non-magnetic regime Ed+u, Ed~) T 
(Appendix 5A - section (V), eqn.(5.A.90) ) the ~xpansion is well behaved, 
and the leading terms are a Pauli susceptibility, given in full in the 
ap pendix, but quoted here in the asymmetric limit U >) Ed >) T: 
( Ln I~ I - I . ) . I ~\2. \ fJ 2.. +o laf) / 
( {) >) EJ >) T ) 
(5.3.i.\) 
Note how the correction f actor$ of the t wo Pauli susceptibiliti'es (5 ) • 3.20 
.;;-nd (5. 3. 2.1') are the- same . In the no n.1..m agnetic Ed'>) T i irrii t the 
full susceptibility i s given by 
;((,) ?(f'au·li + O( T ) • 
'---. - .-, -· 
Because it generates its own cutoff in such a natural way, the 
Kondo limit of the Anderson model ld cou provide a ver y suitable case 
f or a per turbation-theoretic test of the ' universality ' of the weak 
coupling Kondo problem . The statement of universality is equivalent 
to t he assertion that a universal Kondo · temperature TK exists (Wilson 
(1975)) such that 
TK - ])(:Tf) 
J)(:1p) .: 1> . + 
(5.3.13) 
(5. 3, l-4) 
where D(Jf ) is a non-universal power ser ies that depends on the 
de tails of the part i cular band structure , and ~(x) i s a uni ver sal 
· function with the expansion 
-..L -llri\><J 
X .2. 
+- oo<:?) 
(note that . this follows the convention of Krishna-murthy et al . 
as Wils on (197 5) defines it, the RHS of (5.3.~;) is '~(~)'). 
(5. 3. '2.5) 
(1975); 
Wilson 
re.ports the coefficient of x - in (5.3.'.2.5) a.s -~X3.1648+0.01%, or a= .· . ·,.; 
0.9993 ± 0.0001. The universal sus ~ep tibility x(T) i s obtained from <I>: 
2. (4 T "'(T) - I) § C-Jf) +- u, t, /J)op)) (5. 3.1$) 
(cf. (2.4.11). Expanding <I>, and rea rranging, 
·xc.) ~ f,--( I + :Tf t-l:Yf)l..L~(T/Dt:rn) + (?°f)3 [t.n~jJ>(:If)) 
+ \ l.h C--0' PI' l) J t t'f )~ [ 11(-r/w, J) -,. ~ 1,t(r/ i,1;>1~ - ! o.. t.. ( T /N,~~ + . < s . 3 •1 7) 
..... error in his It seems likely that Wilson has underest;mated the 
calculation of a, and tha~ it is pr~cisely unity . This series (5 . 3.27} 
• 
is also universal, with D(Jf) cont aining all the band structure depend-
Evaluation of the power ser ies of D(Jp) up to (Jp) n requi res perturba-
. tion theory to or der n+2 . It can b€ seen that evaluat ion of the 
expansion for X to four th or der - (i. e •. , eighth order i n the .Jui.der s on 
mo del) would not only yi e l d D' and r5" ·, but , through the term i n 
(Jp) 4ln(T /D) ' . provide a consistency test of universality, and the 
~ ) 
\·, 
-, 
exact ~alue of a. However, although this program is essentially straight-
forward, it has not been carried out as i~involves a vast amount of 
algebra. Another aspect of the expansion (5.3.2S) that is worth pointing 
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out is that only the leading and next leading terms have explicitly universal 
coefficients (these are precisely the termssummed by the scaling 
equations to second order); the coefficients of the universal series 
(5 . 3. 2"7) that emerges after partial summation of the full serie s (5.3.2~) 
are hidden behind the non-universal derivatives of D(Jf) in all terms 
beyond the next leading ones of the full perturbation expansion (5.3.28). 
The Eff ec t of reta i ning a f i nite ban~width in the Anderson mode l may 
be taken into account by keeping the cutoff . E:- of (s.3.5) finite, or 
introduc ing a s i mi l a r cutoff to the logarithms in the alter native 
representation ( 5 . 2. 22) , na~ely the replacement 
0 
I)( f > 2 "' ~,-, 
pc I .( t "" w-' 
(5. 3. 2C\) 
This is only an approximation, but is asymptotic ally exact in the f:)/W ~ O 
limit. For W >) I Ed\ , U, _the infinite band111idth results will be 
e ion ac or$of the two Pauli susceptibiliti·es ( 5.3.2.0) Note how the corr et· f t 
~nd ( 5 . 3 . 2.1') are the- same. In the non .. magne tic E/">'> T lirri'i t the 
... · . ..... , 
tull susceptibility is given by 
;( (-r) /\ ]ttu·li + O(T) 
Because it generates its own cutoff in such a natural way, the 
Kondo limit of the Anderson model could provide a very suitable case 
for a perturbation-theoretic test of the 'universality' of the weak · 
coupling Kondo problem . The statement of universality is equivalent 
to the assertion that a universal Kondo . temperature TK exists (Wilson 
(197;)) such that 
TK - ])(:lf) 
1)(:Jp); 1) + 
~1-r -I CJf) 
-r-..-' -,.p ·/ I .. V .J +--i1) (:Tf)• + . . . 
tat epends on the where D(Jf) is a non-universal power seri· es h d 
(5.3.13) 
(5. 3, l-1+) 
details of the particular band structure , and 4>(x) is a universal 
. function with the expansion 
-..L -l W"l l XJ X :i. 
(note that . this follows the convention of Krishna-murthy et al . 
as Wilson (1975) defines it, the RHS of (5.3.'lS) is ' <P (~) ' ) . 
r eports the coefficient of x - in (5 . 3 15) as kX3 1648+0 01% . . • -.. • _ • • , or a 
(5. 3 .15) 
(1975) ; 
Wilson 
= : . . 
0 . 9993 ± 0 . 0001 . The universal sus~eptibility x(T) is ob t ained from <I> : 
~ (4 T ?( (r) - J) ~ (-:Jf) +- u, t,-/D op) ) (5 . 3 .1;6) 
(cf . (2 . 4 . 11) . Expanding <I> , and rearranging , 
X c-r) =- f,- -( 1 + 7rf +- l:,-f) 1. Lri ( T /D L:rn) + (?"rl [ Ln'Yfj 1>c:r p)) 
+ "i Ln (4;1, L JP l)) t (?I' t [ i,,'(.,.-/)cr,>) -I'-* /.,,Lf-r /r,c.;,1)) - 3 <1. I.,, ( T /DC1~~ + . (5 • 3 .1.7) 
It s eems l i kely t ha t Wilson has under es t ima t ed the error in his 
calculation of a, and that it is precisely unity. This series (5.3.27) 
• 
i s also universal , with D(Jf) containing all the band structure depend-
ence. Expanding D (Jf) to obtain the full series in (J(J) : 
?:CT) :: ;fr ( 1 .,. 'J"f .,.. (-:Jf t Lv, t-r/p') +- (_Tf't [ul-fr ID) + 
{Lr--(-../D) - o' J -1-(:5/)4 [L~ 3 (-r/r>) + 5fLt ui1-ci:JD) 
0 
1) 
. (5. 3.t.8) 
+- If/_ I). - 2tf ) 1,4._ (-r/b) T Y? ( (~) 1 - ii ·-r-9 , ~) J -I- • • • /3 ~ ~ 'P t> · · D 
Evaluation of the power series of D(Jp) up to (Jp)n requires perturba-
tion theory to order n+2. It can he seen that evaluation of the · 
--
expansion for X to fourth . order- (i. e • . , eighth order in the :/u:iderson 
model) would not only yield D' and I5" ·, but, through the term in 
(Jp) 41n ( T /D) . provide a consistency test of universality, and the 
exact ~alue of a. However , alth6ugh this program is essentially straight-
f orward, i t has not be en carr ied out as il i nvolves a vast amount of 
algebr a. Another aspect of the expansion (5 . 3.2S) that is worth pointing 
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ou t i s that only t he l eading and next leading terms have explicitly universal 
coefficients ( these are precisely t he terms summed by the scaling 
equations to second order ) ; the coeff icients of the universal series 
(5. 3. rl) that emer ge s af ter partial summation of the f ull ser ies (S .:3.2~) 
are hidden behind the non-universal deriva t ive s of D(Jf) i n all term s 
beyond t he next lead ing ones of th e fu ll per t urbation exp ansion (5. 3. 28) . 
The Effect of retaining a finite ban~width in the Anderson model may 
be taken into account by keeping t he cu t off - €: of (5 .3. 5 ) finite, or 
introducing a similar cutoff to the logari, hms in the alternative 
representation (s.2.22 ) , na~ely t he repl ac ement 
0 
t>CI> z,vw-• 
pc I f. t ,v w-' 
(S.3.2C\) 
This is only an approximation, but is asymptotically exact in the NW ~ 0 
limit. For W "?) J Ed\ , U, _the infinite bandwidth results will be 
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essentially unaffected; if W is smaller it will provide the cutoffs to any 
logarithmic terms that enter in perturbation theory. In particular, in 
the Kondo limit, the cutoffs o1 and o2 will be given by min(Ed+u,w) and 
Thus, in l~e asymm.gtric Kondo limit, U >)lEd}, -Ed'>"> T, 
the ~ondo temperature is given by 
-J k ,-.J (5.3.31) 
(u -;,)·-£J>> w) • (5. 3.n) 
5.4 Inclusion of Boson Terms in the Partition Functions 
The exact result (5.1.?:J..) may be extended to include screening 
terms, without making any approximations. If the level shifts due 
to the boson field relaxation are absorbed into the definitions of 
the I:;""' J 
Hs-cr = 
}-\ ~ 
where 
The operators X (x) (5.2.1) now take 
X ( a; - ~xp(foi..-rr) X ~~ X - ~r 
(5.4.1) 
(5.4.2) 
(5. 4.3} 
The bosons c.ontribute .. an extra factor to path amplitudes, of the form: 
I 
( 1 e_,<p - F f H b~) b 
D PH (o) 
where 
µbc.,;) =- i w11-lbf + ~11c~) ~') C~t + ~~t~)~\ 
q.. 
0()(.) ::: z <~~l()djo(~) (9(:xt,i-1-)l) ($)(,(-)(c.) 
i. 
(5. 4. 4) 
(5. 4 . 5) 
(5. 4. 6) 
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'The. cuviptihAdr_ (5,tf is easily evaluated; define the boson operator p-=-f ~~ ; 
In the - interaction representation (5. 4: 4)° becomes 
I I 
<•Q.JCp-~~ fnu<.)~lfJd)( v<-f-A3 JnCJ<.)~'t)(..)cl1'-~ b X 
o l O H lo) 
Q )(.p- ( ~)~ z lol'\11 J n 7.N d }' 
"I t,.,c,,,. 0 (_5.4.7} 
Expanding the exponentials, and noting that only expectation values 
of products of equal numbers of boson creation and annihilation 
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I . 
.e.Yf' [t &x l'lO<J ..r, jy ()cyJ J c~.:.rl 1 
f (Y--y') = ~)"~ [ 1:_((-r¥cwr'YJ'>+<r-~t?r,t£YJ)) - f ?.;' £c,,-1j 
where 
- . (P5)1 EI~ 12 (J.·( t'tP(>vJ.i(~- YI 
41, · :2.. .Uf r,~-1 
:::. g 2 f {1)(-Y\) . 
~x 'JY 
Fcx)= (p_j),.rl}t (e.J<fX~lli._, ~ e:;.p~)(()<.J~) teo:,1~\olMt. 
2. , '\ tl.)!f Pc.,J'\-1 l - ~r·Pc..l, 
F(x) is undetermined by a constant , a11d _ F(x) = F(l--x} -~ 
Integrating (5.4 . 9) by parts, using (5.4.10) , it becomes 
I I 
e-i<p - [~x fo-y n'(}(.) r/cy) Fat--yJ) . . 
0 () 
Using (5.4.6), the final form for the boson factor is 
~-tp - 7, Anc;cd Anc,ic;) 1-(l>!t,-'f;)) 
t. j 
(5.4.9 ) 
(5,4.10} 
(5.4.11) 
(5,4,12) 
(5.4.13) 
where ll'O()(,) is the change in ~r'\.t) at Xi· The full (exact) expression 
for the partition function of the infinite bandwidth Anderson model 
with boson coupling is then 
M+f'I l )Cz.. J Y1 i : ~ (fJA) o!o'hM ... JJ.><, r~YY\ .. . f,r . . tY. p - f. J 
¥.z~- I ., Y2.flif- l 
).?.-:. >(l r!i E~ T~ - i3 f::D~-j(l"SiYJ1T/'t,·Y.;J rWmrr/y,.y /) l 5 {1 ~ - ~ J 
-rp c-u'-J.(F()(1.-Xj'/) rr:-(1y,-yjll +2r:-{1><'--YJJ))} 
J . . . 
Pf~1'.1. ~ E_ + (f:,r-E-)"2;.<=4t~ +-(fi-E-;0-)yj .;_ (~+£..:r,-E~)t l)r\'?I Xi-'ij\ (5. 4.14) 
" l .l 
It is inter esting to note that this has the form of a configurational 
partition function of classical particles in a one-dimensional 
circular system, interacting only with pairwise forces, and external 
fields. 
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S.5 212.eciali sation to the A§y rnmetric Case. 
To simplify matters, it is convenient to specialise to the asymmetric 
case., U:::. t/>, for the study of the mixed=valence problem. Thi,m removes 
nd = 2 states from the problem, so attention can be focussed on fluctuatio ns 
between the two configurational states nd = 0 and nd = 1. The only atomic · 
states of the impurity orbital that contribute to the ·~artition function 
are I-') ( henceforth denoted as I O ') ) , 11'" ') and \-1., / • 
As noted in section 5.3, taking the U~~ limit necessitates retaining 
a fin ite conduction electron bandwidth w, to cut off logarithmic divergences 
in e},pansj_ons for physical quan tities. Th e necessary modifibation to 
(5 .4.1 4) is 
Lh ( ~th 1f I 1t-i;l) ~ 
-=, J l'lt-XJ} tc ~W) 
-1 
(5.5.1) 
It is useful. to define the function 
lrlfXI 
0 
) [)< l '>> \ 
1x1 tL I (5.5.2) 
As mentioned at the end of sec tion 5.4, the patition function may be 
interpreted as that of a gas; foll acts as a fugaci ty, and when (p~ )) 1, 
the mean 
. 
-1 
separation' be t ween "par- ticl.es" · at xi, xj is of the order (~A) • 
. _, 
(5 . 5.1) is exact except for /Y. L-~JI <(~w) ;configurations i n which ,, The form 
- 1 
any of the "particles" are as close as (pw) contrlbute negligeably to 
teh partition function provided . -1 (fW) is much less than the average 
"inte r-parti cle separation", i.e., i f W>'>A • At high er temperatures 
~A)~< 1, the mean separation is of order unity, so the corresponding 
condition is (fow)>)1. 
the limit W )) A) T. 
The form (5.5.1) is thu! asymptotically exact in 
. ... : .· . : : . ··:· .. : 
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ln. this approximation, the partition function may be written: 
x2i represents emission of a particle with spin 6"2i; x2i_1 represents 
absorbtion of a particle with spin (J 2i_1 ( = 0-2.1) • 
(5.5.3) 
In the spirit of the asymptotic approximation, f( xi-xj) may be 
replaced by its value for Jxi-x~j>) (fw)-1 , when i -/: j. Its beh~viour for 
large argument ;. depends on whether the bosons are phonons ··.or Tomonagons. 
In the case of phonons F(x) behaves . 
Foo 
FCK) 0 (5.5.4 ) 
where £J O is the Oebye fre quency. At high T))W0 all pairs :x1,xj are 
-I 
within the range of F, since (~c.JJ "»1; the sum in ( 5. 5 . 3) becomes 
. . 
~ (" l ) l J F (I )'.. t - X j ') =- 'Z t I/ ~J Ft t)) 
lJ LJ 
0 (5.5.5 ) 
The only effect of the phono115 at temperatures above w0 is thus the level 
shift that has been absorbed into E (this is a response to the~ 
diplacement of the boson field corresponding to each valence, a quantity 
' . 
which is 14dependent of temperature when the electron-phonon coupling is 
linear, as in this model ). However, in the other limit t> 0 )) T (and 
6 ) , the mean separz:tion .f x1- x j' is much larger than ( ft/\ 0)-1, rl,.J and the 
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sum in (5.5.3) becomes 
i-J Z t\) t(l'tt-X)j - Z F{o) ;_N ~1..z 
L t?- ~ Ll 
( vJ I> >) • ; b. _) . 
(5.5.6) 
This ma y be absorbed into D, so that 
. 'l. 
; ii I< 0-\b'> I (5.5.7) 
The interpretation of this is very simple: when the characteristic fluctuation 
time (1i.1hi ch is ~ - 1 in the absence of phonons) is much larger than (,..) 0 , · the 
phonon 1 field has ample time to fully relax about the impurity charge 
state in the interval between successive hops of an electron on and off 
the i mp~J.r .i. ty orbital. The matrix elements Vkd are t hus effe dively 
reduced by the factor <a \ ~ , the overlap betu1een the coharent ground 
states of the phonon field appropriate to the two valence states; this 
was first pointed out in t his context by Sherrington and Va~ Molnar (1975). 
Thus the thermodynamics of the model at low temperatures is thus 
equivalent to that of a m~del without phonon coupling, but renormal ised 
The d-electron Greens function is 
(5.5.8) 
This can be expanded in a similar fashion to the partition function. The 
N 
only difference if that a term of order~ now has 2(N+1) rather than 2N 
valence fluctuations in its amplitude, and there is a spare phonon overlap 
factor floating around, by which the ~reens function must be multiplied. 
The correpondence of the model with phonon coupling to the one wi th ou t 
(denoted by the suffix 0) is thus: 
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Z ( E;I A ) 
Gc1 ( t.J) £) A) :: 
-
- (5.S.9) 
Note that there is a fundamental restriction on the magnitude of 
-1 
writing Gd as ( W - E.~ - 'i"s A /c.,) - [i~~) . 
due to hybridisation with the conduction 
where ~·sd is the self energy 
band (n.b. Im. 2 = ~ ) a.nd ~ 
sd int 
is that due to interaction processes, it is easily seen that 
I 
The form in (5.5.9) is seen to respect this limit: 
l 
6. 
I 
-A 
(s.s.10) 
• 
• (s.s.11) 
In the case of Tomonaga bosons, representing electronic.screening· 
processes, F(O) as defined by (5.4.11) is divergent. This is easily remedied, 
as F(x) is undetermined by an arbitrary constal:llt, allowing the divergence 
to be subtracted: 
I- .up-X/1"11 \ 
I - €J,,t./' - /1 wo) } ·. . 
. ·. , (5.5.12) 
hence 
f: (o; = 0 
F (){) - - 1 L~ (µw s·~ 11x) x ">) ( pw )-1 (s.s.12) 
Here W is the high energy cutoff of the boson spebtrum, which is just the 
bandwidth of the conduction electrons from which these bosons were derived; 
£ is just the exponent characterising the long-~ime streening response 
defined in (3.4.4). In asymptotic approximation, 
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Fc.,c) = (5.5.13) 
and the exponential term in the partition function expansion (5.5.3) can 
be ret11ri tten 
.. 
f r- t ft I )l f,,.L XL -~ (-1 fJ ( )I' baca;; + E) tt {pw.r,;, Tf/X1-,S~ 
(5.5.14) 
~here. c{ = 1~ 
It should be noted that such a for.m for the partition function could 
have been obtained directly from the model with an electronic screening 
term without going through the intermediate Tomonaga boson representation. 
Such a direct treatment would use the techniques developed by Nozieres and 
deOominici s (1968) to solve the .X-ray ~dg@ ·pr9blem, and applied by Anderson 
and Yuval (1969) to the Kondo problem. This allows ihe identification 
of E-W:th the Nozieres- deOominicis X-ray exponent; it also allow.s the type 
of screening potential considered here to be generalised to include 
. screening in the~ channel as~th3 d-electron, and allows,€ to become 
negative if this is important- an effect that cannot be handled within the 
fr amework of the Tomonaga boson representation used here. 
For a spheric~lly symmetric potential, ~ is thus identified as 
(5.5.15) 
where the phase shifts 'b L satisfy the Friedel sum rule 
-1 (5.5.16) 
and b1,.
0 
is the phase shift in the channel to which the d-electrons belong. 
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5.6 Equivalence to a Classical Spin Problem 
Just .as in the case of the Anderson-Yuval Kondo model partition 
function expansion (Yuval and Anderson (1970) , the partition function 
(5.5. 2) may be interpreted as the partition function of a classi~al · 
spin system on a circular one-dimensional lattice. Consider the model 
with Ising-l~ke spins Si= _-1,0,l : (SN+l = s1 ) 
-fe _ EZs:- -t- 1-f[s1. -:TZS1.Su, r K, ~ ~ 
- 1.=• \. ~ l.'7j d'J 
where d. is the direct (chord) distance between sites i ,j and N is l.J 
large: 
(5.6.1) 
(5. 6. 2) 
For large positive (ferromagnetic) J, the lowest energy configura-
tion will have s. ]. 
z _J_ tJJ -::. l.>J 
= 
= 
1. 
For (E+ 1 (K1+K2)) and H small (in a sense to be determined later) ,· · 
the dominant low energy configurations will be ones with S. = cons t ant ]. 
over large segments ; with a few widely separated discontinuities where 
the spin S changes (Fig . (5 .'3 ): i 
~i.,-1 .:: t- ,:- CS-1.p CT":a.11+, : - :; er;,.~ 
•• • C>oocl +-+-+++ +-++i-++~+-i- rt-..,. oo o ~ () o o oo, - - - - - - - oou • .. • 
. f' T 1 · 1 
. l:" n.2.f.i ts Oa.p L:" l'\ZPtl i.= Oz.{l.f-i 
Fig. (5."3): Segment of a low energy configuration. 
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If the configuration has for <· < h cr ::: nZp-l _ 1. ... n2p , w ere Zp-l 
s.::: cr2 1 p 
cr2I', (an= +l), and Si::: 0 for n2p<:i~ n2p+l' ' and p = l, ••• 2m, -the 
configurational energy is: 
These sums can be 
b (.-\ 
'2: z _i_ 
t =~-t2.- y~o...-~, d.ljl-
( k;I ">? 0..) 
_. 
d. b 
. 2] r -1~ 
t=C'+(j=l\+i dt; 
( d )) C.>)~';>;>'"') 
evaluated: 
b l-1 
= 2:Z 
C is Eulers constant . 
(5.6.5) 
(5. 6. 6) 
(5 . 6 . 7) 
(5 . 6 . 8) 
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In the large N limit the sums over n 
p can be· replaced by integrals• , 
the discreteness of the lattice provides the cutoff to the logarithms , and 
a partition function of the form (5.5.3) is recovered , with. the identifi-
cations: 
a. <. ) ~~p CCK',t-K,-) -'"J 
-vJ -r 
~ ~ ~ E + .JC, (k, t-Ki.) +a-~l w b 
.,-
fW (: ") N 
~ 2"• /, 
'6 ~ 
~ K.2--k, (5.6.10) t & 
-r 
The equivalence is for Anderson model parameters BW >> Bll >> l: this 
is essentially an equivalence between the S + 00 limit of the weak-hybridis-
ation Anderson model and the N + 00 or thermodynamic limit of the strongly 
ferromagnetic Ising chain . Subsidiary conditions are E
0
. << W, and 
• 
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Appendix 5A. PerturJ?3t.ion A_'ill..§.nsion for the Anderson model susceptibility_ 
to second order in~__J_.?symptotic evaluation in various limits. 
.(I), Explicit demonstration of convergence in the infinite bandwidth limit. 
The systematic expansion in powers of~ for the partition function is 
given in ( 5 . 3.'3-0'); the expansion for the impurity susceptibility is related to 
where Z = Z 
0 
where 
fJ. ~It 
r z{j) 
+ e --
+ Z2 ••••• J Z" = d
2
z/cth2~ 
2.. 
- > . 
0 
The first order term is given explicitly by 
. -z ,, 7.. 
I - t 
Z~" Z0 
. :,,,.. --.. ·-· ( 5.A.2) 
where the expression for z1 has been constructed, using the rules expl~ined in 
section 5.3, from the diagrammatic representation: 
z, 1··~·~ ~ 
~, .. ~ '><.__) 
(5.A.4) 
.... -1 ' 
The conduction electron propagator factors (sinfx) are to be understood 
as the limit 
L,· fY'\ c-} o-t (9(X--E-) e (l- X-E) su11T .x: ; (5.A.5) 
this ensures proper regularisation of the integrals in the infinite bandwidth 
limit. 
To demonstrate that the limit f=-70 exists, (5.A.3) is written as 
! >i (fA) ~ • 
.. 
Examine the limiting fbrm .of the integrand as xi o, where the integral is 
po tentially singular: 
,.., ~ ( . '2. ( I - l:;_.,-:, e-c• ) + .. ( e-~ -e-•·) (z: ~c-;_e,--et ) +o ex) 
,..., .2.- ( l-t- ers e1:1- - 2 - c e -r~ e- r-t) 
-rrx 2+e.-t4-e_z+ 
+ o ex)) 
rv 0(1) a...r.. X ~ o . 
{5.A.3) is thus well-behaved as e;-, o. 
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The second order term in (5.A . 1) may be broken into two parts, one coming 
f rom secorid order terms of the partition function, the other from first 
order terms. The first part is 
?.z" 
- z~ 
-:zl)11 :Zo 
. 
) (5.A.B) 
this may in turn be broken into three parts, one from each of the three 
distinct diagrams (a), (b) and (c) making up z2 : 
L Oz1 + r§~ ~ ~8-~ 
() r' 
(5.A.9) .. 
(L) (b) Cc.) 
The integration variables used in expre Qsing these contributions will be x,y,z 
where they correspond to 
(5.A.10) 
• 
The integration volume is constrained by (i) x ~ o, (ii) y ?, o, (iii) z ),... o, 
· (iv) 1-x-y-z ).,...D. To avoid double counting of i dentical diagt'ams, the t s1nifX 
(S.A,6) further constraint z t1-x-y-z is imposed; this replaces (iv) by 1-x-y-2z '>,. o. 
1 1 
I I 
I 
I 
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Appendix 5A. PerturJi_atL,9.!l-3_:>~~nsion fo r the Anderson model susceptibi1i t.x_ 
to second order in /.l ; asymptotic !3Valuati.on in va rious limits. 
(I), Explicit demonstration of convergence in the infinite bandwidth limit. 
The systematic expansion in powers of ~ for the partition function is 
given in (5 . 3."3-t); the expansion for the impurity susceptibil ity is related to 
it by (5 0 3 0 10): 
f 7.::( l -+ cz,'' _ .. 7-,\ +[(~''~~?l:)-£!(Z{~z,y .... ) . ?( ::: .. io . ..... . Zd' Zo) /..J ~ z~ 'rt ~o_}j . (5.A.l) 
where Z = Z 
0 
where 
12. ~/(' 
r Ze 
+ e --
-
+ Z2 • .. u f Z" = d
2
z/dh2 ~ 
2... 
0 
The :pref actor a Z" /z 
,. 0 0 
> . 
The first order term is given explicitly by 
is 
.(5..A.2) . 
where the expression for z1 has been constructed, using the rules expl~ined in 
section 5.3, from the diagrammatic representation: 
1··~-~Q 
~, .. , \.l_) 
(5.A.4) 
..... -1 ' 
The conduction electr on propagator factors (sinfx ) are to be understood 
as the limit (9(X-€-) 8 (l- X-E) 
so, 1T.X: . 
' 
(5.A.5) 
this ensures proper regularisation of the integrals in the infinite bandwidth 
limit. 
To demonstrate that the limit f70 exists, (5.A.3) is written as 
({lA) Ii . (t,-p-(X,t~p-,+~) ~-)(}'-- 2~!-, ... -{'1-) 
e s1nifX 
+ (ur- c·{,~,<,) +e.,p- (to.)()) (x1. - 2 -\-:-t.; e.·'j 
• 
Examine the limiting form .of the integrand as x7 o, where the integral is 
potentially sing~lar: 
I"-' .J. ( '2. ( I - .J-_ ) +l e~.~-e. ~'->(. 2-..\- ~-r-:_. _M ) . tO (X)) .· 
··· · rr,x. · 2-\·e·t~ e-c.+ · · c. .. ~c..· 
+ 6(xJ) 
rv 0(1) a...S.. X ~ o . 
(5.Ae3) is thus well-behaved as t--, o. 
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The second order term in (5.Ae1) may be broken into two parts, one coming 
from secorid order terms of the partition function, the other from first 
order terms. The first part is 
. 
) 
this may in turn be broken into three parts, one from each of the three 
distinct diagrams (a), (b) and (c) making up z2: 
(J 
L Oz' ~ ~@~ ~ ~G-~ 
er o-' 
(L) (b) { c.) 
(5.A.9) 
The integration variables used in expre~sing these contributions will be x,y,z 
where they correspond to 
(S.A.10) 
• 
The integration volume is constrained by (~) x ~ o, (ii) y '?, o, (iii) z ).,. o, 
· ( i v) 1-x-y-z ) ,.. D. To avoid double counting of identical diagt'ams., the 
further cons traint z t1-x- y- z is imposed; this replaces (iv) by 1-x-y-2z'>,:. o. 
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• 
These contributions to the second order term are, explicitly, 
" ' Z;._ 2~ 
- ~.- - = G} (t- )(-f-2Z) 
Z " ' z 0 0 
+ 
The individual terms (a), (b ) and (d) are logarithmically divergent as 
f4 o, though term (c) on its own exists in that limit. It will now be 
demons trated that the total divergence of th~ sum of these terms cancels. 
Ter.m (a). 
(i) do 2-integral 
I-f-
directly: (integrand is independent of z) : 
I- E. 
f fa>< ~c-,.+e.i,tt:..:_>c ~y O:j·Cy+e,e-'£11 .(9(1-><-'1).(l~)(-Y). $1 l'l 'tf)V )"' ~II'\ lf'/ . E: 
·e 
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( e.:e .. ,{x ,e;:.p-t+y $'tlll 'iT ( 2 +,c.) 
• ((1-y.-y l - _L _ ) 
2+e·t-"'e-r-. (5 .A.1 3) 
· + 
. (ii) fold integration range into ( t >,.. x ),.. y '>,.... € ) : 
V2. 'X . 
'7 . f J..-;. ~>-Cx+ e..icp-£:'X J ~y .e.>Ce-c.1-1-4 tt>'p-CY rf.1- 'f.-Y) 3 - 3:- ' (,-x-1 )l 
(5 . A,11 e s•virrx . e StM.ffL'( L \. . 2+e·t~e-.i::- 'j 
{000 ) ,(100 ),( 010), (00!): Vz. X The integra~io.ri volume is the tetrahedron with_ vert:i.ces 
. } ~x ~.,_f_ti,-:-(1-)() + exp-C"(h"·) fay bf-'i-''"y+e1t:!_ ~, [ (x-t/ -1:-,~ -t• (x-y~ 
· f SW't 'ff" S.VAn, Z-te te J (5.A. 14) 
The integrand (a) diverges along faces x=O and y=D; (b) diverges along the 
fac,_£. z=D; (c) diverges along the edges x=z=D and y==z=D. 
The remaining term, which will be denoted ( d)J comes from first Oi"eier 
terms in the partition 
.,..... z. cz," _z,) ::: 
Zo z,11 z~ 
(S.A.12) 
The x- integra~ :is singular as f -7 0; they integral is just(SeA.3) t11hich was 
previ ousl y shown to be well behaved. 
€ 
( 
(:i.ii.) expand the y-integrals as 
''z. )<; ' f "X r~ y . ~j!) -f b(x.) -4,- C(K) Y , • • 
e . e 7 
On integration, only the leading term a(x) contributes to the singulaiity 
of the integral; it gives rise to a factor a(x)ln(x/e) .. Only that ·part of 
' -1 
a(x) that beeaves like x combines with the ln()() factor to give a singular 
term. Collecting singular terms, (a) behaves as 
(S~A.16) 
as E--:, o. 
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Term (b}c-
(i) Use the identities 
l';f t:P f d)( [ &y f C><tY) = 
() (; 
St" ,r '1-
5tl'l 1T z.. Sll'\ Ti {:c+~) 
to write (b) as 
" 
C, . f X f (_)(.) d 't 
(5 
Ca>+ rrz. - c.o+,r lz+x) . 
0 
(5.A,17) 
(5,A,18) 
Eliminating the SUperflUQUS /'1.-fUnCtl.'OnS "(1-z-'2\' ric + I'!.) /\ (1 L) 1.7 c, CJ c:;, z x-c , l7 -z-x- o: , and 
fc1:tding the range of the x-integral into · O <,,. x ~ i: 
(Yz. 
J4x 
0 
(5,A,20) 
Using the same procedure as before (part (a)) to extract the singular part: 
l-t . 
( ~-; - :?:- Lh G _)d.,. Qilf'-C><H¥-ctx • · 'X, ~J-~)2-- ~ -t<· t-) 
1f t S CM Tr)( . 2 4- e t e: 
( 5 0 A,21) 
Term (c). 
The integrand of (c) is only divergent along edges of the integration volume, 
where the integral behaves as: 
fdy o.(y) f dx f «z.. €)(:<t-2.·-;t:) A., j<Jyacy)fd2.'.2'""' c.o~s+o.,.."1' ~ (s.A.22l 
cJ o o x+z. a '= z.J G -9 o . . 
Term (c) is thu s no~-singular. 
· ) 1 singular behaviour of terms (a), (b), Addin~ (5.A ~16) and (5 . A.21 the tota_ 
and (c) ·.as {.7 0 is 
Lt M (tt)+lb) +(c) -:::. 
G, -=>o 
· 'l1-·d·-1=:(_+ _,_\l 
\ ,,2+e f' e -J j 
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(5.A ,23 ) 
The integral i~ of course (5 .Au3) which has been shown to be well-behaved~ 
lerm (d)o 
(i) -~s . before, fold the singular x-integral of . (5.A,12) into the range 
(5.Ae24) 
{5.A.25) 
Th~ singularity of (5eA.25) exactly cancels that of (5.A ,23) and thus the 
second order term (?)+(b)+(c)+(d) has been explicitly shown to exist in the 
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·( II) • - 2 I c+IJ If-I l( 1 ,~syrnptoti c evaluation to 0(£-t .~ ) for . . . -. (h i qh t ernperat.!:!!.U 
free orbi t a l limi.!J.. 
(i ) The prefactor (5.A.2) is 
f~II ~ 2 :: 
2c, Zj 4 - (f;++r.-) .. 
.:::: ~ ( I + l €. t -1- c-) + o c £~ c-)'2.. } ~ 4 (5. A.26) 
(ii) The fir.st order term .(5.A.3) is 
-zo'' 2, _ 
Zo"-£ 
( 5.A.27) 
wher e 
-
-
(5.A.28) 
The integral A cannot be evaluated analytically , and has been calculated 
numerically. It is associated with the broadening of a pole of the d-electron 
Greens function(due to hybridisation) from a ~-function to a Lor entzian 
at hi gh temperatures. 
The high temperature expansion is quite ~ell behaved, and does not 
generate any logarithms. The second order term will therefore not be 
given here. The expansion for . t he susceptibility is: 
Asymptotic evaluation to 0(1/ ~r; £·1 ) for t-+->)l.J 1€-j(<:I (int e rmediate 137 
· temperature/asymmetric orbital limi tl~ 
Techni que used: · all terms exp-£t are set to zero. 
(i) . The prefactor (5.A.2) is 
2 
-
- . 
(ii) . The first order term (5.A.3) is found by folding the integral into 
0 (. x lh and eliminating terms of order exp -+~+ or less: 
,, 
Z, 2, 
z'' -z-0 0 
(5.A.30) 
(5.A.31) 
~a fi rst part (a) of the·irite~ral (5.A.31) is controlled by the exponential 
factor, and is determined by the behaviour at small x. Expanding 1/sin 1fx, 
S~x ::. #x ( 1 + f (1TXj1., ·, ) 
(5.A.32) 
~.A.31a) becomes 
1""' ~ ( [i+ (_t:*c"j-1 ··J - :l ~-f )A ~{"-~'-}·] + o (J#)'-)- <s, A, 29J ( f>.t) 1~~ u-J)~x ( ~ -~ c) - 2x +x~) (1 + fm)'··.) 
+o(1-\) £-H/ . (5.A .33 ) 
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.,..f /e:- 4 for ~. -r. c- '-'. I low tern - · (IV) As m totic ev8luation to O 1 ... 1 c;.- ~ ~ ,,, 
erature/Kondo limit). 
. + 
rechnique: set all terms with factors like exp- E , exp- £ - equal to zero. 
Ei(x) is the Exponential-.Integral function (G · d ht ra s eyn and Ryzhik , 1965; a. 21 ) (i ) The prefactor (S.A.2) is 
given by (5.A.39) 
(5,A,~)~i) the first order term (5.A.3) is (after folding into (o,i) and rejecting 
· exponentially suppressed terms) : for small x: 
Ei.(X) :: C + LrdXI 4 O(X.) j · (.::: ftJer1eo"s~t = O·S"772ls ... 
Part (b) of (5.A.31) is easily integrated. i th , us ng e integral A defined in 
,, ( 1/2-
( l1- ~ ~ (Pl) ~~ (e-'f- O- £.-x + .(..11.. t>-ctx) (C 1--;.) 'l._ 1) S. A,35) z1 4 - . r r 0 t- Stvl rrY.. 
(5.A.28): 
- f f>f )·A (1+ f >. (5.A,36) 
tl 
~.(flt) I 4: ( e..r-i:>< H-~r-i+x) (-u 1- )(2. ->--0 ('f.')) 
f 
On expanding the exponential-integral function in (S.A.33) and ad.ding (5. A. 36), 
it can be seen that the ln E te~ms cancel and the sum is: (
A()\ r ~ :2..( 1-t +-l) f:.: } I £ €-
rr ·L · -
(5.A.40) 
~ f-KJ_ -2.. €: ·) ( !"' + lr. (2. €.+) ~ A ( ~ )i 2. · . . ·- ~ . ln thi s case the logarithmic Kondo- type terms only enter in second order terms: 
ff' 3 G\ l"°' - - l+f ·°j -- t- _l -ro(l \ (S.A.3?) 
,r '2- · £+ . e.-+"2.. fj~} these must now be calculated. 
Note the lnE.-t- term that has appeared. 
of the .level E - near the rermi level. 
The term A again represents broadening 
The susceptibility is thus: 
(iii) Some- necessary integrals; references (GR •••• ) are to Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 
Or in more physical terms: 
'X = 
(1965) • 
(a) 
(S.A.38a) · (b ) 
(c ) 
(d) 
{ 5. A• 38b ) 
wh ere c:;(= ~expC 
,r. • The second order term is complicated. and as the , logarithmic. (e) 
nature of the ~eries-is shown up by the first order t erm, will not be given her~. 
v> {dK >< n {n X lX(- r;(..x = 
0 
= 
~ ,_) J<.(1-X) - 3,i_ - L,.. 1f 
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(iv) Evaluation of the second order term. As in section I this ter~ is broken 
up into four parts - (a),(b) and (c) of (5.A~11) and (d) of (S.A.12). 
Term (a} becomes (after doing the z-integral~ ~olding into integration range 
(D,i), and removing exponentially small terms) 
Using the symmetry in x~ y, and expanding 1/sinTx, (a) becomes: 
~ 
-(1+ w~.) far ~p,t:-y+e.1ttt1 (t +f!!.1,Y J\ ) . 
6 € -rry 
,x(: )<2. +-3x-:i. -3xy-1-3y) 
At this point, it is convenient to combine term (a) with term (d). 
Term (d) is 
• x ( X-2). 
4 Combining (5.A.43,44) and keeping terms up to O (1/£) : 
(5. A.43) 
(5. A.44) 
~ ~ . I ft) t f d. x ~ r-s::->< + -v-p-&+;,) ( :1-1' - r."'-+ o lx' l) f J y O¥ P- t)' +--t ,p--t +y 
~ff 6 , y . 
" 00 
-1- ft!/: )1(d ¥ ( e1 ~ 'i.-., ... ~:-1 ,-c•x) {z -s;c + • (x • l) f, y ~" p-£-y +'-J<f-tY ( 1+ ocy1 )) 
0 · ' · (S.A.45) 
Evaluating, using (5.A.41 b,c), the contribution from terms (a) and (d) is: 
~tY f-t ~,+J,) -(t-i•J.)f-c+t.nt.,~~ ,21~~ + '3~~ <J/- 3 (hi){c(,tJ.~ 
. ·+ 0 / l J )4 
'\§--J f+ (S.A.46) 
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( 7) and suppressing exponentially small terms, Term (b). Using the identity 5.A.1 , 
- I. (b) becomes: 
~ ~-~) . . (pt,>2 {,ii< )( 1exr-n te;<p--~+;,.) r 0.2. t9(1-1<-2:<) . [[1- r)°'t-(1-x-22)""-2.J 
. o £ $~TT2. StM1T(X-t-'2..) (S.A.47) 
This may be simplified using the identity 
172. 
---Slh7TZ Su,,r{2+1<.) 
=- J_ -1 + (-st:- --1\ +lx d (Ji!. -1) +o{x'l). Xz. X(z.fX) S<Jti'l.TO- z2) _ ;i.. J2. l$<41'n z2. (5.A.48) 
(b ) becomes: 
(5.A.49) - J -2. tfX+O{J') . 
Waluating the z-integrals with the help of (5.A.41) ,(b) becomes: 
(S.A.50) 
finally, (b) is 
P-fn-1. +l, -(-1 ... .1 \1(4L¥tf) I ( L\r,11. r:,_/ t+l t-1 /J 
{5.A.51) 
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finally, one can sum the four contributions (a), (b), (c) and (d). This 
Term (c).Recall that this term is non-singular. S · 11 t ( 
- - uppress1.ng sma erms, c) !S the sum of (5.A.46), (5.A.51), and (5.A.56). The singular terms of order 
becomes.: 1n€ that blow up as the bandwidth goes to infinity all cancel, as they must, 
.p tP . 1,2 - {~Y) · ( f..t,.f' r rc t ) 1 r. "r ;I. [ and one is left with: 
,, ') J.')( d~ ~op-C x er-r-cy ~e.,:e-t:.,- u<f-t:.+y~ of-i. J_ ( /-',.-y-22)1._,j 
o 6 
0 
.st h rr~yJ f;tM Tr ('Z+X) . 2.. 
cs. A.s2) .. (~\ 'l,J_ ( ~ .. L' ( .L ~ £+ + x l~·/c ~ + c +h.) 
As with (b), the z-integral may be simplified using the identity: \ ff ) f./ l.__ £+ £- j ').... -:lIT ;;_ _ ~Tf . 4. 
- -1 + Glf'- ) S(J\2 Tf2. z '2-
{c) becomes: 
Evaluating the z-integrals with the help ,of (S.A.41), (c) becomes: 
,fP tP . . · :·· ... · . . . • ; 
(!f;J2" [rix foy ( flTf-S:t-~ert~:'I + q_p-n, k.Tf-t--<Y) . 
. 0 
finally, one obtains: 
This completes the evaluation of the second order term. 
(S.A.54) 
(S.A.57) 
Constructing the whole series by adding the first order term (S.A.40), one sees that 
that two distinct contributions to the susceptibli ty' ii X Kondo" and II xaulifJ' 
comi ng respectively from the leading and next-leading terms, may be distinguished: 
Thi s corresponds to a Kondo temperature (Wilsoh1 s (1975) definition) of 
-, .l. ~ff(-t 1/.q) (Au..)~ e..>Cf rf-& (fJ·Ht)] 
' t =- :z.rr _'.: L c u ti. / 11") • 
~ K(;)o may be identi ~ied with ,spin fluctuat i ons, and is expected fr om the 
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation; ~Paul i may likewise be identif ied with the 
residual char ge f l uctuation pr ocesses , and is tempe r ature independent. The 
co~rection t er ms o(Vc~~)4give ri se to a cont r i bu tion l inear in temper a t ure. 
(S.A.58) 
(S.Ae59) 
(5.A.56)?( 711.~Li:. 6.(-\.~j_ 1.) +llG\'1~1-.}-1-~ ( .l .... 1\ 
41f £4 (_fdi-U.) 4\Jr} ~4 (bHI() fA(fcHll) \(4 fi)-fll.} 1 
· .f 2( tJ-~A~Ll) (ctu)2 ~ l,_) U\ f E~j' f 5 ·· · 
rv. Ko,Jo p. ,,· 
l\cr)-=. ?( (T ) --l- fi tl)LI + O (T) . _ 
(S.A.61) 
(S.A.62) 
: :-.-: . ·.·:.·.·.·.<· -:-·.· . . ·.·:.·.· -:-:-:- .·. -: : . ·.·.· :-·-:-.-:-.-:.:-·:.·.·.·.·:<·:-:-.• ·.·.·.·.·:·.·.·.· ·. :-·.·-:, .·.·.·.·.·.· .. -: .-:-:•:-:-:-·.·:-:- -: :.: :-::···: :-:-: :-:-·,::·.•:•:•.·.·.·. ·.•::::.:. 
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(V) As m tntic evaluation to O 1 fi' . 1 c- · 4 for . ct-E":- >)I low tem erature 
non-magnetic orbital limit). 
(i) The prefactor (5.A.2) becomes: 
~?d.' ~ 
Zo 
= ' 
(5.A,63) 
The prescription for the higher order terms is thus to keep only terms with 
the exponentially large factor exp +ri-1. 
(ii) The first order term (5.A.3) becomes 
e.xp-£- o..x.p- Jr-1 (l-;<) · . a--;.i 
(S.A.64) 
Again, logarithmic terms only enter into this temperature independent, Pauli-
type susceptibilty series in second order, which is now calculated. · 
(iii) The second order terms (5.A.11) and (5.A.12) are again broken into the 
four parts (a)-(d) • . 
Term (a). In this case (a) must be subdivided into two parts (a1) and (a2), 
shown diagrammatically: 
ff" 
"(O~' 
((>..) ( dl) 
Term (a1); doing the z-integral° one gets ) 
+ -Ot-
ta2) 
,-t ,-~ 
(flti) 2. [d-;. {Jy ~ (1-)(-Y) ~xp- £-cx .... y) • ( 1~ 1-yf3 
£ E SIM TT)( SlN\ rry :i.. 
Transform x ~ 1-y-z, and fold they-integral into (o,t): 
.(5.A.65) 
(5.A.66) 
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Expanding the 1/sin terms: 
·'l.. ,J> u ~ f!({}}\' {(j(p +1i-1 f dz ~p-1 t .. fz.. ~5 f ~ 
.rr) 6 ~ e 't(y+z) 
They-integral may now be done: 
(5.A.68) 
(5.A.69) 
Finally completing the z-integration,the term (a1) yields: 
~#J2{2_'ff + u:-1 ( - f J + l:3 ( 1,.,, 1 t_-1 H: + L ... t:) +00-) J 
(5.-A. 70) 
Te rm (a2): 
~ (1-Y..-'1) • e">'p- i -~ ~., ,p- r.}y c 1 _ x-t 1J 
<;; lM TT X S V\'\ Tf"1 ?... 
. 
J 
(S.A.71) 
transforming x 7 1-x, and expanding 1/sin, etc: 
l~)~tlf:-J }&'I, f &~ 4'p-1,;.-1)(~y1i-.:1r. (x-d (1 + o('l.,Yl') &c-;,-'/) 
€ E- )( y . (5.A. 72) 
~parating the integral into manageable parts yields: 
(S.A.73) 
ntegrating over the first variable: 
-· .. :• ·.-·:-: .. · .. :-:-: ·:-:,·-:.: ..... • ... ;-: ~ : 
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.'tf> . 
·fdv t r~1~\x( ~ -~ 
I /' l e_+2 £+ 
' 
- 'l. \ 
£*3,<) 
finally completing the integration of term (a2): 
~#-J~e{P +I£-/ f . ~3 _l" [~~~ -r f-'l ( lh E -t I~/ fr Cl ~. c ) . ~. 
- I - 2. 
- -·~- +o({)~? . E_at-'2.. E -
Term (h) 
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mdoing the z-integral, one obtains 
0 (5.A.83) 
~e remaining integral is conveniently split into two terms: 
(S.A.85) 
These two integrals may be evaluated to give the contribution from term (c): 
Doing the z-integral: 
i,fl 
· ({ltf~fH'ir-1 [1u(1-><l ere-1~-1-,:. ~)<(V...)(-~£ -1) <s.A.791 (;f)\i<ptif-t f (~1c- -:c-1.}t.i/c:::-/ 
finally, the contribution of term (b) is: 
~y ~f+/£·/ f -( i-1. +~0( Lh f +lnW.1 t C ') + J'l + o@1 · (5.A.86) 
(5. A.BO) 
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Finally, the contribution from term (d) is calculated: 
(S.A. 86) 
putting x' = 1-x, y' = 1-y, and expanding 1/sin: 
Evaluating the integrals, the contribution from term (d) is: ,, ,• 
( 5. A.BB} 
The contributions from terms (a1), (a2), (b), (c), and (d), namely 
(5.A.70), (5.A.75), (5.A.80), (5.A.86) and (5.A.88), must now be added to give 
the complete second order term. The singula~ ln~ terms cancel, as do all 
terms of order (1/E.. 2), leaving: 
(5. A.89) 
A test of this evaluation is that the second order term (5.A.89) vanishes when 
u = o, i.e., et:. -£-. Writing out the full series, these leading terms 
are found to represent a temperature independent Pauli susceptibility. 
I ( JA 1-( l - '3 +- 2 -2./_l l \ f l '- -f\(nf 2£~U.)~ 
+ i 'f") (~ ~(Ea~) Ed(E~~u)l-. · ~It-[;J )~fitt4) tcl,_j \ 8( 'J 
(+ o(-r)) 
, .. . - - ---
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6. 1 The Sca ling Approach. 
The idea of scaling, or the renormalisation group (RG) has long been 
used as a formal device in field theory for dealing with infra-red diver-
gences in perturbation theory (Bogoliubov and Shirkov (1959)), If a 
perturbation expansion for the low energy properties of a model ( such as 
the static s usceptibility of the Kondo model) has logarithmic infra-red 
·divergences controlled by a high energy or ultra-violet cutoff (the band-
width of the Kondo model), this indicates that intermediate states at 
arbitrarily high energies are involved in low .energy processes in an ess-
ential way. This suggests the idea of exorcising the divergences 
progressively by truncating the Hilbert space, removing these high energy 
states a few _at a time1 and incorporating their effects in the renormalised 
coupling constants of an effective Ha,miltonian that acts in the · residual 
Hilbert space , 
Exact transformations can be defined, yielding effective Hamiltonians 
in the reduced Hilbert space; since such transformations can only be formal 
simplifications of the problem, a price has to be paid: effective couplings 
are retarded, (i.e.' energy dependent) and new types of couplings are also 
generated. A simple example is the formal diagonalisation 
J~C-''/o vt ] 
lJ - J.J, 
d4 ( w- LJ[fffw)) 
where 
Htffrw) -= 
~o +- V1" (w-/.11) -IV 
which acts i n the subspace of H. 
0 
procedure: 
(6.1.1) 
(6.1.2) 
In general such transformations are formal devices, devoid of any 
physical content. However, in the case where perturbation theory in 
the original coupling constant is infra-red dive r gent, it is likely that 
the new types of interactic,ns generated by the scaling transformations 
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are, in the RG jargon , 'irrelevant', in that they are dominated· by the 
coupling giving_ rise to the divergent processes, and may be ignored . 
As an infra-red divergence is at the heart of the problem, the w-dependence 
of the renormalised dominant coupling may also be ignored, and the w=O 
values concentrated on. 
In these circumstances, the Hamiltonian has a scaling property 
under such a renormalisation procedure. The effective Hamiltonian generated 
is of the same form as the original, but with different yalues of the 
cutoff and coupling constants. Thus the renormalisation transformation 
shows that a family of Hamiltonians of the original form, lying along a 
trajectory in the parameter space of coupling constants of the rnodel,are 
in fact equivalent, at least in those properties of the weak-coupling, 
long-time, low·energy limit associated with the divergence of perturbation 
theory. As the cutoff is reduced, the effective Hamiltonian moves 
h h I } ' I' th along this trajectory in parameter space, ence t .e tenn sea ing · .e 
problem has been scaled to a'different' but physically equivalent one. 
Such scaling behaviour -implies that the properties of the Hamiltonian 
i n an N-dimensional parameter space ( excluding the cutoff param~h:rJ so 
t hat there are in fact N+l apparent parameters of the theory) may be 
expressed in terms of the N scaling invariants , the N independent functions 
of the N coupliµg constants plus the cutoff that remain invariant under 
scaling, and define the trajectories. 
Scaling tractories begin or end at 'fixed points ' of the transfor-
mation in parameter space. The model around which perturbation theory 
is divergent will be one such fixed point. Fixed points are either 
stable or unstable depending on whether the. model moves away or towards 
them as the cutoff is reduced (Fig. (6.1)), More complicated structures 
Fig. (6 . 1) (a) Stable fixed point;(b)unstable fixed point; 
(c) line of fixed points, stable at left, 
such as lines of fixed points, etc . are possible. Detailed accounts of 
reno~m~lis~tion group theory, mainly applied to critical phenomena, are 
given in the books by Ma (1976) and Toulouse (197 7), 
Scaling equations may be developed analytically as power series 
expansions in the dominant coupling, which vanishes at the fixed point. 
They will only be valid in the immediate vicinity of the fix ed p.oint 
in parameter space, where the divergent coupling domina~es the physical 
propert ies. They may be integrated to find the form of the scaling 
invariants in the neighbourhood of the fixed point . These will in 
general be non-analytic functions of the coupling constant, which is 
why perturbation theory is dive rgent in the first place . As the 
validity of the scaling equations i s restricted to the weak-coupligg 
~ 
limit only the non-analytic ·part of these invariants will in genera l 
be obtainable by these techniques. 
It is useful to summarise what can and what cannot be achieved using 
these types of scaling theories, based on power s eries or diagrammatic 
expansions of the scaling equations around the weak coupling limit . 
(A), What is possible . 
(1) Extraction of the non-analyti c form of the N scaling invariants 
that chara cterise the (N parameter+ cctoff) problem. 
(2) · Identification of 'phase transitions' in parcm1eter space - surfaces 
dividing the space into regions scaling to (' in the domain of') 
diff erent stable fixed points . These are associated with unstable 
fixed points (Fig . (6 . l(b))): the power series expansion of the 
scaling equations allows identification of these 'phase boundaries' 
only in the vicinity of an unstable fixed point, 
· (3) Scaling to an exactly soluble model, provided it is close enough 
to the fixed point to be within the range of validity of the scaling 
.'equations. This proviso makes this a case of very limited applic-
ability. 
C 
(B) l!Jh ?t i s no.t pprss i bleo 
(1) Scaling fa r enough aw~y f rom th e fixed poin t that the coup ling 
constant be comes large enough so the probl em is quantitatively 
treatable by some other method (e.g., by an expansion in 
1/(coupling constant) ) o 
(2) Scaling to an "exactl y soluble " model that does not lie cl ose 
to the fixed point. 
The reason that these approaches can not be made to wo rk :_ quantitatively 
is that as the scaling traj ectory leave s the immediate vicinity of the 
weak coupling fixed point, the inevi table "irrelevant" couplings grmi, 
and become of equal importance as the relevant one s ; as such irrelevant 
couplings are inherently untreatable at intermediate coupling strengths , 
quantitative connection of the two limits is not possible. Both 
these two objectives were goals of the original of the original scaling 
theories of the Kondo model; it was hoped that by obtaining enough 
terms of the scaling equations expansion, that (2) at least could be 
realised, as an "exactly soluble" (exact in an asymptotic sense) model 
was tantalisingly available a t intermedia t e coupling s trength (Toulouse; 
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It turns out that the scaling equation,.expansion can only. ge unal)lbiguously 
derived as far as necessary for obtaining the leading non-analytic behaviour 
of the scaling invariants. The higher orde r term s have coefficients that 
depend on th e structure of the cutoff, and hence lack the "universality" 
or "acaliQg" prope r ty that al lows the cutoff to be characterised by~ single 
scale parameter. The attempt to obtain higher order terms (e.g ., Armytage 
(1973)) has thus not turned out to be fruitful. 
In the following sections, it will be stressed that all information 
available to characterise the universal weak coupling behaviour will 
be extracted from the lowest order term of the scaling equation expansion 
(or lowest two terms in marginal cases like the i so t ropic Kondomodel)e 
The scaling theory of the Kondo model WJ S first introduced by Anderson, 
Yuval and Hamann (1970). They separa ted the exchange interaction into spin 
flipping and spin conserving parts, thus considering a generalised problem 
with an anisotropic exchange interaction. An asymptotically exact expansioh 
of th e. ,partition, funct ion was developed in powers of the spin· flipping term, 
the spin COfiSeriJi.lig te:t·m bei ng freated exactly. Scaling equations were 
then derived by studying the effect of reducing the bandwidth cutoffe 
similar application of t his so-called "space-time 11 techni que to the 
s©reened asymmetric Anderson model, using the partition function expansion 
(5.5 .3s 14), will be described here. 
A second version of the scaling theory, the so-called "poor man I s 11 approach, 
was introduced by Anderson (1970). This is more similar to the field-theor-
etic approach, as it is based on a diagrammatic expansion, but still ha s 
significant conceptual differences with such approaches. I n this technique, 
both spin-flip and spin-conserving processes are treated perturbatively, and 
thus on an equal footing. In many ~ays this is a superior formulation of 
the scaling technique, being "cleaner" and more easily generalised, and 
15~:i 
pro'Jidi ng certain terms not directly obtainable by the 11 spac8-tirne 10 technique; 
however both me t hods have thei,: merits: th e "space-time" technique allows the 
complete summation of cer t ain classes of t er ms such as the spin-conserving 
processes which are treated exactl y s An alte rnative derivation of the 
scaling equations for the asymmetric Ander so n model, us ing _a technique 
relate d to the "poor man' s" approach, will also be presented. 
A third type of treatment, the numerical re no rmalisation group 
t echnique of Wi lson (1975), has eventually proved mo s t successful in 
quantitatively studying the crossover from high temperature to low 
temperatu re behaviouro It is not based on expansions in the coup l ing, 
and is thus not restricted to studying properties near the fixed points6 
It works with numerical representations of the effective Hamiltonian 
as very large matrices1 and is thus able to quantitatively take account 
of many of th e " irrelevant" coupl ings that are important at intermedia te 
coupling strength, where there i s no simple representation of the effective 
Hamiltoni a n., Being nume rical , such results a re not as enlightening as 
those obtai ned from analytical techniques, and this method should pe r haps 
be r_esort.8d to for providing precise numerical connecti on across the i ntrac--
table crossover regimes between simple limi ti ng fixed points that have first 
bee n explo red ~~alitatively by 6ne 0 of the analytical scal ing techniques. 
As an example of the "space-time'' technique, a simpler mo del , the 
t 1 l mo--'P._.l, with coupling to Tomonaga bosons, is treated in the resonc1 n - . eve u 
t t . Thi'a model turns out to be isomorphic to the ani sotropic nex sec ·ion. ~
Kondo model originally discu ssed by Anderson, Yu val and Hamann (1970) 0 
II 
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6.2 The Resonant Level Model with Boson Coupling 
The resonant level model (Toulouse (l 969)) is the spinless analogue 
of the Anderson model, with an impurity level right at the Fe:t;"mi level. 
(6.2.l) 
The term E may be regarded as a coupling to an external field, the 
analogue of a magnetic field. This model is of course diagonalisable 
and exactly soluble. For the case 6(w) constant, T = O, the static 
-1 
susceptibility XE is (m'i) 
Coupling to a boson field may be considered: 
H-f -: ~ W,q),t 0c,,_ +- ;} \'\J ? IX.\ki t- h •C..• (6.2.2) 
By ~-s·econd order perturbation _theory in g: 
At: = r/,,. ( I + 5'("j;-;~~ dw +- o (j~) ) (6,2, 3) 
flt..>>,:. Z IJ.."J- b{w-w'\,) (6.2.4) q,. 
Unless the boson spectrum is phonon-like (i.e., Lim w+O f(w)/w ~ O), 
perturbation theory is term by term divergent in the 6-+0 limit. 
Using the type of partition function expansion in 6 derived in -the 
last chapter, the small6, finite g, problem . can be treated by the 
scaling theory technique ('space-time' version) introduced by. Anderson 
and Yuval for the Kondo problem (Anderson, Yuval and Hamann (1970)). 
Since this includes the g = 0 problem as a special case, (6.2,3) will 
provide a useful check on the results. 
As seen in the previous chapter, in the 6 << u.lD ( = Debye temperature) 
limit, a phonon-like boson field merely renormalises the hybridisation 
parameter 6 by a factor of the square of the overlap between the two 
relevant displaced coherent phonon fields . 
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tJ" . 
.:. 6,. .eff A ~f - -~'l.[Jw f~2 
() (6.2.5) 
hence \,6 
4"'1 XE r::: -1- e.tf ~ 'l-f Jw f~) '1fA (,) vJ,_ A~() (6.2.6) 
Expanding the 2 exponential in powers of g , (6.2.6) is seen to agree 
wi th the 6 + 0 limit of perturbation theory in g (6.2.3). In general, 
the argument oLthe -.exponential may be large, and (6 . 2.6) represents 
suIIl.l11ation to infinite order of the leading tenns of perturbation theory 
in g as 6 ->- O. 
For a Tomonaga-type 
~ 
a'l· fJ..,f/w l J )V'" , •'l ..! A,, .... 
0 ""' r 
boson field, 
,..... 
where W is a cutoff of the order of the bandwidth of the conduction 
band the ~Tomon,agons' were derived from. 
(6.2. 7) 
The partition function expansion of (6.2 .1) in powers of the 
hybridisation 6 is a special case of (55.IO), with E+ '-== oo, Et= E, 
and U 
z 
-Zo 
Q+'t) L (:-1/-J.6.,..* f'N si~ ,r !¥<-'I.JI} 
l>) 
The cutoff in the logarithm may be characterised more explicitly: 
. LI')~ X 
foe) X L j(_ °'>/ I) 
(x. (L..1) 
(6.2.8) 
(6.2.9) 
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The cutoff region is best described by the function g(x): 
I . 
_')CK) 1 · x. f cJ.> I fc1-) 
(6 .2,lO) 
which is of order unity inside the cutoff region, and zero outside it 
(Fig. (6 .1)) . 
I 
I f (~) 
Fig. (6 .1). Form of the cutoff functions f(x) and g(x). 
In particular, for A infinitesimal: 
~~cc,+7\):x) U\(fc~>) + ;)x ffx>lfc1) 
-
GA~ (>c.) + ;l -1 g(r-) (6.2.11) 
By such a transformation, the problem can be related to a new problem 
where W is replaced by W' = (l-A)W: 
_ L ( fh, vJ )"' f ,J;;c '<l<p- [6 £.5]:,>' /\c - Q+-i:) ~ )Ji l{ (/lW (!-'ii) r.wm Jx, i';l )J 
; \ e>',P ~ (i+q 2:,"(:Ji) e.~r _ ~ (-i+c) z;,r.J-j :J O<Jsi,,, rr I H,1 ) J (6. 2. 13) t t l>) l)) 
The first factor in the correction fact or in curly brackets r~duces to 
:t,T . · · . 2 
(1->, (l+E:)) ' and renormalises CS 6W); the second factor leads to a 
correction term given by a sum over all configurations (x
1 ,. x ) subject '2N 
to the restriction that one pair (x. ,x.) have a separation inside the 
. l J 
range of the cutoff funct ion g(x). Expanding the exponential to first 
'!.~ ...... 
· 15 9 
order in A, the correction factor in (6.2.13) becomes: 
'{·1-:- f (t -11 (/f·O)N ( l -?i( lf£)'2 t-1)·-j~(rWrct(l{(Kl-l'JS)} 
C>J 
(6 . 2 .14) 
For SW large, g(SWsin x) is infinitesimal except at very small x, so sinrrx 
can be linearised. Integrating out the restricted pair of variables (x. ,x.) 
l J 
in a. configurational term of order N leads to a correction of or der N-1; 
the dominant corrections of order N come from configurations of order N+l 
with the extra pair (x. ,x.) having a spacing within the cutoff. Such 
l J 
corrections may be systematically generated by adding such a closely 
spaced pair to the configuration (x1 , •. ,x2N~ in all possible ways, and 
then integrating it out . This generates all corrections where li-jl = l. 
Higher order corrections come' from I i-j I = 2 ,3 etc. These terms may be 
neglected in the weak hybridistion limit. Figure (6.2) shows the corrections 
graphically . A configuration is depicted by a graph showing the 
~CLJ) 
d(L_) -
m-
/L-JI-= I 
UL 
( lj I= 2.. 
( 
-I- u 
/L-J/,; 3 
+ 
Fig. (6.2)., Correction terms due to scaling cutoff. 
occupation of the cl-orbital as a funct;i.on of · imaginary time . 
The ji-jj =l corrections depend on a single aspect of the cutoff 
function g(x), essentially its range; in these terms the cutoff can 
··--: .·.· 
be described by a single parameter, while. higher order terms will involve 
more details of the cutoff region, and thus lie outside the validity of 
the asymptotic approximation. The 'universal' aspects of the behavi0ur in 
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the weak hybridisation limit must therefore be given by the / i-j/ = 1 
t e rms alone, and henceforth only these will be considered. 
The partition fun ction expansion (6.2.13) may be rewritten: 
where (6.2 , 15) 
(6.2.16 ) 
Since lnf(y)!::c:O ~"insJi:le the cutoff region, t:Iie last factor !'! l and 
may be neglected. Expanding the exponential in (y /rrSW) and integrating: 
i ~ "7 , + ~ (lfl)f!A /Y<:N> -2 ~ (He) ~ r;'j())dy c J 
rrz.111 0 · [ 1 = -,P £ "?;(::ii';<,. + 2 ( lt t) Z f::J /":! lif [) \J s,nrr /Xi-~j} 
since A is infinitesimal L>J (6.2.17) 
'i 5 o fl.1'f0'). (t+<)A ·(#,JJ,,)Jf)). l.~pt(t+<) ~ (%, f ;'.ll~JJ) r J J 
0 
The correction factor has the effect of merely shifting the ground 
(6.2.18) 
state energy, and renormalising the parameters of the initial partition 
function. No new types of interactions appear. This scaling of the 
problem to a problem of the~ form but different parameters means 
that a whole class of such problems becomes identical when expressed 
in terms of some scaling parameters. For example, all weak coupling 
Kondo problems (a special case of the partition function (6.2 .· 8) 
become identical when expressed in terms of the characteristic Kondo 
temperature T . 
K 
The cutoff parameter D, (!::c: W) is defined by D= ~ 2w(
0
fyg(y)dy)-1 , 
Though of the order of magnitude of W, it is not the s ame pr1rameter. 
W arises from the long-time asympto ti c behaviour of the propagators , 
and is known exactly (cf. (6.2.7)). D describes the s hort-time 
-··-". ~.~·......... - - ... j-_...._ _ _ _ '-·-- ~, 
. h " the accuracy of the asymptotic behaviour , and is only known wit in 
approximation. The problem has scaled so that 
- ~p I I I I I ) 7. (w E f" t:.i. ) = e ~ C 1/.1 ) e.; £) ~ ;:;.-- J ) J "7 jf!o .-;-(> 
p' .. 
- ~ ( <+£) i .~ 
-
(where a is 0-1'\ r;t.nde.rer,vi; n ~J parameter of .· order unity) 
E1 -::. f -l ?I ( l+'C) A£ 
'D 
f". I ::;, £'_ + 2.?t{HE)'l-_4 
'P 
c/ 
-
A ~ £ L\ 
1>' =-- 1) A .D t 
vii .,:_ w -~ ~I 
These may be written as scaling equations. 
o\ E 
-.:::',. (l.{-C) ~ .£ + o(~),_ 
- p o.U'IJ> t) 
d[ 2.(Jff_)lf . o(~\'l. 
J[;D - D + 15) 
J6. 
f, 6 + 0 (ft) -ctl..ti\D 
d f the Kondo model (Anderson, These. equations were first develope or 
Yuval and Hamann (1970)), generalised to 
-+ -+ + - S-S+) 
spin,( J s.s+ Jzszsz + ~+"(s s + . 
anistropic coupling to the 
The correspondence to 
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(6.2.19) 
(6 . 2.20) 
(6.2.21) 
(6. 2. 22) 
the . 1 ' f' d by Armytage (1973), is Anderson-Yuval-Hamann equations, c ari ie . 
!= (~ (~)2·(, --j--kt~l~)) 2. ~ ~tf't(t -¥)'L 
w 7- · ( l ,.. ff, {-(1.,V\4 ( rr-fl')) 7.. rJ 2 ( I +- -;]1:) i. 
lt-£. l~ - (6 .2.23) 
22 ) d ding in powers of J Translating (6 . 2 . an expan 
t1"J?.f ~ (r-1:-f).,__ +Jt:Y2P)L:Jif)1.)+ c)(J"f) it 
f !i_~ "' ~ )(l:1/) + J... ();,f) (o~r ) i + p i.z:tf)' H(JfJ4 (6. 2. u.i 
t!Lv..'J> W/lfD d n is an undetermined parameter ~ is the cutoff parameter , an 1 . 
I · I terms in the expansion. In the isotropic Kondo arising from i-j =3 
t e'erve the symmetry problem, underlying Ward-like identities mus pr s 
even though this symmetry is no longer manifest in the 
.J+=Jz' 
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partition function (6.2 . 8), 
a = 1 ° = !t; (+O (J - J ) ) , µ z + 
This allows the identificat ion 
, so the two · e qu a tions become identicai , 
and for the .isotropic Kondo model: }~t =- C--; p) 1 +- t (:rp )1 + D C~pJ 4 (6.2.25) 
which as pointed out earlier is completely sufficient to determine the 
1 
form of the universal parameter TK = D( I Jp I / 2exp (_1/._Jp) in t he weak:..,. coupling 
limit. 
For small t,,./-W , the s cali11g equations (6 . 2 . 22) . cah be integrated ; E==O 
is a 1 fi21.:ed point', and_ the 'scaling tra jectories' in the (£/1/D) plane a r e : 
d 6iD-
d£ 
--=-:'/A:::::-
D 
~ - I) . -r CJ { .6/1>) 
,z o+ e) '-
.....L.· + .{ Lh" 6trE,J)-+ ~"'s+O--V\t-
_1+-E. ,,_ . 
'.i'he scaling trajectories as D decr·eases are shown in Fig, (6,3). 11/D 
a line of , fixed points, stable for E>l, unstable for E<l. 
(6 . 2.26) 
0 is 
An important fea~ure is the_ Kondo trajectory_, going through the fixed 
point at 6/D = O_, £ = 1, which divides stable from unstable fixed points. · 
This is the reason the Kondo model shows 'margina l' behaviour (in the 
jargon of RG theory (Wilson (197 5)). The FM trajectory ends at the l/D = 0 
fixed point, but the AFM trajectory moves away , corresponding to a 'phase 
transi tion ' at T = 0, J = O. E = -1 represents a trivially soluble 
model as the logarithmic terms vanish. The t = 0 line is the line 
of soluble resonant level (RL) mo dels, for which an e xact solution 
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exists for finite 6 /D. 
For£ smallf positive, the trajectory passes through the.line 
of RL models at£ =0 while b /D is ·still sma ll . It would seem 
a t fi rs t sight that thi s is a case that can be solved by scaling 
to the RL mode 1. If this program is naive ly carried out, 
using t he lowest order te rms of the scaling equations (6.2.22) , 
and the "trajectory shown in Fig. 
""~/:c 
0 
( 0 JA.i > 1),.; E,) 
(~ov..u,b_.) 
(6 .4 ) , an incorrect answer is 
Fig. (6 . 4) . 
Attempted solution 
of the
€ small, posi-
tive problem by scal-
ing to the soluble 
RL (c =O) model. 
obtained. The reason f or this can be seen by examining the 
undetermined higher orde r terms of the sc~ling equations: over 
much of the trajectory D/D is of the same order of magnitude as 
€, and it is inconsistent to neglect terms of order (D-/D) 2 while 
r e taining those of order (E..t./I5") - yet if al l such te rms are 
neglected , the scaling equations assume their E= 0 f orm and the 
s caling program cannot be carried out. 
Although scaling to the RL model is thus not possible , 
scaling invariants (similar to TK for the Kondo model) can be 
identified in the weak hybridisation limit . Forl ~/D '-'- 1, 
dc/d ( l nD ) '!:! 0 and £. is one of the scal i nq invariants. The 
other scaling equation d~/d(lnD) = f..6..can then be integrated to 
give 6/DE. as another invariant. Taking a combination of t he 
two with the dimensions of energy, the most convenient choice 
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for the second invariant is cl (b.,E.,D ) = A (D/D ) E../l-:;c.. 
Physi ca l properties of the model , which has three parameters 
6.,D, a_nd £., can, in theb/D <'..<'..l limit, be expressed solely in terms 
of the two invariants A* and[. In particular, on dimensional 
grounds, th-e zero tempera ture susceptibility must b e given by 
'J {T=c) 
where F ( E..) is an unknown function of ~, 
(6.2,27) 
the scaling 
trajectories show continuity of behaviour. . Th'2- uvd<l'IW\lh ~V\c.hovi 
P(E'..) is thus analytic, and can be e xpanded as a power series 
in 
The precise value of D CQn be obtained through comp~rison with 
perturbation theory in g : from ( 6 • 2 • 7 ) 
and, as 
L,,{1 
A 7 D 
~if lw f(w) /(vJ '-+-c/-) 
in the 'phonon' case 
. I Cf' 
·x (i::::o) -=. -1 e~p 3 2 µw ffvJ) w ~ G.J"l..+~ 'l-
(6.2.29; 
(6.2.30) 
A description of the temperature dependence of physical properties may 
also be deduced from the scaling theoryo At finite temperatures, the scaling 
equations are only valid when the effective bandwidth Dis larger than T. 
The equilibrium properties of the system at temperature Tare determined by 
real physical processes involving conduction band states with energies of 
order T~ Higher eoergy conduction band states are only excited in virtual 
processes, and he nce their only effect is to renormalise the low energy 
effective couplings. Thus thermodynamic properties of the system may be 
described in terms of t emperature dependent effective couplings de fined 
by us i ng the scal i ng equations to scale the bandwidth down to T. In the 
~tt--
probl em a t ha nd, t his gives a t emperature dependent ~ ' ( T): 
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• 
(6 .. 2.31) . 
eff 
As the temperature is reduced., 6 (T) changesa At high T> the physics is 
(~ 
controll e d by T, and ~ is irrelevant. 6. * has a simple interpretation 
as the cro s sover temperature T= LSS{CT) = .A below wh.i.ch the thermal fluctuatio ns 
become irrelevant compared to those induced by the hybridisation. BelmLI the 
crossover 
. . eff( ) ~ there , is no furthe r- renormal1sat1.onsi and ~ T = A is constant; 
properties in this low temperature regime are essentially temperature independento 
~his sca l ing process and eventual crossover as a function of temperature is shown 
The crossover temperature goes to zero as ~ goes to 1; 
.. 
................ . e:s: 
... ~ 
• • • J.;:;J 
.· / 
/ 
1, / 
%'' ti' / 
/ 
0 ·----... -,.-.- ... -... --- - - - --ia-~ A 
Figo (6 t 5) . Renorrnali sation of 6.eff i n the temperature range 
wh§re _fa~ _is __ the i;:1:onsotJer ternpei~ature ltJhe:re /;}ff(T).:: T , 
D 
,• 
.. 
..,:"'",.- - ---... -----,-. ··-.-:-·-~---.. -:.--~~-. ------··------------------
for E) 1, there is no crossover and b. e.ff /o -} 0 as T ·7 o, so the susceptib-
ility di ve r ges as T- 1 with th e oame coefficient a~: the free orbital (ty::: O). 
··· This may be seen mo r e clearly by noting that the high tempe i~ atu r e (T >? At#) 
expansion for t he suscepti bility derived from· h~ p~r tition functio n (6 . 2. 8) 
wi l l t ake the f orm 
.. . . ) 
'1 
.· · . .-.·.·.·····:· :-.·.·. _._. · .. _ .. · ... _.-.·-:-:•.·.··-.. ·.·.· -.·.·.·-:-·,:. ·.· .. ··· ·.· .. ·.· .. -... -.. ·.· : :-:·:-.-.·· .·.·.· .· ·---~·:.· ._.-. ·._-_ ·:.·:.·::. ·.·· .. _.·.· ·:.·. 
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f o r the seco:n.d i nvari a nt is t1' (A,E..., D) = A (D/D) €../1 -::c.. 
Physi c al p roperties of the mode l, which has three paramet ers 
L\, D , and £, can , in the b/D/~ l limit, be ex d 1 1 ~ pres se so e y i n te:rms 
of the t wo inv ari a nts A* and [. In particular, o n dime n s ional 
grounds , t h .e. zero temperature susce ptibility must be given by 
,X {T::o) 
where F ( E..) is an unknown function of t:.. , 
( 6. 2. 27) 
the scaling 
trajectorie s show continuity of behaviour. . Th12. UI'\ knavvh ~l'\Ulol'\ 
F(~ ) is thus a na l y tic, and can be e xpanded · as a power series 
in E • For E=O, ')( (T=O) = (r,f;;:,.*) -l, so for . 'c ~ D 
. ?( {T=o) ~ ,t ( %_)-€ =- Ti~ e,~ p - f.. LA~l t>) 
The precise value of D CQn be obtained through comp~rison with 
pe r turbation the ory in 
a n d, as 
L" '{/! A..:;, o 
g : from ( 6. 2 . 7) 
~ 2-/d.~w f(w) /( <.,./I--f- c ,_) (6.2.2 9) 
(6 . 2 . 30) 
A description of the temperature dependence of physical propertie s may 
also be deduced from t he scaling t heory . At f inite temperatures, t he scali ng 
.. 
6/T) 
\1>1 
E: 
/\ eff ) As the temperature is reduced,~ (T changese 
165 
• (6~2.31) . 
At high T, the physics is 
t(jf * 
controlled by T, and 6 is irre levant. 6, has a simple interpr.etation 
as the crossov8r temperature T= djf er) = A below wh:i eh th e t hermal fl uctuations 
become irrelevant compared to those induced by the hybridisation. Below the 
f " ~ 
there , is no furthe r- renormalis8tioni, and D,.8 r (T) = A crossover i s constant ; 
properties in this low temperature regime are essentially t emperature indepe nde nt. 
1his scaling process and eventual crossover as a fu nction of temperature i s sh ow n 
in The crossover temperature goes to zero as ~ goes t o 1; 
.. 
0 A 
'" / 
~~'' / 
\? 
/ 
Figo (6.5). Renorrnalisation of ~eff in the temperature range 
whgre _plt j.s __ the crossover tempei'ature 1tJhe:re t:}ff(T):: T . 
,• 
.. 
equa t i ons are only valid when th e eff ective bandwidth Di s larger th an T. 
The equilibrium properties of t he sy s tem a t temperature Tare determined by 
real physical processes i nvolvi ng conduction band states with energies of 
order T. Higher energy conduction ba nd s tates are only excited in virtual ..,.:, .... --·---.... ---...,.. ~ ... ~-~....;~·-~----.-. :T-----------------------
processes, and hence t heir only effect is to re no rmalise t he low energy 
effective couplings. Thus thermodynamic properties of the system may be 
described in ter~s of tempe~ture dependent effective couplings defined 
by using the scaling equations to scale the bandwidth down to T. In the 
~st 
probJ.ern at. hand, this gives a ternperat• re dependent fs:. (T): 
··~-
-.. 
c" · "'nd x eff/o -~ D as for ,, 1, there is no crossover ~ u , T 7 o, so the susceptib-
ility diverges as T-1 with the 3arne coefficient as the free orbital (be 0). 
:· This may be seen mo re clearly by noting that the high temperatm'e (T >? Atlf) 
expansion for the susceptibility derived from· hi p~rtition function (6.2.8) 
will take the form 
.... ) { 6 .. 2. 32) 
/ 
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• The c o r rec tion te rm va nishe s as T ~ D when E) 1 ~ 
. ~ 
In th e marginal cee e . [ = 1, 
the correction term stays constant, implying a Curie law wi th a raduc ed coefficient • , 
how e ve r the higher or der terms of the scaling equation s e \/entually c ause 4 /o to 
increase , as can be see ~ f r om the scaling t r ajec tories in Fig . ( 6.3 ) , and this 
Curie law i s quenched below some characteristic temp eratu r e th a t vani shes 
exponen t.tal l y as 1::./o go~s t o zero . 
Finally, t he problem of the RL model coupled to Tomonaga-bosons 
can be put in- the context of the family of models where the boson spectral 
density f(w) - wd as w + O. Ford> 1, the small lJ. limit becomes a 
renormalised (unscreened) RL mode l . d = l is the Tomonaga case _treated 
above . 
with 
For d . < 1, the boson propagators dominate the long time behavi~ur, 
-(1td) 
an x · · dependen ce . The system will order (i.e., X + oo) below 
' some _finite temperature Tc As d + 1, T + 0, and at d = C 1, whether or 
As d+ 0, 
not the Gystem orders depends on the coupling constant£, 
Tc +oo ~ the effect ive level shift C ( =- Jciwf (w) /w ) diverges , and mean-
field theory becomes exact. 
Tc 
fi'l~OJ'\·{1tl& 
~ "f P~ ct-
(_ lto ~cttl.~ ~'. 
T /d) is shown schematically in Fig. (6 .6)., 
.t..::-4 Rei-totwtJ.i.te~ -7 
IU .. Mockl·. 
. i 
- . .J..-
Fig. (6 .G ). 
(Schem1;1:tic . ) 
, . , .r . . 
_Ordering temp-:-
erature' tc, bel~w 
which X = 00 , as a 
function of the 
boson infra-red 
exp9nent d. , 
(f(w) - wd). 
6.3 Scaling Equations for the Asymmetric Regime of the Anderson Model 
The sca ling procedures just describ.ed will now be applied to the 
asymme t ri c regime of the Anderson model. Recalli'ng (5 r 1•1 ) .:,• . ) 
(6.3.2) 
and using 
. ' 
-
- ([+'6) N (6.3 . 3) 
t he partition funct ion becomes 
f
0
-:. ~ (/3'1111(/~ ) A (1-4-'J (rA-cf-1))) ~ e_K-f - [J 
.. 
X ( l +- ;\ "1J {£--+·l(SO'"~G",)f-1/-J~{~w'IJ"J)(,-~1) \ L~ J 
- ) (6.3,4) 
As before , the dominant correction terms come from adding pairs 
with I i-j I =l, andnow a =a. i j 
D 
This can be done in four ways 
(cl) 
(Fig. (6 .7)) : 
Fig, (6 .7 ). 
- The four types 
of Ji-jf "" 1 
correction 
terms generated 
by scaling . 
The correction factor becomes Kl-t-1 ( rP) 
(f, ~Aw) ::i C£+ ¥) 'Z (z .. r, s.,,.-..) p.~ f µ ~t1) t~? 1 · ~ [ ]-~ ~~e.n old :i<-1. 0 ~TIW jWW M I -
[ J ~ - f (f+cr~)tutx (6.3.5) 
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Repeating the manipu l ations of the previ·ous section, the correction 
f a ctor be comes : 
(/l 
Ctp 2-~?, (f+'t) ft. f ~C".>) J'tr 
(J 
(;Cl 1:/l' 
X t)( I) .,_ rs A (€+'Ii') ~ '-TTW r ~ ll.j) J 'et + i E f 9{'.l) ~ J~ \Zt1/;\ c. 1riw C O O d/ \. 
x (2.><1 + f ~ (f+~) A (- H f ;,,,>'aJY} L, (-IJ~tc. 
1Jl. i'I/ 0 (,. 
. 'if> •• 
'\( ~ r ~ c f-1-1() : i.w r I ~ 3c1) J y ) • < 2. El!>€'rt) +<I£;,-•'.)) t r j 1 h" p '.J Sr"ii'~·Y;V 
( 6 .3 ,6) 
On repla cing thi s correct i on factor (6 . 3 .'6) i n the expression (6 •3 . 4) fo r 
Z, a n ew Z of the s ame fo r m a s befo re (except f or a ground s t a t e energy 
shif t ) is obtained . The transfo r mat i on is 
W' ..-!'i. . 7 W -\-, 'it \t.J 
~/ ~ A + ?i (£+!-1) ~ 
. ~ ; , .=: Z:. -t z ?I t ( =/i,. [ ':l ~l~J d Y) { f+ ~) (3 Wt) 
0 i + 1) ~ (-l-a..f"~ 6i£~;dy) (£~) {) 
I W flo J w 
f=- --=;, £ ~ ( f + 21) P.. ( - 3 E .i. [ ~~c~.iy + \;:I [ ~c')) ii r) 
tf ' ~ H ( w . tri. ~ rr t> ~ t\ l+"G) t, (1-i J.a./" '{')JJy) I • 
and the scal ing equations are 11 o ~ (6.3.7) 
J~ 
Jt;°b 
d €. :;; 
~}) 
dt:: 
; ~ ~ I!. (ir+2r) 1S' 
dlL\l) D 
Ju-.1) ~ ._~(£+o)~ +3(£+o)6£= , dJ-!:: ..!.{f-n)AH 7f i t>" .) cALltt> :;... t> . .(6. 3. 8) 
where O(.is an undetermined factor of order unity, arising from the precise 
~ 
structure of 9 (X..) : o( ~j9(y)Jy, 
For £ + Y < 2·, the fi/D = 0 fixed point is unstable and reducing D 
results in scaling to larger fi/D. ·s· · ·t· 11 ~ 
, 1.nce 1.111. 1.a y u =1, and the X-ray 
. exponent f is strictly limited b.y the Fri~del sum rule to -1 <. ~ C... 1, r" 
the initial V3lues £+cS' satisfy 
seen from ( 6. 3. 8) to reduce f._..+-)! 
?.._') c. +"6 > l1; subsequent scaling may be 
even more below the upper limit 0 r 2~ 
scaling is thus always away from the 6/o = D fixed point. 
In the Limit D. (l o, f. and -0 are not re normalised, and the scaling 
equations (6.3.8 ) become: 
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a ( 6.3.9) 
( 6.,3.10) 
(6.3.11) --
,..J ~ (E) is a postive constant of order unity that cannot be obtained within the 
"sp ace-time" scaling me thod. Note the new behaviour of these scaling equations 
compared to those of the resonant lev~l model (6 . 2.22): the level parameter E 
i s strongly scaled upwards as the bandwidth is reduced. 
The occu.rence of an important undetermined constant in ( 6. 3.11) is unsatis-
factory; fortunately this problem can be resolved using the alternative "poor 
man's" approach to derive the scaling equations. 
The effect of states near the high energy cutoff i9 mainly to renormalise 
the bare states / 0) and f 1 a) of the impurity orbital. If the cutoff 
is reduced this renorrnalisation must be taken into account. Suppose that 
D,( w) r:J O except in the cutoff region / 1.JJ/ .!::' D and /:::,. (W') = D. The scaling 
procedure is to div.tde f,.(W) into (b~..f~) t,,l)] - {jw Di//c.,)] , where )i is 
positive and infinitesimal. The second term - ::\t.Jtf/w) (which is pos:i.tive ) 
is t hat ~art of ~he spectral density b(~) representing those high energy 
particle and hole states that are to be integra~ed out, leaving a residual 
sp ectral density A~H-/1)'-J) of the same .f.9!!!!., but reduced in _scale, so that 
the cutoff parameter is nm,; (1-~D, iee., dlnD = -?. • 
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The high energy particle states to be integrated out will be labelled 
+ 
- fo ) states ck-;11cr) by k ' and the hole states by k • hybridises with 
and I 1cr) with et+~ 1 o) ; th e important di fferencs is tha t becau se of the 
free sp.i n label C" there are twice~_a ny states available for I b> to 
hybridise 111i th. By first order perturbation theory, the renormalisations are: 
* lo'>--= I o ') -2 VKJ. C,c / Irr) 
K=k' ~ I £,J + f:1- E.o If" ) 
I I V~\'2. fo :: t. - ~ ---
1(:::-1{-G'" 1£~1 t£ 1- f.a ) 
(6.3.13) 
1·1 1) 
-;:- \ I r-) 
-z V,c.J :t . ck, I a) K=k,+ lf.f..lt-f('- E1 ( 6. 3. 14) 
ri' -:. [, z I V~ lt 
K:k+ ( £ic,l + £0 - 6 J (6.3.1 !3) 
Becau se (6 .3. 13) involves a 
by twice as much as E1• E 
sum over spin, while (6 e3. 15) does not, E0 is reduced 
is given by E1- E0; thus the scaling equation for Ed 
is ( f t:P I 
'jf- clw /i IW) • 
0 
df, 
-dLriD 
Since t/,,.,,) !::: O unless w~o )) I Ed I : 
·--
-Alo) 
1f t-
.;... 
o ((6 t A) l.) ( D >> I r;J ~ r). 
Th i s scal i ng equati on hold s for l Ed l (( D ar.d also T <( o, a s th is was implicitlY 
a ssumed in (6 . 3~12-15)° ·• 
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The hi gher orde r terms are cutoff.::.Q_?penrlent in they depend on the function b,( c.,.>) 
i n the cutoff r e g:i.on /01-:: D; this s hould be contrasted with the non-trivi&l 
lowest order t erm, whiC.h dep1?-nds only on the value of /J{t&..l ) at the Fermi level. 
The s caling equa tion for ~ (D) follows · frorn the renorrnalisation of the matrix 
element Vkd,, 111h ere t k = O: 
I V r..<t = 
Apart from small cutoff dependent termsj Vkd is essentially unrenormalised. 
The scaling equation for ~ ( O) is: 
. I..;) o(f·. 
Essenti9l ly similar equations, but in what is perhaps a less transparent form, 
have r_ecently been independently obtained by Jefferson ( '1977), using a related 
technique. 
So far, (6.3.17,19) ar e the scaling equations for an unscreened Anderson 
model. The effect of the bosons is easily taken into account; since the boson 
(Tomonaga) boson bandwidth was identified with the el ectronic one, both must 
be scaled together. This is also true for arbitrary bosons , or any other 
field that the el e6trons ar e coupled to, if the effects of scaling are to 
be identified with the effects of lowe r ing the temperature, as in the last 
s ec tion. Since the l evel shi fts as sociated with t he bosons have been ab s orb8d 
into th e defini tio n of E, and as these shifts ar e i ndepe nde n t of t empe rotur e , 
E is unrenorrnalised by the bosons. However, th ere is renormelisation of A 
~ I 
which is reduced by a factor of the ovetlap ef the coherent ground slati•s of 
t he bosons in the cutoff r og ion,appropriate t o each valence ( !ea. (S. 5.7)) ~ 
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Thus ~ is renormalised as 
-
- 1::. "-'<P -(~>/d !>J 
6 ·+ L\ f co) cl LV\]) 
-]) 
f (i>) 6 
-1) 
( 6. 3. 20) 
The scaling equation ( 6.3.10 ) i s recove red since for Tornonaga bosons f(W) in 
given by {3.4o4) as 
€W. 
Th e 11poor 1 man 1 s 11 type of me thod thus giv es the same scaling equa tions as 
the "space-time 11 met.hod, wi th the additional advantage that the u nknou;n posi ti 11e ,-J 
constant ~10of (6.3.11) is precisely identified as unity, independent of£ , 
in (6.3.17). The space-Ume method1 as presented, is more rigo r ous in deriving 
the scaling e:;quation for b. due to electronic screenin~~, a~1 tho p_a1:tition 
function expansion (s.s.14) is valid for arbitrary X-rey oxpo nen t, inclujing 
negative f, while the derivation via the TomonagA boson representa tion is 
only valid for £ small and positive. A direct "poor man 1 s 11 dc;irivation 
using an explicitly electronic representation of sc reening proceeses could 
no doubt be easily constructed using a diagrammatic method. 
17j 
In the last section the scaling equations l!Jere derived ; fo,. 1> >)b..>\£\ 
dE 
-d~]) (6.4.1) 
These will first be analysed in the original case without screening by electrons 
or coupling to bosons, £ and f(w) zero. In that case ., 6. is unrenormalised 
t A C..( 1) · ., and is one of the scaling in_v_ari.ant.~. by scaling in the limi · ~ - _ 
The other invariant is easily obtained by integrating (6e4.1): 
~(t>) 
-
-
(6.~ .• 4) 
where the initialJ) or "bare" values of E and Dare denoted by Ed and w, to 
make contact with th2 notation of section 5.3. The scaling property of the 
model implies thst for T, · f.d and ~ much less than w, the physical properties 
of the model can be described solely in te rms of the two scaling invariants, 
A * conveniently chosen as u and Ed, where 
(6.4.6) 
instead of the three bare parameters Ed, 6 and w. This "universality" is 
s,.m1 ar 
-
· ·1 to that found in the Kondo model where the low tempcrature,weak coupling 
propertiss depend only on TKs rather than J and D. 
In line with the discussion of section 662/he propertie s at temperature r 
may be described in terms of temperature dependent effective parameters obtai ned 
by treati ng the renormalising effectt of. vitual e~titations of conduction 
band states 1.1ii th energies in the r ange T l <.:. I. W through scaling the bandwid th 
down to the order of T. lhus this problem is characterised by a temperature 
dependent effecti ve energy level E(T): 
E (T) -· ( A \ f.\ l-' T) 
J (6.4.7) 
Th i.B relation is only vali d as far as the scaling equations are val id , i.e., fo r 
T (==D) ')') l E J J~ • · This form for E(T) could almost have been guessed by 
examining the perturbation expansion (5.3.15) ; the first few terms co~firm very 
di:ra.ctl y that all the anomalous logarithmic t erms can be abso rbed into the 
effective level parameter E(T) given above. ?((T) then has the form: 
')( (1) -=-
E(D) 
-r; · doublet 
E-~-
j 
----·---------
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Fig. (6.B)o 
Scaling trajectories E(D) , 
ending at cros sovers (b roken 
lines) to a <nd) ~ 0 singlet 
regime for Ed~- >> P. , to a 
(nd)?!5 1 doubf:et local moment 
regime for Ed" .. << -· 6. , and td,('I.: 
mixed valence Fe*rni liquid 
regime for I Ed I :f. !::,. • 
(6.4.10) 
where a is a number of order unity character ising the scaling in the non-
(6.4.e) universal crossover region. If the scaling is i nterpreted as the process 
·1 ff· · t In general, it may be expected that tuh ere A and 8 are . unJversa co e icie-n s . 
~-
the fitting of hi gher order te rms requires a general ised form for Ed in (6.4.7): 
W(A.).:: V.J-r D(A) 
The non-Auniv £n· sal expansion W(b) plays the same role as D(Jf) in the Kondo 
model (Wilson (1975)). 
The scaling trajectories E(O) are shown in Fig . (6. 8) • For Ed~-.>) 6 
sct~!ing breaks down when E(D) c::'.. D, ··and ' there' i s a crossover to the regime 
E >> o, in u1hich the charge fluctuation processes are frozen out, <nc? C: o, 
and there is no further renormalisation of E, which tends to the constant 
·X· 
value T, given by 
' 
of reducing the temperature, then the crossover behaviour is associated with 
a cutoff function related to the Fermi function, ra ther than the physical 
~-(band~structure dependent) high energy cutoff; T is thus the crossover 
temperature for freezing out charge fluctuation processes, and a J.2. ' ·.a 
universa l number that will later be. determined by an examination cif the 
perturbation series of section (5 o3) . 
* -For Ed .{".(- b. , scaling breaks down ~1hsn E(D) ·- - D, and there is a 
crossover to the regime E ~~ - 0 in which charge fluctuation procesees are 
again frozen out and nolt1 (nd')"':: 1. In this regime the Schrieffe r-Wol ff 
transformation is valid, and the system becomes a Kondo systemo The 
('V 
limiting value of E and the crossover· ten;perature T - -E(D <'.'.< -E) 
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is given by: 
rJ 
-T 
~ is a number similar to a in (6.4 el0 that characterises t he crossover region. 
Applying the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, one obtains: 
Unlike the Kondo case, conv ergent perturbation expansions are available both 
above (5. 3. 15) and below (5.3.1 6~ 22) t~e crossovers, and the crossover 
constants a,;, and c may be obtained by detailed examination of the limiting 
forms of perturbation theory, without the necessity of recourse to numerical 
1 ~.., ( I 
.) 
])-eJf (6.4.12) met.hods • 
This implies a Kondo temp eratµre of 
(6.4.13) 
where c is a crossover.-depende~t constant; in terms of bare pararrmt£-) t'S this is 
( 6.4.14) 
in agroement with the previously deduced form (5.3;:n). 
·lf-
In the intervening region [ Ed \ ~ /:). ., scaling ~re aks down when O'::::' t.,.. , 
and the crossover is to a mixed·valent Fermi liquid regime with a characteristic 
valence fluctuation temperature of 6 .. -),< Note that as the parameter Ed is 
raised, and tl,e low t emperature character change s from a Kondo Fermi liquid to 
a mixed valence Fermi ~iquid, TK approaches the upper limit of /). • Thus 
the cri terio r. for the existence of a low temperature Ko ndo regime is T K / b. <<'.. 1, 
in accordance with the picture of the Kondo sta t e described in section(2.6). 
The crossover constants a, _a, and c in (6 . 4.10 , 11,13) tha t .. reiate the 
~rcperties of the asymmetric Anderson model at temperatures below the relevant 
crossover to tho se at t~mp eratures above the crossover are anal ogous to Wilson's 
number 0•103 that rel ates the low temperature properties ( i.e. , ')'(T=O ) : 
0 • 103/T K) of the Kondo model to the propertie s at \ << T «: o, whe re t he 
perturba~ion expansion used to preci s ely defjne Tk is e.onverge nt. 
-¥.· 
In the case Ed ':>) .6. , below the crossover that freezes cut fluctuations 
to nd = 1 statest the susceptibility may be written as 
Expanding this as a power series in A hy iterating ( 6.ti.10): 
-1- o C l::l "- ) ) (6.4.16) 
Comparing this with the expansion (5.3o 21 ) for the zero temperature suscepti-
bility of the asymmetric limit of the infinite bandwidth Anderson model, one 
can make the identification: 
ln W - U1 Cl. ; 
but through comparison of the high temperatur e series (5 ~3~13, 15): 
(i., iJ 
-=- -~ll + lt-1 & J... (. . • yr (6.4.18) 
Thus it is found that: 
~. - 1-~p (<£+~; 1f (6 .4.19 ) 
Though this value has been ob tained through examination of the particular 
asymmetric Anderson model obtained by taking the U ~ Qi) li.mi t of the infini te 
band1.didth And8rson rnodel , it is a uni1~~.!. number independent of the pt;rticulor 
cutoff structure of the asymmetric model, details of wh i ch onl y enter through 
·)~ 
the quantity Ed. 
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In the othe r limit£, L(. -b the susceptibility may be written as 0 
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+ + (6,4,20) 
Expanding the -Pauli term as a power series in /:l by iterating (6,4,11): 
.A 2. ( I +- ~ l~ a [~ · + o r c:l·) ) 
4 lTf.J " 1rGJ w 
Comparing thi s with (5.3.20), one finds that-;= a, ·as given by (6.4,19)
0 
Compari ng the Kondo temperature (6 .4, 14) u1ith (5.3,18), one finds 
(a) 1/5 
1/s -
0 
.-s--rnixed __ ~ ~- nd ~ 2;3--:i,. q..nd ~ 1 valence 
Fig. (6.9) (schematic). 
Temperature dependence of 
the effective Curie constant 
* TX for (a) Ed ">>A; 
(b(i,ii,iii )) Ed.,.-~ AJ 0 1-l::i. ; 
-l(- . (c) Ed <( -6. , showing 
(6.4,22) 
(b) 
TX 
l/4 
crossovers between regimes 
with effective four.fold 
(TK~ 1/s).,, triplet (Tf~ 1/6) 
doublet ("l"A~ 1/4) and singlet 
(Ti\~ O) degeneracy. At lotu 
temperatures there is a 
A complete description of the behaviour of the Anderson model susceptibil ity 
as a function of temperature can now be given. In Fig ~ (6.9) the effective 
Curie constant Ti is plotted as a function of temperature in various limit s 
-), 
of Ed in the asymmetric Anderson mode!. At high temperatures, T;( tends to 
the valu e 1/B, characteristic of effective fourfold degeneracy of the impurity; 
as T is reduced below u, charge fluctuations to the nd = 2 states are frozen out, 
end Tltends to the value 1/6, characteristic of the threefold deg~nerate 
asymmetric limitQ At and below this temperature, the behaviour depends only 
-)(-
on the scaling invariant Ed. 
over t'.1-'f T!::' T; >)AJ where charge fluctuations to the nd=1 states are frozen out 
and the impurity becomes effectively non- degenerate; TX falls towards zero, 
finally becoming linear below some temperature TFL' when the model shows tho 
temperature independent Pauli ·susceptiblity characteristic of a Fermi liquid. 
* If lEd t~LJ) TI\ stays at the asymmetric value of 1/6 till a temperature of 
order A when the system crosses over directly into a mixed valence Fermi 
liquid without freezing out charge fluctuations. The behaviour in the 
* croseovQr region depends sens i tively on t he value Ed /A as s hown in 
-)(- * Fig.(fi.9b)- (i) E ~ ~ ; ( ii) Ed !.:' 0 
d 
·X-
; (iii) Ed ~ -b. 
(c) 
1/s 
1/s 
0 
TX 4--nd ~ 1-~ <a--nd ~ 2f3--4>~nd ~ 1 
l/4 
1/6 -
1/8 
C 
[__L __ __i _ _ -::· ~' ·-----0---'--
rv 
0 T u T 
Fermi liquid regime whe:r.8 T7( 
is linear in T. Note that 
* r> A • d' t . u, T, T, ~ ~~~ ~!Kin 1ca ·e 
different energy scales, and 
may differ by many orders of 
magnitude. 
* at T , >)A , where fluctuations to In the lirni t Ed (.'.-6, there is a crossover 
o are frozen out, and the system behaves like a S=-t local the states nd = 
mom ent. T tt rises towards its maximum value of+, characteristic of twofold 
degeneracy. t T ,l.l. h • the local moment is Finally , at a Kondo tempera -ure K , 
quenched, and the sys tem crosses over into a Fermi liquid regi~eo 
The corresponding plot of T X for the symmetric ( Ed == -tu) model is 
Fig . (6 0 ~0 ·) , and shows a local rnom8nt regime for shbwn for comparison in -
Numerical calculations of T 'X aro avail able ( Krishna-murthy et al., 
and l·.11ustrate this behaviour, thoug h they are rather incomplete ( 1975, 1977)), 
in the asy~metric case . 
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(a) ~ I A>> u 
Va L-:----·-------·--...--
0 -r---~ 
A T 
T7( 
fig. (6.,10) (schematic). 
Temperature dependence of 
the effective Curie constan 
T ?( for the .§Y,mmetr}:..£ 
Anderson model, showing tho 
existence of a local moment ( rx = t) 1'8 \()i.me when 
• 
t?/ . 
I, . 
'9/ 
• / 
• 
. . .. " 
•• 
• 
f/4 u >)6 .. 
(b) 
l/8 U>>A 
0 --··1. 
'l< 6 u T A(D) • d · at the mixed valence Fermi Fig 0 (6 .11 ). Scaling traject~ries • en 1ng 
,'I"\'\ ea!':. "' of -screeninq_ with posi tiye or negative U.qt: id crossover D :.:! A w,4 in the - = 
X-ray - exponent E,. , and phonon coupling. 
-
The discussion of the unscreened Anderson model scaling equations is 
or 
easily generalised to include the effects of screening and coupling to phonons, 
where L\is also renormaJ..ised, and the scaling equations (6 .ti. 2,3) must also 
tP 
~ erp -p~ f5: -
- (b oJs"' C.Oup/,•tj) 
(6.4:.24) 
be integrated. The details of the configurational crossover at low temperatures In the case of screening, there are still ~sidual low frequency response modes, 
temperature s as the bare parameter Ed .is raised is essentially similar, and is 
of little intere~t. The interesting case is the effect of screening etco, on 
the properties of the mixed valence Fermi liquid obtained when the scaling 
laws break down at the crossover line D "::! 6. 
in the generalisation of Fig. 
(6 . 8) e 
·The scaling trajectories A(D) are shown in Fig.(6.11). The 
:.renermalisation due to electronic screening stops at crossover to a Fermi liquid 
with a valence fluctuation temper ature 
c r ossover: 
b (D) 
-- £. 
D 
L\ 
-V1 E..-, 
l::, • flt:;) (;/t-'i. 
T f given I/ . . by the value of ~ at th~ 
( 6.4 . 23) 
* with frequencies less than the valence fluctuation temperature T vf .= A that 
have not yet been taken into account; the mean field treatment of chapter four 
is the appropriate one here. The possibility that these residual modes cBuse 
further reduction of the valence fluctuation temperature through the tunnelling 
mechanism described in th a t ch apter must be considered. The relevant criterion 
was 
>> (6.4.2· ) 
Si nce (: is a t most of orde r unity (becau se o f t he Fried8l sum r ule ) , and in 
practise is much smalle r , t his condition cannot be satisfied, and there is no 
further renormalistion of Tvf by the tunnelling mechanism. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION 
(A) Local Moment Regime of the Anderson Model 
(B) The Asymmetric Regime of the Anderson Model 
(C) Effects of Screening and Coupling to Phonons on 
the Mixed Valence State 
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CE..Q_cl usi C2..'l• 
The results of these investigations will be classified into t hree ca tegories: 
(A) Result s on the local moment or Kondo regime of the (non- degenerate ) 
Ande rson model. 
(B) Scaling, crossovers , and mixed valence states in the _as~netric (U )) I Ed~ or 
Anderson model 
(C) Effects of electronic screening and linear coupling to phonons on the 
mixed val e nce state. 
These categories Rre reviewed sep~rately below. 
{A) .Local moment;_ regime of the Anderson model. 
The criterion for the existence of a local moment regime in the Anderson 
model was investigated. The criterion was ide~tified by Schrieffer and 
Wolff as (n \~ 1, but here this has for the first time been e xp licitl y 
d ,~o 
related to the bare parameters of the theory. In agreement with the intuitive 
185 
or 
u. '>) - I= J >> w (7.1.4) 
For -Ed)) W, f.~tl.l) Ed+U should be substituted for -Ed in (7.1.3,4). 
In the particular case ~ ( i,j\ = I::,. (i.e • ., W = 00) the perturbation theory 
in A was found to take a simplified form, and a systematic expansion for the 
susceptibility was developed, which in various asymptotic limits allowed 
non-logarithmic terms of the exp ansion to be explicitly obtained. Using 
Wil son~s definition of the Kondo temperature from the intermediate temperature 
expansion, TK was explicitly found in section 5.3 to be: 
- (7 . 1. 5) 
This previously unrecognised form (though it can easily be understood using 
Picture deriv~d in section 2.6 on the basis of Langreth's Fermi iiquid theorems, t simple arguments about upper at lower effective cu offs, as mentioned at the 
the criterion has been verified by the scaling theory of section 6.4 to be end of section 5.3) is in good agreement with the numerical calculations of 
where, noting that necessarily Ed ( D ( Ed+u, TK (the Kondo temperatu r e) is 
given in variou s limits by 
f'-.J 
-
J (?.1.2) 
~here W is the effective conduction electron bandwi dth ( which may here be 
taken to be infinite without inconsistency, as it is not a relevant 
7. 
parameter when it is large), and ~ refers to the value of 6,(w)==f!Vr.J) $/CJ-fa) 
at the Fe rmi level; if Ed+U >) W .l - Ed , TK is given by: 
rJ 
-
Krishna-mur thy et al. over a wide range of parameters; however the numerical 
constant~ is consistently a factor of about 2•1~ 0 • 1 greater than that found 
numerically. This discrepancy could have three possible origins: 
{i) There may be ~n error in the asymptotic evaluation of the pertur-
bation theory integral in appendix SA, section ( IV). In particular, 
if tr( were in fact given by 
itr e~p (c - 'h.') (7 . 1.6 ) 
{a form that could arise naturally from the rsrturbation expansion) 
the discrepancy would be entirely removed. However, no such 1 
correction has been found despite (highly motivated!) attempts 
to find it. 
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(ii) There could be some systematic . error of a factor of two in Krishna-
murthy's numerical renorma]isation group calculations. 
(111) Since TK for tho .Anderson model was numerically ob tained by fitting 
the low temperature part of the susceptibility curve to Wilson's 
universal Kondo susceptibility curve, it is possible that the 
factor of two is due to an error in Wilson's fit bf TK' defined by 
the intermediate temperature C\ (( T (< D) expansion, to his uni-
versal curve. 
Needless to say, theso three possibilities are arranged in exponentially 
decreasing order of likelihood. 
When the susceptibility expansion for T (( - Ed, Ed+U was evaluated, the 
leading terms reproduced the Kondo susceptibility expansion, with TK as given 
by (7.1.S)e The next leading set of terms was evaluated, and was a series for 
a temperature-independent Pauli susceptibility, not present in the Kondo model, 
that could be identified with residual charge fluctuations to non- magnetic 
states. As Ed departs from its particle-hole symmetric value of ,-tu, TK 
increases, and thus the low temperature Kondo susceptibilty decreases, while · 
the residual charge-fluctuation Pauli term increases. The breakdown of the 
local moment picture when TK ~ fj,, 
comes about because the next-leading 
Pauli terms (which also have logarithmic dependence on a high energy cutoff, 
as seen in section 5.3) become more important than the leading Kondo terms. 
(B) The asymmetric regime of the Anderson r~. 
In strong coupling models where U >)A) lEd\ (or U )) 6) IEd+UI ) , fluctuations 
to one of the two non-magnetic states of the impurity orbital are frozen out 
at temperatures below u. This limit has been described here as the "asymmetric 
limit", and it is found that a per t urbation expansion in powers of A generates 
terms that depend logarithmically on a high enorgy cutoff. The propert ies of 
the model were thus expl?red by ~ theory in section 6.4 and found to be 
* characterised by the two scaling invariants _Ll(O) and Ed = -Ed + .L\/.ijln(W/.6), 
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where W is a high energy cutoff of order U or the conduction bandwidth, whichever 
is the smaller. In principle~ W. is given by W(il), a non-universal regular 
expansion in powers of D. , but the true asymmetric limit implies lil)) A, 
and the value W( 0) may be used. ( The properties of a model with W, ((. /j r11ay be 
trivially obtained by perturbation theory in w; such a model, which might 
perhaps describe a chemisor~ed molecule on a metal surface, i~. not of interest 
in the present context). 
For temperatures T <<.w, the properties of the model 
* are found to be universal functions of~ and Ed 
At intermediate temperatures, the properties are essentially described 
by a broadened, temperature dependent impurity orbital energy level 
Ec1 (T) 
and_ are 
those of a free asymmetric orbital (e.g., T?( = 1/6)~ At 
* lower temperatures, if Ed / A (<. -1, there is a crossover when E/T) !::! -T 
to a local moment regime with \~A exp (TT E;/2 A) • If Ed / A ">'> 1, the crossover-* 
at T " E i T) is to an orbital singlet regime. If on the other hand l E / /. ~ D. , 
the system becomes a i11ixed-~aJ,ence Fermi liquid for T ~ 6. • In all three cases 
the final low temperature state is a Fermi liquid, in line with Langreth's 
theorem. 
Numerical coefficients (analogous to Wilson's number 0•103 for the Kondo 
crossover. 7 j((J=D) = 0•103/\) Hnkir'lg the parameters of the local moment 
and orbital singlet regimes to the asymmetric orbital regime above the: 
crossovers' were obtained by detailed examination of th [1 
perturbation 
expansion of the infinite bandwidth Anderson model in various temperature limit s . 
Since these numbers are universal, they could be. obtained by examination of 
the spP.cial case of the infinite bandwidth model, but ,are val i d for rnodels 
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with arbitrary bandstruc t uie. (The equivalent problem in the Kondo model that 
was solved by Wilson is not as trivial as no v~lid perturbation expansi on 
exi sts below the Kondo temperature) . These details are destribea in section 
(C) Effects of ·-~nin g_.£lnd coupling to phonons on the mixed tialence state. 
The picture that has eme r ged of the mixed valence groun~ state of this 
model is that of a Fermi liquid, characterised by a virtual bound state at the 
Fermi level. The impurity density of states (that is, tha imaginary part of the 
impurity single particle Gre.en' s function ) has a resonance of ' height;' 
(TfA)- 1si n2(! 7T'(n)) , where (n') is the mean valence, and a uJidth characterised 
as a ttvalence fluctuation temperature" Tvf• 
In the "b are" case described above, T vf,...., A , and the resonance contains 
a major fracti on of the total spectral weight of the Green ' s f unction . If 
electr onic sc r eening of valence fluctuations is included in the model, so. 
Fr iedel's sum rule is satisfied in either valence state , Tvf is renormal i sed 
f rom · the "bar e" value. Using the scaling techniques of sec tion 6.4, it was 
found that this renorm~l i sed value is 
(7 . 1. 8) 
tuh 0ire W is the effective conduction bandwidth , and E is the X- ray exponent , 
wh i ch i s cbnstrained by the Fri edel sum r ule : 
~ .. ;l. ~ l, 
1T 
a f~L+l)(r{) =- \ (7.1.9 ) 
Co is the symmetry of the impurity orbital; for a rare earth atom, (
0 
= 3. 
S:foce the conduction band was taken t o be a d-band, the · screening wa s mainly 
attributed to th~ response of thee 2 h 1 d 0 
= c anne s, an G may be estimated as 
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• 
E>t:+D. 1 ; since A /lu cannot physically be less than ·3 10- ( 6 ~ o. 01 eV exp er-
j_m en t ally, and W ~ T F !: a few eV . ) the effe c ts of e l ec tron i c screen i ng , though 
formally inter e sting in th~t it gener ates non- i ntegral power law dependence 
of physical pr oper t i es on f1 , seems not to give rise to any pr actically 
i mpor tant e ff ect . 
The eff ect of a linear coupli~g of the valence flur.tuations to a phonon 
f ield were al so con si dere d. 
,, 
Thi s was fou nd to give rise to si Qnificant effec ts 
if the ove rl ap of the coher ent phonon states appropriate to each valence state 
~Jas: smal l e The effect dep ended on whethe r t he characte ri s tic phonon frequ ency 
. w0 was fa s t or slow compared to the charac teristic P.l ectronic frequency 6, · o 
For l) 0 ),') A the effect was just to renor malise h arni to reduce T vf: 
(7 . 1o10) 
where (a \ b ) is the overlap between the two coherent phonon state s . In the 
other l imi t of slow ph onons , the phohon field can be treate d a s moving in an 
effective po tential control le d by the ad i abatic rep onse of t he elec trons 
to t he instantaneous phonon displacement (Born-Op penheimer app r oximation) . 
I f the coupling i s s t rong enough, this poten t i al may have two degenerate 
mi ni rna , one a s sociated wi th each valence state , and valence mixin g in t he 
ground state i s controlled by the .tunnell ing fr equency of the phonon f i eld . 
The criterion for~thii: i s : 
(7. 1. 11) 
C is essentially a Franck~Condon relaxation energy, and is the, effective 
barrier height between the two minima, while the overlap between t he two ~ohetent 
"ground" states is 
(7.1.12) 
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C • • 
-iince the slow phonon limit is CJi (.( (j, the high barrier condition (7 e 1.11) 
implies en exponentially small overlap (?.1.13). The tunnelling frequency 
\f is given by 
(7.1.13) 
Note that this is independent of /1 . An addi t.i.onal complication in this case 
is that if the phonon-controlled valence fluctuatitins are slow enough, the 
magnetic configuration may have a long enou.gh lifetime for a Kondo effect 
to quench its spin. (i.e., \))Tvf). In this case the width of the Fermi level 
resonance and the Fermi liquid properties will be controlled by TK. If however 
T vf ':;>')._! K' both spin and valence fluctuations will be controlled by \f. This 
coupling of electronic and phonon motion is in many respects analogous to 
the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect, in which an electronic degen~racy is split 
by coupling to phonons. The slow phonon limit was discussed in chapter 4. 
In contrast to the electronic screening mechanism, the effects of coupling 
to phonons have a good chance of being physically important: because of the 
large changes in ionic volume that accompany velence changes of r a re earth 
atoms, strong coupling to phonons may be expected, and the parameter C may be 
of the order of a volt, while the typical phonon frequency wt0 is of the order 
of hundredths of a volt. Such values would lead to exponential reduction 
of the valence fluctuation temperature by the overlap facto r (a/ b) that 
controls valence fluctuations in both the fast and slow phonon limits. 
Since these reduction factors depend so sensitively on the model parameters 
it is difficult to make more meaningful estimates of their importance in 
the actual experimental situation; they do however indicate potential ly 
important effects. 
1' C) A 0 ===-~-fVf () 
t t 
- t.J ~ 
-ltJ ti 
Ca..)~ >c_ (b) (c.) ··c >A'> u1> 
' 
---- ~ ,_.,.,,..,-• . ,,:~~:.,. ..,_, ~-- - _..,.~•- • • • - • ·,·~, •-• w '••· ~ •-'• •• ••• - - • ·.,-. '• 
rig" (7.1). ( schematic) e Impurity orbital density of states at T=D for 
the mixed valence ground state. The height of the Fermi level resonance 
is fixed by the Friedel sum rule relation at (lrll)-1sin2c-tlf ~n)). (a) 
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shows the "bare" case without significant phonon coupling; (b) shows 'the effect 
of coupling to fast phonons - most of the spectral weight has been shifted 
to mul tiphonon re sonances at ± nw0, leaving a much narrowed Fermi surface 
resonance; (c) coupling to slow phonons shifts most spectral weight 
to the single-particle resonances of the two degenerate Hartree-Fock 
solutions (see Chapter 4). 
-----~-=---=~~=-=---=~----------~------------~--~~--·. 
Finally, Fig.(7 . 1) summarises the conclusions that may be drawn about the 
single par ticle density of states of the impurity orbital, and may be regarded 
as putting microscopic detail intob~e qualitative picture of a renormalised 
virtual bound state at the Fermi level 0 
I 
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